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ABSTRACT

In this work we have implemented the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equation in a screened

Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method for solving, self-consistently, the spin-polarised

superconducting state for 3d crystals including substitutional impurities. The generalisa-

tion to the fully relativistic Dirac-Bogoliubov-de Gennes (DBdG) equations is also implemented

for 3d crystals. This method combines the full complexity of the underlying electronic structure

and Fermi surface geometry with a simple phenomenological parametrisation for the supercon-

ductivity. We apply this theoretical framework to the known s-wave superconductors Nb, Pb,

and MgB2. In these materials multiple distinct peaks at the gap in the density of states were

observed, showing significant gap anisotropy which is in good agreement with experiment. For Pb

the effects of spin-orbit coupling and the surface gap anisotropy are also addressed. Qualitatively,

the results can be explained in terms of the k-dependent Fermi velocities on the Fermi surface

sheets exploiting concepts from Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory.

We then investigate how impurities affect the superconducting state by applying the theo-

retical framework to bulk Nb with non-magnetic impurities. Without non-magnetic impurities,

Nb has an anisotropic gap structure with two distinct peaks around the Fermi level. In the

presence of non-magnetic impurities those peaks are broadened due to the scattering between

the two bulk superconducting gaps, however the peaks remain separated. As a second example of

self-consistent real-space solutions of the BdG equations we examine superconducting clusters

embedded within a non-superconducting bulk metallic host. This allows us to estimate the co-

herence length of the superconductor and we show that, within our framework, the coherence

length of the superconductor is related to the inverse of the gap size, just as in bulk BCS theory.

The resulting local density of states (LDOS) in the superconductor is non-zero at the Fermi level

due to the metallic host, giving it a striking resemblance to the pseudogap phase in copper-oxide

based superconductors.

Finally we investigate how magnetic impurities affect the superconducting state by embedding

3rd row d-block magnetic impurities into bulk and surface Pb. In the presence of magnetic

impurities, there is a pair-breaking effect that results in sub-gap Yu-Shiba-Rusinov (YSR) states

which we decompose into contributions from the individual orbital character. In bulk Pb we find

that not only are there two distinct YSR resonance pairs coming from the t2g and eg orbitals,

there is a significant but smaller response from the ‘s’ component of the impurity contributing to

a third pair of YSR resonances. The intensity of the peaks is governed by the LDOS at the Fermi
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level of the impurity in the normal state. This finding is only reinforced when investigating how

magnetic impurities, as an adatom and as an embedded impurity, affect the surface electronic

structure. In both cases the degeneracy of the t2g and eg is further split, however in some cases

no YSR resonances associated with ‘d’ orbitals are observed due to the majority and minority

peaks being completely below or completely above the Fermi level. This highlights the important

fact that multiple YSR states in the presence of 3d magnetic impurities cannot be attributed to

the d-moment alone.
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1
INTRODUCTION

In 1913, the Nobel prize in physics was given to Heike Kamerlin Onnes “for his investigations

on properties of matter at low temperatures which led, inter alia, to the production of liquid

helium” [20]. Very little emphasis was put on the fact that in the process of liquefying

helium he discovered that Hg was a superconductor with a Tc of 4.15 K [21]. After not very long

it was discovered that a whole host of the elemental materials became superconducting at low

temperatures such as Pb and Sn [22]. It was initially conjectured by L. Cooper [23] that the

electrons in a superconductor bind together and form pairs of electrons. Ever since they have

been coined as ‘Cooper’ pairs after him. From this initial idea the theory of superconductivity

was created by J. Bardeen, L. Cooper and J. Schrieffer, known as BCS theory [24]. One of the key

features of the theory is the presence of an energy gap ∆ in the excitation spectrum. This was

a translationally invariant model working purely in k-space, which made the assumption that

the material was pure. The year before BCS theory was published it was found that rhodium

impurities can enhance the superconductivity of molybdenum [25]. This discovery presented

a new concept within the field of superconductivity that could not be described by BCS theory

in its current state. Not only that when the superconductor beryllium [26] was prepared as

an amorphous crystal it was found to still be superconducting. Finally, with the inclusion of

magnetic impurities, superconductivity could also be suppressed [27]. Superconductors had

therefore reacted in three different ways to the presence of impurities and interfaces: suppression,

enhancement or ignorance. Evidently understanding how each effect originates would give

fundamental insight into the superconducting state.

The first attempts at describing impurities in superconductors came only a year after these

discoveries. Here, the original transitionally invariant model BCS theory was extended to model

the average positions of magnetic and non-magnetic impurities [28, 29]. These models success-
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fully described principal effects of impurities, having the drawback that local effects were not

considered. Fetter [30] was one of the first to use localised models to describe non-magnetic impu-

rities in the superconducting state and made the conclusion that impurities in real materials

will induce both spatial oscillations in the superconducting order paramter ∆(r) and the charge

density ρ(r) and resonant enhancement of the scattering of quasiparticles with momentum near

the Fermi momentum. Describing magnetic impurities was then theorised by Yu, [16], Shiba

[17] and Rusinov [18]. This provided a local description of how the Tc could be reduced by the

presence of magnetic impurities, as bound states would fill the gap with states. Later, Flatté and

Byers [31] provide insightful models into how magnetic and non-magnetic impurities behave in a

free-electron s-wave (spin singlet) superconducting medium. These models provided qualitative

insight of a generic localised perturbation in a superconductor, but lacked any quantitative

predictive power for real materials.

Since then, the inclusion of impurities in superconductors has only created more questions

than answers. Most notably impurities have been linked to two significant milestones of super-

conductivity. The first being the discovery of the family of high temperature superconductors

known as the cuprates [32–34]. The second was the discovery of iron-based superconductivity [35].

In both cases a parent compound had to be doped with impurities to induce superconductivity.

Although there have been attempts to understand the microscopic theory describing the effects

[36], this still remains a very active field of research.

One aspect of investigating unconventional superconductors is local scanning tunnelling

microscopy around an impurity site. By investigating how the impurities interact with the

superconductor it has been possible to use them to define the superconducting order parameters,

which has proven a great success for FeSe [37], LiFeAs [38], CeCoIn5 [39], and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ
[40] along with many others [9].

To model impurity scattering within unconventional materials, delta scatters were consid-

ered in realistic tight-binding models for Fe-based [41–44], cuprate [45–47] and heavy fermion

[48] superconductors. Since most of the theoretical approaches work in reciprocal space, direct

comparison to experiments will typically involve Fourier transformations of the direct real space

analysis of the experiments. This is not the natural choice when considering the fact that scanning

tunnelling microscopy (STM) probes the local electronic structure, so there is a challenge to find

a method that incorporates impurities into localised models.

The STM technique has been used to investigate Yu-Shiba-Rusinov (YSR) states as well

[49]. The original theories by Yu, Shiba and Rusinov were simple one band models which would

have described how an s-type magnetic impurity would have interacted with the system. In real

systems, not only is the underlying electronic structure more complex [2], but multiple YSR peaks

were found [7]. Within this paper the assumption is that only the d-states from the impurity

contribute to the magnetism, and the d-orbitals are subjected to crystal field splitting, which

results in different magnetic moments from each orbital. This, along with the real space dI/dV
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maps, enabled them to claim which peaks were associated with each orbital. These assumptions

are reasonable, however there could be effects from the interband coupling or diamagnetic

responses from other orbitals which contribute to the in-gap states.

This is especially relevant considering that the ultimate goal for these experiments is to

introduce chains of magnetic impurities on the surface of superconductors with a high spin-orbit

interaction. Such experiments have been shown to induce Majorana Fermions at the edges of

the chain [50, 51]. These states are of great interest due to their use in ‘fault tolerant quantum

computation’ [52]. Theoretical work on the subject has already been extensive, but generally has

been focused on phenomenological tight binding models [53, 54]. The most advanced work on

this subject has been to investigate from first principles the effect that Fe magnetic chains have

had on the surface of normal state Rhenium, and then using a tight-binding parameterisation to

describe the superconductivity [55].

The logical step from here is to turn to ab initio techniques to model these materials. This is

currently not feasible for unconventional superconductors, but there is promise with conventional

superconductors because modelling of phonon mediated s-wave superconductors has been suc-

cessful for pure bulk crystals [56]. However, incorporating impurities into these methods poses

significant challenges. As for unconventional superconductors discussed above, models including

impurities either use a set of various parameters or they are forced to use supercell approaches

to incorporate the impurity site [57].

This present work is devoted to exploiting the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) Greens function

method, ideally suited to treat the real space impurity problem, in a full quantitative ab initio

approach [58]. The first principles treatment of the impurity problem is combined with the

implementation of the solver for the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations, which has been

previously implemented within a layered KKR code for the scalar relativistic [59–61] and fully

relativistic [62, 63] formalisms.

The thesis will be organised as follows. Chapter 2 will give a brief overview of the current

state of the field of superconductivity, what open questions are yet to be answered and how

the effect of impurities on the superconducting state is relevant today. Chapter 3 will discuss

the implementation of the BdG equations into the KKR formalism, focusing primarily on how

the implementation differs from G. Csire and collaborators [59, 63, 64], then extending the

formalism to impurities. Chapter 4 firstly assesses the numerical robustness of the method,

investigating the most computationally efficient choice of parameters to successfully perform

a superconducting state calculation, how mass corrections in the scalar relativistic limit effect

the system, and our choice of exchange correlation functional. Secondly, the chapter will discuss

the results of bulk calculations, and assessing the gap anisotropy of various phonon-mediated

superconductors. Chapter 5 investigates how impurities affect these superconducting materials,

and is divided into three sections. The first section investigates the affect impurities have on the

gap anisotropy, the second section applies this method to granular superconductors, solving a
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nanoscale superconducting cluster embedded in a normal metallic environment, and the third

section assesses how magnetic impurities affect superconductors, in both bulk and surface

systems. Finally, Chapter 6 will summarise our findings and focus on future work.
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2
BACKGROUND

S ince the discovery of superconductivity [21], the quest to find an industrially practical

room temperature superconductor remains one of the key areas of research in condensed

matter physics today. On the journey, many exotic phenomena have been found such

as quantum criticality [65], topological superconductivity and Majorana fermions [66], Higgs

modes [67] along with the psuedogap [68] and strongly correlated superconductivity [69], some

of which have far-reaching implications. Fig. 2.1 is a graph from Ref. [8] showing the vast

number of families of superconductors that exist, which each have their own history behind them.

This chapter aims to give a brief overview of the current state of the field of superconductivity

and address the key issues that have stopped us from producing a recipe book for a room

temperature superconductor, along with discussing some of the spin-off applications that have

created sub-fields in their own right. We start with discussing the progress of conventional BCS

superconductors, moving through to the high pressure hydride superconductors. From there we

address unconventional superconductors by firstly looking at the high temperature copper oxide

(cuprate) superconductors and then moving to the iron pnictides. After this we investigate the

more exotic side of superconductivity such as Sr2RuO4, twisted bilayer graphene and optically

driven materials, along with other candidates for topological superconductivity.

2.1 Conventional Superconductors

After the initial research into superconductivity by HK Onnes [20], discovery of phonon mediated

superconductors boomed in the 1940-1950’s. One of the key figures in the discovery of many new

superconductors is B. T. Matthias [70] who, among many others, discovered NbN [71], Nb3Al

and Nb3Sn [72] the first superconducting ternary compounds [73] and whole host of others [74].

Beyond this, investigations into the specific heat of superconductors around the transition tem-
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Figure 2.1: The Tc of the superconductor vs the year it was discovered. Different families of
superconductors are highlighted: conventional superconductors (green circles), cuprate supercon-
ductors (blue diamonds), iron pnictide (orange square), heavy fermion (green stars), carbon (red
triangles) and fullerine superconductors (purple). The blue arrows on the right side refer to the
melting temperatures of CF4, N2, H2 and He. Figure from [8].

perature [75, 76] were being performed. By the time BCS theory had been published it was clear

that Pb had unconventional behaviour where the specific heat did not quite follow the theory’s

predictions [77]. This was in part due to the strength of the electron-phonon coupling parameter

in Pb which was too large for BCS to accurately describe the resulting superconductivity and so

the so-called ‘strong coupling’ theory was developed by Eliashberg [78].

It was only when tunnelling spectra was performed on Pb was it found that the supercon-

ducting gap was anisotropic [79], however the results were only cautiously accepted. To reinforce

this claim of anisotropy, further specific heat measurements [80] were performed which discov-

ered non-BCS theory like signatures. Here, they were again able to attribute this result to gap

anisotropy in Pb, albeit tentatively. The theory for the anisotropy was quickly developed [81], and

the anisotropy was further confirmed by more tunnelling conductance measurements [82, 83].

The anisotropy of conventional superconductors was accepted, however very few further

materials were investigated. Such examples were specific heat measurements of V [84] or

ultrasonic measurements [85] and tunnelling spectra [86] of Nb. However for Nb there were later

conflicting reports suggesting that the superconducting energy gap was isotropic from thermal

conductivity [87] and specific heat [88] measurements. Detailed research into the gap anisotropy

was infrequent from then onwards, with some more concrete evidence for the gap anisotropy in
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Nb being presented in Ref. [10]. Not only were the negative results for Nb making it hard to

justify further experiments, the requirements for any experiment to observe this anisotropy were

technically very challenging as the experimental resolution had to be of the order of a few µeV .

Finally, the discovery of the copper-oxide superconductors [33, 89] resulted in low temperature

anisotropy of elemental superconductors being all but forgotten.

Despite this, research into the anisotropy present in conventional superconductors gained

new ground after the discovery of superconductivity in MgB2 at 39 K [90]. In the same year

experiments using point-contact spectroscopy [91] showed that the energy gap was strongly

anisotropic and from multiple gaps yet evidence of the Boron isotope effect [92] clearly implied

that the superconductivity was phonon-mediated. This was strong evidence for a need of a more

generalised k-dependent theory of phonon-mediated superconductivity which was developed by

Ref. [93], explaining the anomalous superconducting properties of MgB2 [94]. Since then more

detailed experiments of Pb surfaces using high resolution scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)

[2] has shown a detailed picture of the gap anisotropy of Pb complete with characterising the

Fermi surface information.

Despite these discoveries, only MgB2, Pb and Nb are considered to be anisotropic phonon-

mediated superconductors. In reality many elemental superconductors could display this phe-

nomena due to their complicated Fermi surface structure. A first example would be anisotropy

in V due to having a similar Fermi surface structure to Nb, coupled with there already being

thermodynamic evidence [84]. The reasoning behind this lack of investigation was partly due to

the timing as when these materials were being investigated, from 1911 to the 1960’s. Firstly, the

discovery of the existence of an energy gap in superconductors was only in 1953 [95, 96] so little

attention was being paid to its anisotropy. Secondly, any anisotropy from an elemental supercon-

ductor is typically an order of magnitude smaller than the gap, as shown by the experiments on

Pb [2] (150µeV ) and Nb [4] (590µeV ), making experimental resolution another key factor. Finally,

the discoveries of much higher temperature superconductors made analysis of this anisotropy

less of a priority in later years. Despite this, anisotropy has been predicted to change the Tc of Pb

by 8% [6] and has created problems for making wires of MgB2 [97], so a greater understanding of

the phenomenon will have to be addressed.

Finally, the red points in Fig. 2.1 refer to conventional superconductivity in systems made

from carbon. Such systems include 4 Å single-walled Carbon nanotubes [98] and boron doped

diamond [99] of which are the presented data in the figure. In addition superconductivity has

also been observed in the Fullerides [100]. This system consists of A3C60 carbon structures where

the C60 is a Buckminsterfullerine and A refers to K [101] or Rb [102] which get to Tc ’s of 18K

and 28K respectively. The field gained new ground with recent results of the possible optical

induction of superconductivity up to 100 K in K3C60 using mid-infrared optical pulses [103].

Despite there being a gap in optical conductivity, a feature present in low temperature ground

state superconducting K3C60, it was not enough to say definitively that the material had gone into
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an optically induced superconducting state. However superconductivity was then confirmed in a

further experiment [104] for a few femtoseconds at above 150 K with promise that it could extend

to room temperature. The drive to achieve a more long lasting optically induced high-temperature

superconducting phase continues.

2.2 High Pressure Superconductors

In order to increase the Tc of phonon mediated superconductors, researchers turned to lighter

and lighter atoms because phonon modes with higher frequencies have the potential to bind

Cooper pairs more strongly. In addition to looking at materials such as MgB2 and the Fullerides,

another principle was considered which concerned trying to turn insulating materials into metals

by applying pressure. By putting these materials under high pressure, the atomic orbitals in

the crystal overlap more, causing the bandwiths to increase, reducing the energy gap between

the valence and the conduction band. At high enough pressures, the valence band crosses the

Fermi level and becomes metallic. This has been realised experimentally in materials such as

Sulphur [105] and Oxygen [106]. Within these metallic phases, a superconducting transition was

then observed [107, 108]. This was an exciting discovery and proved that it is possible to obtain a

superconducting transition from these very light elements.

The discovery of superconductivity in high pressure phases of Sulphur [107] and Oxygen

[108] is really the middle of the story. The initial idea came from considering the lightest atom in

the periodic table, hydrogen. Usually it forms H2 molecules and crystallises into an H2 insulating

phase at 14.01 K [109], however in 1935 E. Wigner and H. Huntington [110] suggested that,

with enough pressure, the molecule would dissociate and the resulting crystal would be metallic.

Naively one assumes that the system will be a free electron-like metal [111] at high pressures.

Hence the lattice of protons will interact with the bare, unscreened coulomb potential and when

minimising the Coulomb potential the body centred cubic lattice (bcc) is the solution [112]. This

is the crystal structure that was assumed in Ref. [110] and using this they predicted that the

pressure required would be ∼ 25GPa. However when looking at Li and Na [113] at high pressure it

was not that simple. These materials, which were already free electron-like at room temperature,

became a complex set of different phases above 39GPa for Li and 103GPa for Na [113]. This can

only be explained by the fact that the electronic screening is enough to destabilise the bcc lattice,

hence the result is a multitude of complex phases. The same was therefore predicted for hydrogen

meaning that it would be much harder to calculate the insulator-metal transition as the structure

is unknown, so structure prediction methods would have to be used.

Generally, density functional theory (DFT) is used as the method of structure prediction. The

local density approximation (LDA) and generalised gradient approximation (GGA) exchange

correlation functionals were used in Ref. [114] in order to perform these calculations. However, in

order to predict the conductor to insulator transition an accurate determination of the bandgap
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is required of which these functionals are notorious for struggling to describe [115, 116]. The

solution to this is to introduce a self-energy interaction to the Kohn-Sham equations [117], for

example, via the GW approximation [118] where the ‘G’ refers to the Green’s function and ‘W’

the screened Coulomb potential. This method provides a much better estimate of the bandgap

and hence the metallisation [119]. Another method to predict the bandgap of solid hydrogen,

and hence the metallisation point, is the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method [112]. The best

estimate of the metallisation of solid hydrogen was 447 GPa which was calculated using a QMC

calculation [120]. It is considered the best estimate because it is very similar to the experimental

extrapolation from Ref. [121] at 450GPa.

These immense pressures will be incredibly challenging, however it has the potential to have

the highest Tc of all phonon-mediated superconductors. Experimental evidence [122] has been

met with, initially, limited success as the sample ‘disappeared’ not long after the publication

[123], and other scientists argued whether it was even made at all [124]. Fortunately another

group has recently published data [125] that suggests that they could have isolated the phase

of metallic hydrogen using synchrotron spectroscopic evidence of the bandgap changing from

0.6eV to less than 0.1eV. A non-invasive reflectivity measurement has now been suggested [126]

in order to determine whether the material is superconducting. Finally, there are predictions

that at extreme pressures (>20 TPa) there is an fcc phase of metallic hydrogen which could

become metastable at room pressures [127]. Experimental realisations of this phase will push

the boundaries of current experimental techniques.

It was also found that it is possible to crystallise hydrogen at high pressure with other

atoms such as Sulphur [128] and Lanthanum [129]. These materials have been labelled as the

highest temperature superconductors known with 203 and 250 K respectively, with more hydride

superconductors being predicted to break records [130]. The most recent result has been labelled

as the first room temperature superconductor (287.7±1.2 K) and is a ‘carbonaceous sulfur hydride’

system [131]. Realistically, despite these materials having the highest superconducting transition

temperatures, the potential for these materials to be used in industry is remote due to the

extreme difficulty in making them, along with their fragility. Despite this, high-pressure hydride

research plays a fundamental role in the search for a room temperature superconductor. Finding

one has proven that there is a superconducting phase that exists that can survive the thermal

fluctuations of room temperature, which implies that others can be found too.

2.3 Copper Oxide (Cuprate) Superconductors

Historically the copper-oxide superconductors, consisting of materials with copper oxide planes

such as YBa2Cu3O7−x [33], Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ [132] and HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ [133], were the first

family of high temperature superconductors discovered. These materials do not behave like

conventional, phonon mediated superconductors. One of the predominant signatures that they
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are unconventional is the presence of a ‘pseudogap’ [9], which is a gap that appears in the density

of states (DOS), yet there is no superconductivity. Experimental evidence of this phenomena

has been found in all of the cuprate systems, Fig. 2.2(1) shows that comparison between the

gap produced in Nb compared to the gap produced in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ. Here, as we increase

the temperature in both materials the gap spectroscopy begins to get more smeared, and in Nb

as the temperature gets to Tc the gap is almost completely obscured. In Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ the

story is slightly different because as Tc, which is 84 K and is defined as the point where the

resistance becomes finite again, is reached it appears that a gap is still open and coherence peaks

are still visible. This could, in principle, be due to the difference in temperatures associated

with the different transitions, so in Fig. 2.2(2) the data from Fig. 2.2(1b) is replotted with two

different theoretical methodologies superimposed on top. The first, 2.2(2a), is conventional BCS

theory with a temperature dependent gap function along with temperature smearing. The second,

2.2(2b), is where the gap has been kept constant but temperature smearing has still been applied.

What we see is that for a BCS-type superconductor the gap will be completely gone by the time

Tc is reached, which is the expected result for a conventional superconductor but not at all what

the data suggest. The fixed gap calculation fits much better to the data showing that for the

cuprate superconductor we see that the gap size is either independent of, or only weakly coupled

to, temperature. The gap in the excitation spectrum is not a full gap we can see from Fig. 2.2(2b)

as it has a non-zero density at the Fermi level. This implies that there are still Cooper pairs but

without the phase coherence that induces zero resistance.

Scanning tunnelling microscopy has been a particularly prominent application to the field

of Cuprate superconductors [9]. Not only has it been used to probe the pseudogap regime, as

shown in figure 2.2, it has been used to investigate the doping phase diagram [134] and the

structure of the vortex cores [135] along with ascertaining k-dependent gap information us-

ing quasiparticle interference [136]. It was shown in Ref. [137] investigations into the CuO2

and BiO planes of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ showed that BiO had a V shaped gap and CuO2 had a U

shaped gap. The implications of this are that either they have different pairing symmetry, or

that superconductivity in the BiO was being induced. These investigations into the supercon-

ducting properties of the cuprates using STM have been numerous [9], and have probed the

unconventional superconducting state in great detail.

In order to model these materials theoretically, it was originally suggested by P.W. Anderson

[138] that Resonating Valence Bond (RVB) theory could be used to describe these systems. The

idea behind this theory involves a quantum spin liquid with charged bosonic ‘holons’, particles

with charge of an electron but a spin of 0, condensing into a superfluid. Although the theory did

not describe all aspects of the strongly correlated state, such as the suggestion that the Bose

condensate had a charge of ‘e’, it has influenced condensed matter theory for years [69]. Examples

of attempts to model strongly correlated superconductors numerically [139] are ongoing, with ab

initio modelling of strongly correlated cuprate systems using a combination of GW and DMFT

10
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(1) (2)

Figure 2.2: (1a) Differential tunneling conductance of the superconducting gap of Nb at dif-
ferent temperatures. (1b) Differential tunneling conductance of the superconducting gap of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ at different temperatures. (2a) Data from (1b) with a temperature-dependent
BCS d-wave gap function superimposed on top. (2b) Data from (1b) with a constant gap with
temperature smearing superimposed on top. Gap sizes quoted in the figures have been read off
directly from x-axes. Images from [9]. Data from (1a) adapted from [10], data from (1b) adapated
from [11]. Experimental data from (2a) and (2b) adapted from [11], theoretical data and inset of
(2) from [9].

techniques [140] also playing a significant role. Recently a solution to a toy model [141] which

includes both Mottness and superconductivity has been developed, potentially opening a new

chapter for strongly correlated superconductivity. This model shows a promising similarity to

the ‘Superconductivity-induced transfer of in-plane spectral weight’ for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ [142].

Despite these attempts to describe these systems there is still no conclusive theoretical work that

ties together all of the observed phenomena of strongly correlated superconductivity, and can

predict a Tc of other superconductors that exhibit this behaviour, so this is still a very active field

of research.

2.4 Iron-Based Superconductors

Another surprising family of superconductors were the iron-based superconductors [143] as it was

believed that magnetism and superconductivity could not coexist. There were classic examples

of this like in the Meissner effect [144] and the reduction of Tc for BCS superconductors with

the inclusion of magnetic impurities [27]. It was therefore considered that Fe could never be

an element that belonged to the make-up of a superconducting material. Despite this, several

classes of materials containing Fe were superconducting [143]. These consist of the 122 type

consisting of QFe2Pn2 where Q is usually B, however has also been be Ca, Sr and Eu and

11
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the Pn refers to an element in the pnictogen family. These superconductors usually require

electron doping via partial substitution of Fe by another transition-metal ion, or hole doped

by partial substitution of Q by an alkali-metal ion. The 1111 type consists of RFePnO where

R refers to a rare earth element. The highest Tc of the superconducting phases is currently in

Sr1−xSmxFeAsF [65] at 56 K for x = 0.5. Their generic phase diagram is similar to that of the

cuprate superconductors, however by comparing the two phase diagrams in Fig. 2.3 it is possible

to see that, in the case of the cuprate superconducting phase 2.3(a), the antiferromagnetic phase

ends and the superconducting phase begins as a function of doping, whereas in the case of the

Fe pnictides 2.3(b) the superconducting dome emerges from the antiferromagnetic phase at low

temperatures. This implies that the excitations from the antiferromagnetic phase could be key for

the iron Pnictide superconductors, whereas in the cuprate superconductors it must, in some way,

be different. Despite this, the pseudogap phase also been observed in Iron-based systems such as

BaFe2(As1−xPx)2 [145] and La(O1−xFx)FeAs [146], showing that there are still similarities to the

underlying electronic structure.

(1) (2)

Figure 2.3: (a) Phase diagram of YBa2Cu3O7−x. TSDW is the spin density wave transition tem-
perature, TCDW of the charge density wave, TN the Néel temperature, T∗ the pseudogap phase
and TNMR the temperature scale below which NMR observes field-induced charge order. AF
and SC refer to antiferromagnetic and superconducting phases respectively. Image from [12]. (b)
Combined phase diagram of the 122 iron pnictide superconductors [13].

FeSe is another notable iron-based material which has exhibited an interesting superconduct-

ing phase. It is similar to that of iron pnictides [147] as it is an unconventional superconductor

formed with Fe, however it does not contain a pnictogen. As a heterostructure of FeSe and Nb

doped SrTiO3 superconductivity above 100 K was realised, bringing iron-based superconductors

to a comparable level as the cuprates. This exciting discovery reinforces a previous idea that high

temperature superconductivity can be achieved via the electron pairing at interfaces [148, 149].

Investigating the order parameter using scanning tunneling microscopy [37] around an impurity

12
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site it was possible to determine that FeSe is a multiband superconductor with an s± order

parameter. This is where the phase of the order parameter associated with one of the gaps is

opposite to the other, which is similar to other iron based systems [42].

2.5 Exotic Systems

Another material with the same structure as the cuprate superconductors is Sr2RuO4 [150]

which has always been a superconductor which was considered to be a potential candidate for

a spin triplet order parameter [151], where same electron spins pair together, resulting in a

Cooper pair with a non-zero orbital angular momentum [152]. However recent research has

shown that this original analysis could be incorrect due to an inaccurate knight shift experiment

[153] was recently rectified [154]. The new evidence, along with other works [155–157], believe

its superconducting order parameter to be more of d-wave order like the cuprate superconducting

materials, however the order parameter is still believed by some to have a chiral structure [158].

Heavy-fermion superconductors are another family of superconductors which have strongly

correlated ground states. Notable materials include CeCu2Si2 [159], PuCoGa5 [160] and CeCoIn5

[161]. The cooper pairing mechanism for these materials, just like the cuprates and iron pnictides,

is yet to be determined. What is more, the localised f-states present in these materials make it

very hard to model [162]. Despite the Tc of these materials being not particularly impressive, they

are popular because they have been key materials for the investigation of quantum criticality

[163]. This occurs when looking at the near-zero temperature doping-dependence of these un-

conventional materials. Even at this low temperature, phase transitions between the competing

ground states still occurs due to the fluctuations in the many-body quantum wavefunction. By

looking at the critical exponents of these transitions, a greater understanding of this exotic

phenomena will arise, alongside potential greater understanding of the phases themselves. Iron

pnictides are also known for exhibiting quantum criticality [65], whereas similar investigations

into cuprate superconductors are in their infancy [164].

Finding exotic order parameters to widen our knowledge of superconductivity goes beyond

just using bulk materials. Investigations have also turned to 2d materials and devices to construct

these systems. Twisted bilayer graphene [14] is something that has been shown to exhibit strongly

correlated superconductivity. The original paper is able to plot the the entire phase diagram

around the superconducting dome by sweeping in temperature and carrier density, as shown in

Fig. 2.4. The phase diagram looks remarkably like that of a cuprate superconductor, despite the

fact that it does not have any of the elemental constituents in common. It was even found in a

later study that stripe order and a pseudogap phase was observed using scanning tunnelling

microscopy [165]. The advantage of this system is that, using only one material it was possible to

dope by applying a voltage to the Pb/Au bottom gate electrode giving it perfect tuneability.

Another method of creating a high temperature superconductor is forcing a material into
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Figure 2.4: Two different phase diagrams of twisted bilayer graphene at different twist angles,
(b) θ = 1.16 and (c) θ = 1.05. The carrier density is varied by applying a gate voltage on the Pb/Au
substrate, colour represents the Rxx resistivity. Image from [14].

a metastable superconducting state with pulsed lasers [103, 166]. Ref. [166] detected this phe-

nomena in La1.675Eu0.2Sr0.125CuO4, and Refs. [103, 104] in the Fullerides as mentioned earlier

in section 2.1. There are many technological challenges with this such as holding the system

in a metastable state for any length of time, along with measuring it accurately. Theoretically

it is also very challenging because modelling out of equilibrium is less well established than

conventional mean-field techniques.

2.6 Topological Superconductivity and Majorana Fermions

Ever since the suggestion that Sr2RuO4 was a potential candidate of a p-wave superconducting

order parameter [151], it has been of great interest within the scientific community to find

signatures of p-wave superconductivity. Partially this is to forward the understanding of funda-

mental physics, however in addition to this, these complex order parameters sometimes generate

Majorana fermions which have great potential industrially due to their fault tolerant quantum

computation [52]. These particles have two main criterion for generation in a condensed matter

system [66]. The first is that the particle must obey the massless Dirac equation, essentially

having a linear dispersion with gapless excitations, the second condition is that the particle must

be its own antiparticle. Topological superconductivity lends itself naturally to the generation

of Majorana Fermions because it supports gapless excitations described by the Dirac equation,

and secondly the electron hole symmetry from the superconductivity enables the generation of

particles that are their own antiparticles.

There are broadly two categories of topological superconductors, intrinsic ones and artificially

generated ones [66]. Intrinsic topological superconductors are materials with topologically non-

trivial gap functions brought about by spin orbit interaction coupled with another feature
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such as inversion symmetry breaking, whereas artificially generated materials usually consist

of topologically nontrivial systems connected to s-wave superconductors with either or both

materials having high spin-orbit coupling.

Some examples of intrinsic materials include CuxBi2Se3 [167], which is a superconductor that

can be doped into a topological insulator. When x = 0.3 the superconducting state is suggested to

be topological [168] where the bulk is superconducting and the surface consists of gapless bound

states consisting of Majorana fermions which is in good qualitative agreement with theory [169].

Another is Sn1−xInxTe, which is a topological crystalline insulator characterised by a nontrivial

mirror Chern number [170, 171] and becomes superconducting with a substitution of 2% Sn of

In [172, 173]. UPt3 is an unconventional heavy fermion superconductor whose order parameter

goes through many different phases [174]. It is believed to be spin triplet and there are many

papers which have different predictions associated with it, despite this no Majorana modes have

been detected, just theoretical and experimental suggestions of topological edge states [175–177].

The first concept of an engineered topological superconducting state that could harbour

Majorana bound states was by L. Fu et al. [178]. They considered the interaction between an

s-wave superconductor and the surface states of a topological insulator. They predicted that a

2-dimensional state resembles a spinless, chiral p-wave state which supports Majorana bound

states inside the vortex cores. Experimental evidence on superconductor-topological insulator

interfaces is abundant [66], and recent experimental observation of Majorana zero modes has

occurred [179, 180].

Further to these systems, other ones have also have been of interest which are semiconductor

nanowires with Rasba-split bands in close proximity to an Al or Nb based superconductor [181–

183], showing zero-bias conductance peaks in finite magnetic fields. This was promising, however

Ref. [184] pointed out that these peaks could be originating from various effects, and hence

may not be directly associated with a Majorana fermion. Part of the issue came from the sub-

gap excitations being present in these nanowires, making it hard to disentangle all the states.

However in Ref. [185], InAs nanowire was epitaxially grown on a Al superconductor add-layer

which results in a much cleaner gap structure. This experiment subsequently exhibited more

convincing Majorana fermions.

Finally, one of the more recent experiments realising Majorana Fermions involves putting

a chain of ferromagnetic impurities on the surface of a superconductor with high spin-orbit

coupling. This setup has the potential to generate 1D topological superconductivity, and is has

been predicted to produce Majorana zero-modes [186]. Since then, multiple STM experiments

have provided evidence for their existence, firstly with Fe chains on a superconducting Pb (110)

surface [50, 187], and Fe atom chains on superconducting Re(0001) surfaces [51].

Generating the environment for these particles is quite difficult, and some of the data hard

to interpret as was evident with the Fe chain experiment on Pb by Ruby et al. [50]. Here, it

was discovered that not only was it possible to generate Majorana end-states, but also the Yu-
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Shiba-Rusinov states which the topologically nontrivial state originated from can also create

their own resonance. In fact in some cases Majorana Fermions did not even form [188]. It is clear

that a more involved understanding of how the Yu-Shiba-Rusinov states and the Majorana zero

mode interact is required. Further work performed by Ruby et al. [7, 189] addresses this very

issue. In Ref. [7] an individual magnetic impurity was embedded as an adatom and the ensuing

YSR bound states were investigated for their associated orbital character. From this they were

able to determine which crystal-field split d-orbital states contributed to each of the resonant

peaks formed inside the gap. In Ref. [189] they then took this further and investigated how the

resonances hybridise when pairs of magnetic impurities are adsorbed onto a surface. Despite

these efforts, theoretical techniques have been limited to just parameterised tight-binding models

[190–192] or ab initio descriptions of only the normal state electronic structure [55]. In order

for a full understanding of the effects occurring from these systems, a full description of the

underlying electronic structure coupled directly to the superconductivity is required.

2.7 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

Throughout the discussions of the various superconductors in the literature, most have had at

least one STM experiment performed on them. The general principle of the experiment is to

position an atomically sharp tip over the surface of the material in question, allowing only a thin

potential barrier between tip and surface such that electronic states quantum tunnel from one to

the other. There are multiple modes of operation which will be briefly discussed here. To get an

idea of topography, there are two main methods [9]. The first is by keeping the current through

the tip constant and the second is by keeping the height constant and varying the current as

displayed in Fig. 2.5(1).

The second aspect that can be investigated, is the local tunnelling spectroscopy. By recording

the tunnelling current I(V) whilst sweeping the bias voltage at a fixed height it is possible

to record the electronic density of states of the surface by investigating dI/dV versus V. The

interpretation of the spectra can, however, be quite complex as realistically this quantity is a

convolution of the DOS of the tip and surface, along with scattering matrix elements. Usually, the

DOS of the tip is considered a trivial constant, and the scattering matrix elements are set to 1.

Despite this approximation, STM has already shown great promise in investigating the

electronic structure of complex superconducting systems such as gap anisotropy present in s-wave

superconductors [2], the pseudogap regime of cuprates [11] and the full k and q dependent gap

information from heavy fermion superconductors [162]. Not only that, once impurity scattering

is involved it is possible to determine the relative gap phase and anisotropy of unconventional

superconductors [37, 155], and also investigate topological superconducting states and Majorana

fermions [187] within local magnetic adatom structures [7, 189]. This technique has already

proved itself as a powerful tool that has a range of possibilities, and the data it obtains are almost
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(1) (2)

Figure 2.5: Panel 1: Generic STM operating modes: (a) constant-current and (b) constant-height
imaging. Panel 2: Illustration of the vortex-lattice imaging by STM: (a) Local SIN junction with
typical BCS s-wave characteristics when the tip is between vortices. (b) Local NIN junction with
a constant conductance where the tip is positioned over the vortex core. ∆p =∆. Images from [9].

a direct comparison to the density of states, making it a simple theoretically to obtain data to

compare.
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I t is clear from chapter 2 that impurities have a large role to play in the field of supercon-

ductivity. They have the potential to make devices for quantum computation [187], they

have the ability to probe the underlying electronic structure of superconductors [37] and

unconventional superconductivity relies on impurity doping for high transition temperatures,

such as YBa2Cu3O7−x [12]. This chapter is dedicated to introducing the theoretical framework

that we use to investigate the real-space impurity scattering of s-wave superconductors. We

start from BCS theory in 3.1 and discuss its principal ideas and shortcomings. Section 3.2 will

introduce in more detail the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations, and 3.3 will establish how the

equations are implemented into density functional theory. The Green’s function method will then

be presented in 3.4, and from there 3.5 will describe the implementation of the BdG equations

into the KKR formalism. Finally the KKR formalism will be extended to describe the Dirac-

Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations in section 3.6, accounting for relativistic effects such as the

spin-orbit interaction.

3.1 BCS Theory

A key breakthrough in understanding the microscopic theory of superconductivity was achieved

by Cooper [193], who proved that if two electrons existed above the Fermi sea, it would only take

an arbitrarily weak, positive interaction potential for them to form a paired state, assuming that

it was a spin singlet pair. This model implied, with the proper many-body treatment, the presence

of an energy gap in the excitation spectrum. With this gap, the total energy of the system in the

paired state would be lower than that of the normal state allowing the pairs to form.

Initially we define the interaction Hamiltonian for a paired state, and to do this we must
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define some operators in the language of second-quantisation. We define the vacuum state
∣∣φ0

〉
and the creation ĉ†

kσ and annihilation ĉkσ operators for an electron with wave vector k and spin

σ= {↑,↓}. These operators obey the anticommutation relations,

ĉ†
kα ĉ†

qβ+ ĉ†
qβ ĉ†

kα =0,(3.1)

ĉkα ĉqβ+ ĉqβ ĉkα =0,(3.2)

ĉ†
kα ĉqβ+ ĉqβ ĉ†

kα =δkqδαβ,(3.3)

where α and β refer to spins and q a wave vector. The Hamiltonian of such a system takes the

form [23],

(3.4) Ĥ = ∑
σ,k

ξk ĉ†
kσ ĉkσ+

∑
k,k′

Vkk′ ĉ†
k′↑ ĉ†

−k′↓ ĉ−k↓ ĉk↑

where we have already restricted ourselves to coupling between k and −k wavevectors and spin

singlet (1/
p

2 | ↑↓〉+1/
p

2 | ↓↑〉) states with potential Vkk′ . In addition, we introduce the chemical

potential µ as a Langrange multiplier which fixes the average number of electrons,

(3.5) ξk = εk −µ,

where εk is the normal state dispersion. Equation (3.4) is referred to in Ref. [194] as the BCS

Hamiltonian. This can be misleading as the mean-field approximation is applied in order to

obtain the BCS wavefunction (3.9), and the weak coupling approximation is performed to derive

equation (3.18).

Solving a Hamiltonian such as (3.4) is very difficult due to the product of four particle

operators. Within BCS theory it is simplified using a mean-field approximation. To do this we rely

on Wick’s theorem [195] which shows that expectation values of products of four particle operators

can be replaced by averages over pairs of operators. The theorem states that all interactions

are included, however in the case of BCS theory the averages such as 〈c†
k↑ck↑〉 are removed

as they can be absorbed into εk without much error [194]. The four particle operator is hence

approximated as,

(3.6) ĉ†
k′↑ ĉ†

−k′↓ ĉ−k↓ ĉk↑ ≈ 〈ĉ†
k′↑ ĉ†

−k′↓〉ĉ−k↓ ĉk↑+ ĉ†
k′↑ ĉ†

−k′↓〈ĉ−k↓ ĉk↑〉,

replacing the Hamiltonian (3.4) with an effective Hamiltonian,

(3.7) Ĥ = ∑
σ,k

ξk ĉ†
kσ ĉkσ+

∑
k

(
∆∗

k ĉ−k↓ ĉk↑+∆k ĉ†
k↑ ĉ†

−k↓
)
.

Where we define the energy gap ∆k,

(3.8) ∆k =−∑
k′

Vkk′〈ĉ−k↓ ĉk↑〉.
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Equation 3.7 can be diagonalised via a Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation [194] and the

resulting ground state of this Hamiltonian, known as the BCS wavefunction, is [24],

(3.9) |ΨBCS〉 =
∏
k

(
uk +vk ĉ†

k↑ ĉ†
−k↓

)∣∣φ0
〉

,

where uk is the electron amplitude, vk is the hole amplitude and 〈ΨBCS |ΨBCS〉 = |uk|2+|vk|2 = 1.

One can obtain the conventional expressions for u2
k and v2

k,

(3.10) u2
k = 1

2

(
1+ ξk

Ek

)
, v2

k = 1
2

(
1− ξk

Ek

)
,

where Ek = (
ξ2

k +∆2
k
)1/2. The special case where ∆k = 0, called the ‘Fermi vacuum’, defines the

normal state conductor where all electronic states with |k| < kF are filled and those with |k| > kF

are empty at 0 K, thus the amplitudes become,

(3.11)
uk = 0, vk = 1, |k| < kF ,

uk = 1, vk = 0, |k| > kF .

Using |ΨBCS〉, ∆k can be written as,

(3.12) ∆k =−∑
k′

Vkk′uk′v∗k′ .

From here, one can re-write equation (3.12) into the self-consistent gap equation,

(3.13) ∆k =−∑
k′

Vkk′
∆k′

2εk
.

Using the Cooper model potential,

(3.14) Vkk′ =
{
−V , |ξk| and |ξk′ | ≤ ~ωD ,

0, |ξk| ≥ ~ωD or |ξk′ | ≥ ~ωD ,

where ωD is the Debye frequency, the function ∆k will have the form,

(3.15) ∆k =
{
∆, ξk < ~ωD ,

0, ξk > ~ωD .

Using the approximation (3.14) and (3.15) we can simplify (3.13) to yield,

(3.16) 1= D(0)V
∫ +~ωD

−~ωD

dξ

2
(
ξ2 +∆2

)1/2 ,

where D(0) is the density of states (DOS) at Fermi energy in the normal state. The solution to

the integral is,

(3.17) ∆= ~ωD

(
sinh

(
1
λ

))−1
,
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where λ=V D(0). BCS theory uses the weak coupling limit [24] which says λ¿ 1. Using this, we

obtain one of the signature equations in BCS theory,

(3.18) ∆≈ 2~ωD exp
(
−1
λ

)
.

From this we find ∆¿ ~ωD , which is reasonable because a standard BCS superconductor has a

transition temperature Tc of the order ∆/kB ∼ Tc ∼ 10 K [23], and the Debye temperatures for

these materials are approximately ΘD = ~ωD /kB ∼ 300K . This expression can predict the gap size

of the superconducting state and can also be used, along with the proportionality ∆≈ 1.75kTc

[24], to find an approximation of the Tc of the superconductor. In practice, however, BCS theory

only gives very rough estimates. In addition, it is difficult to apply BCS theory to inhomogeneous

systems where k is not a good quantum number.

Due to these issues there have been many attempts to generalise the equations, here a short

summary will be provided. The McMillan formula [196, 197] improves on equation (3.18) as

it is able to account for strong coupling superconductors. The main issue with this method is

the Coulomb pseudopotential µ∗ which is a renormalisation of λ due to Coulomb repulsion of

electron-electron proximity. This quantity has to be fitted from experimental data, making this

theory semi-phenomenological. Eliashberg theory [78] is another strong coupling formalism

which allows for a more complex determination of λ through a more detailed phonon density of

states calculation.

The Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations [198, 199] are an extension to BCS theory which

can solve inhomogeneous systems, and comes from the diagonalisation of equation (3.7). The

equations therefore avoid both the phonon cutoff frequencies of BCS theory and the weak coupling

approximation, meaning that the interaction strength can be arbitrarily strong and has been

shown to access both the BEC and BCS limits [200]. The most significant improvement on

conventional theories of superconductivity was by Oliveira, Gross and Kohn [201] who introduced

density functional theory (DFT) for superconductors. This method was able to calculate µ∗ from

first principles [202, 203], and so can be used to model bulk superconductors in a fully ab initio

way. However extending these treatments to model impurities from first principles still poses

significant challenges.

To that end we choose to treat the superconductivity using the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equa-

tions. This method will not be fully from first principles, rather it will treat the superconductivity

phenomenologically. However, the underlying normal state electronic structure is from first

principles, including the effects from impurities which will be a novel approach to the field.

3.2 The Bogoliubov-de Gennes Equations

The derivation of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations [198, 199] is shown in more detail in G.

Csire’s thesis [64], here I will just state the expressions and discuss approximations associated
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with it. The equations are derived from equation 3.7 in section 3.1. Within this formalism the

BdG equations are projected into the position basis as we are interested in solving the equations

using a localised basis. It is a self-consistent mean-field treatment which is a generalisation of

the Hartree-Fock equations to superconductivity. The equations are,

(3.19)

(
Ĥ(r)+U(r) ∆(r)

∆∗(r) −(
Ĥ(r)+U(r)

)∗
)(

un(r)

vn(r)

)
= εn

(
un(r)

vn(r)

)
.

where n is the orbital index and the Hamiltonian Ĥ(r) is defined as

(3.20) Ĥ(r)= 1
2m

(p− eA)2 +V (r)−µ

with A being the vector potential, V (r) an arbitrary external potential and U(r) the Hartree-Fock

potential. Superconductivity is included via ∆(r), the pairing potential, and µ is the chemical

potential. Despite ∆(r) appearing to be a radial ‘gap’ function, this is a misleading name which

shall be discussed in more detail in section 4.1. The U(r) and ∆(r) potentials are given by

self-consistent expressions

U(r)=−Λ∑
n

(|un(r)|2 fn +|vn(r)|2(1− fn)
)
,(3.21)

∆(r)=Λ∑
n

(
un(r)v∗n(r)(1− fn)

)
,(3.22)

where fn is the Fermi-Dirac distribution and Λ is the electron-electron coupling parameter.

To give a basic idea of the meaning of these equations Fig. 3.1 shows its solution for various

scenarios. In all cases the calculation is based on a DFT-LDA calculation for Nb via the KKR

method, assuming ∆(r)= 0 for panel (a) and (b) and ∆(r)= 0.15eV for panels (c) and (d).

In all cases, shown is the Bloch spectral function, the k resolved density, as introduced later

in equation (3.55). For panel (a) and (d) it is the electron Bloch spectral function while for panel

(b) and (c) the full quasiparticle spectrum of the BdG equation is shown. With ∆(r) = 0 and

showing the electron spectrum only panel (a) is nothing but the conventional energy dispersion

of Nb within the DFT formalism. Showing the full quasiparticle spectrum with ∆(r) = 0 panel

(b) effectively shows the original information of panel 1 combined with the spectrum mirrored

at E=0. This is the hole spectrum arising from −(Ĥ(r)+U(r))∗ . With this representation the

system is over described but theoretically either the electron or the hole spectrum could be used to

evaluate all properties. For ∆(r)=∆0 = 0.15 eV (Fig. 3.1(c)) the gap opens around E=0 at all points

where the electron and hole spectrum cross. Finally, focusing on the electron spectrum, panel

(d), it is just about visible how parts of the original hole spectrum become weakly electron like

around the region of the gap. The opening of the gap and the mixture of electron and hole states

is reminiscent of the effects of spin-orbit coupling added to a non relativistic DFT calculation.

Instead of electron and hole bands it would be spin-up and spin-down bands which would start to

interact (hybridise), resulting in the opening of gaps and the mixture of former pure up and down

states.
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Figure 3.1: Bloch spectral functions, Aab(ε,k) of electron and hole components for Nb of the
Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation under different conditions, solved within a DFT calculation.
Aab(ε,k) is defined in equation (3.58). Panel a) The electron part of the solutions to the BdG
equation with no pairing potential, ∆(r)= 0. Panel b) quasiparticle spectrum (both electron and
hole parts) of Nb with ∆(r) = 0. Panel c) quasiparticle spectrum of Nb with ∆(r) = ∆ = 0.15eV.
Panel d) electron part of the spectrum of Nb with ∆(r)=∆= 0.15 eV.

3.3 Density Functional Theory for Superconductors

This section will describe how the BdG equations (3.19-3.22) are incorporated into density

functional theory. This involves the generalisation of the Kohn-Sham equations to the Kohn-

Sham-Bogoliubov-de Gennes (KSBdG) equations [201]. The derivation for the KSBdG equations

is present in G. Csire’s thesis [64], the principal equations will be highlighted here. Beyond the

derivation, there are two separate problems that must be addressed, the first is the choice of

exchange-correlation functional and the second is solving the KSBdG equations. The first problem

will be addressed here, the second will be discussed in sections 3.4-3.6. Before the exchange

correlation functional is addressed, density functional theory will be introduced briefly.

Density functional theory addresses the problem of the intractable many-body Hamilto-
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nian. Solving the many-body electron problem directly is too complex as it involves solving

the Schrödinger equation for ∼ 1023 coupled atoms and electrons. The first step is to use the

Born-Oppenheimer approximation [204], which decouples the motion of electrons to atoms. The

electronic velocity is ∼ 106m/s whereas the most atomic velocities are ∼ 103m/s [111]. As the

electrons move three orders of magnitude faster, they can be assumed to be in instantaneous

eigenstates of the Hamiltonian that changes slowly with atomic motion. This significantly reduces

the size of the problem, however there are still N ∼ 1023 coupled electrons to deal with, effectively

N3 degrees of freedom. The idea of DFT starts with the Hohenburg-Kohn theorem [205]. The

basic idea is to change the description of the system from being centred around the many-body

wavefunction to being centred around an effective density. This avoids the main problem in

many-body quantum mechanics of trying to solve the wavefunction directly, instead by solving for

the density the degrees of freedom are reduced to just N=3. The first viable method to incorporate

this theorem was introduced by Kohn and Sham [206]. They took the many-body Schrödinger

equation and rewrote it as a set of single particle equations with an effective potential Ve f f (r)

which contains all the information about the many-body problem within. The density obtained

from the effective non-interacting system is equivalent to the many-body density. The Kohn-Sham

equations are solved iteratively, and the procedure is given by Fig. 3.2.

The density functional theory for superconductors was initially presented by L. N. Oliveira,

E. K. U. Gross and W. Kohn [201], who introduced the effective pairing potential ∆e f f (r,r′),
describing the superconducting state in addition to the conventional Kohn-Sham potential. These

two potentials are defined as

Ve f f (r)=Vext(r)+
∫

d3r
ρ(r)

|r−r′| +
δExc[ρ,χ]
δρ(r)

,(3.23)

∆e f f (r,r′)= δExc[ρ,χ]
δχ(r,r′)

,(3.24)

where χ(r,r′) is the anomalous density, ρ(r) the charge density, Exc[ρ,χ] is the exchange cor-

relation functional for a superconductor and Vext(r) is the external potential (e.g. the Coulomb

attraction from the protons). In Ref. [201] the full Hamiltonian for a superconductor is diago-

nalised using a Bogoliubov-Valatin transformation and the coefficients of the transformation

un(r) and vn(r) satisfy the BdG equations(−∇2 −µ+Ve f f (r)
)
un(r)+

∫
∆e f f (r,r′)vn(r′)dr′ = εnun(r),(3.25) (−∇2 −µ+Ve f f (r)

)
vn(r)−

∫
∆∗

e f f (r,r′)vn(r′)dr′ =−εnvn(r).(3.26)

The charge and anomalous densities are given by

ρ(r)= 2
∑
n

(|un(r)|2 f (εn)+|vn(r)|2(1− f (εn)
)
,(3.27)

χ(r,r′)=∑
n

(
un(r)v∗(r′)(1− f (εn))−un(r′)v∗(r) f (εn)

)
.(3.28)
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Now that we have introduced the principal equations of superconducting DFT, we proceed to

addressing the first of the two problems associated with DFT: the choice of the exchange correla-

tion functional. Suvasini et al. [207] approximated Exc[ρ,χ] by splitting it into two terms, the

normal state exchange-correlation functional, E0
xc[ρ], and the pairing kernel Λ[ρ,χ](r1,r′1,r2,r′2).

The general form of Exc[ρ,χ] can therefore be written as,

(3.29) Exc[ρ,χ]= E0
xc[ρ]−

∫
d3r1d3r2d3r′1d3r′2χ

∗(r1,r′1)Λ[ρ,χ](r1,r′1,r2,r′2)χ(r2,r′2).

Here we take the following assumptions which was described by Ref. [207]. Firstly, that E0
xc[ρ]

can be assumed to be described by the local spin density approximation (LSDA) functional [208].

Secondly, further approximations are applied to the kernel where we essentially neglect the

dependence on ρ(r) and χ(r,r′)

(3.30) Λ[ρ,χ](r1,r′1,r2,r′2)=Λδ(r1 −r′1)δ(r1 −r2)δ(r1 −r′2),

where Λ is the interaction parameter. This implies that ∆e f f (r,r′) and χ(r,r′) are local, resulting

in

∆e f f (r,r′)=∆e f f (r)δ(r−r′),(3.31)

χ(r,r′)= χ(r)δ(r−r′).(3.32)

Equation (3.24) therefore becomes

(3.33) ∆e f f (r)=Λχ(r).

The only final problem remaining with the exchange correlation functional is the choice of Λ. The

ultimate goal of this work is to compare to experimental data, hence we choose to tune Λ such

that the gap in the DOS matches experimental results for the zero temperature gap size ∆(T = 0)

of the material in question. During this process we uncover a subtle relationship between the gap

in the DOS and ∆e f f (r). Further details of how Λ is tuned and what the relationship between

∆e f f (r) and the gap in the DOS is will be discussed in chapter 4.

Finally we can move onto the second problem of DFT, solving the Kohn-Sham-Bogoliubov-de

Gennes equations. From the approximations to the exchange correlation functional that have

been discussed earlier we can write down the form of the KSBdG equations which are to be solved.

They can now be written conveniently into the 2 by 2 form introduced in section 3.2

(3.34)

(
Ĥ(r) ∆e f f (r)

∆e f f (r)∗ −Ĥ(r)∗

)(
un(r)

vn(r)

)
= εn

(
un(r)

vn(r)

)
,

where the Hamiltonian is

ĤBdG(r)=
(

Ĥ(r) ∆e f f (r)

∆∗
e f f (r) −Ĥ∗(r)

)
,(3.35)

Ĥ(r)= Ĥ0(r)+Ve f f (r),(3.36)

Ĥ0(r)=−∇2 −µ.(3.37)
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Calculate ρ'(r), χ'(r)

Yes
No

V(r) & Δ(r) are found 

Does ρ'(r) = ρ(r)?

Does χ'(r) = χ(r)?
&

Solve the Kohn-Sham

Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations

Calculate V(r), Δ(r)

First guess of ρ(r), χ(r)

Figure 3.2: A flow chart describing the process for superconducting DFT. The items labelled in
red are the additions to the theory that make it superconducting DFT. Removing these return
the expressions to conventional DFT.

Here, µ is the chemical potential. The densities reduce from equations (3.28) and (3.27) to

ρ(r)= 2
∑
n

(|un(r)|2 f (εn)+|vn(r)|2(1− f (εn)
)
,(3.38)

χ(r)=∑
n

un(r)v∗(r)(1−2 f (εn)),(3.39)

where the sum over n is over all occupied states.

From here the principal method for performing a superconducting DFT calculation is now

clear. Assuming it is known how to solve equation (3.34), we use equations (3.38) and (3.39) to

find new expressions for Ve f f (r) and ∆e f f (r) using equations (3.23) and (3.33). From here a new

ĤBdG(r) is constructed and thus self-consistency can be achieved. The full self-consistent cycle is

presented in Fig. 3.2. There are multiple ways to solve equation (3.34), however we choose to use

a Green’s function method to do this. Sections 3.4-3.6 detail how this method is performed.
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3.4 The Green’s Function Method

In order to solve the equations for superconducting density functional theory, namely (3.34), (3.39)

and (3.38), the Korringa Kohn Rostoker Green’s function method is used. Before we detail the

KKR formalism, we will give a brief introduction to Green’s functions. For a continuous spectrum

the resolution of the identity is given by

(3.40) Î =
∫

dε|ϕ(ε)〉〈ϕ(ε)|,

where |ϕ(ε)〉 are the eigenfunctions of the Hamilton operator Ĥ

(3.41) Ĥ|ϕ(ε)〉 = ε|ϕ(ε)〉.

Similarly for an unperturbed Hamiltonian with Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ the eigenfunctions are

(3.42) Ĥ0|ϕ0(ε)〉 = ε|ϕ0(ε)〉.

The Green’s functions for these systems are defined as,

(3.43) Ĝ(z)= (zÎ − Ĥ)−1,

(3.44) Ĝ0(z)= (zÎ − Ĥ0)−1,

where z = ε+ iδ. Combining both expressions one can derive the Dyson equation [209] linking

Ĝ(z) and Ĝ0(z)

(3.45) Ĝ(z)= Ĝ0(z)+ Ĝ0(z)V̂ Ĝ(z).

In order to solve this expression, the T-operator t̂(z) is defined

(3.46) Ĝ(z)= Ĝ0(z)+ Ĝ0(z)t̂(z)Ĝ0(z),

with the t̂(z) operator containing all the information about the potential

(3.47) t̂(z)= (
Î − V̂ Ĝ0(z)

)−1 V̂ .

The imaginary component δ of these functions is a useful tool for the numerical calculation,

however in order to calculate real quantities the positive side-limits of Ĝ(z) and t̂(z) are defined

(3.48) lim
|δ|→0+ Ĝ(z)= Ĝ+(ε) lim

|δ|→0+ t̂(z)= t̂+(ε),

where a convenient notation to simplify the expressions is,

(3.49) Ĝ+(ε)→ Ĝ(ε) t̂+(ε)→ t̂(ε).
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Within this formalism it is possible to connect the perturbed and unperturbed wavefunction via

the Lippman-Schwinger equation,

(3.50) |ϕ(ε)〉 = |ϕ0(ε)〉+ Ĝ0(ε)t̂(ε)|ϕ0(ε)〉.

These expressions show that for any Hamiltonian Ĥ differing from another Hamiltonian Ĥ0 by a

potential V̂ the Green’s function can be found directly via a Dyson equation. It is important to

point out that other methods often make the Born approximation which assumes equation (3.50)

can be approximated as

(3.51) |ϕ(ε)〉 ≈ |ϕ0(ε)〉+ Ĝ0(ε)V̂ |ϕ0(ε)〉,

essentially removing the requirement to compute the t̂(z) operator. This retains the symmetry

of the reference system and often excludes important mechanisms. It has been successful in

describing impurity effects in superconductors [29], however to fully understand the symmetry

breaking effects that impurities have on the local electronic structure the full t-operator must be

considered.

In order to link this method to DFT it is useful to introduce the spectral representation of the

Green’s function

(3.52) Ĝ(z)=
∫

dE
∑
α

|ϕα(E)〉〈ϕα(E)|
(ε+δi)−E

.

This, in turn, can be used to derive the density

(3.53) ρ(r)=−1
π

∫ 0

−∞
dε f (ε)ImTr(G+(ε,r,r)),

where G(z,r,r)= 〈r|Ĝ(z)|r〉 is the real-space representation of the Green’s function. Similarly, the

DOS is defined as

(3.54) D(ε)=−1
π

∫
BZ

d3kImTr(G(ε,k)),

and the Bloch spectral function A(ε,k) is the k-dependent DOS

(3.55) A(ε,k)=−1
π

ImTr(G(ε,k)),

where G(ε,k) is the Fourier transformation of G(ε,r,r)

(3.56) G(ε,k)= V
(2π)3

∫
V

d3re−ikrG(ε,r,r),

where V is the total volume of the system.

For superconductivity, we aim to incorporate the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations into the

Green’s function method. Hence we define a special Green’s function, namely the Bogoliubov-

de Gennes Green’s function, ĜBdG(z). It is defined in full analogy to equation (3.43) but it is
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convenient to write it in a 2-dimensional form corresponding to the Hamiltonian in equation

(3.35),

(3.57) ĜBdG(z)= (
zÎ2 − ĤBdG

)−1 =
(
Ĝee(z) Ĝeh(z)

Ĝhe(z) Ĝhh(z)

)
,

where ĤBdG(r)= 〈r|ĤBdG |r〉 and the indices e and h refer to the electron and hole components

respectively. The DOS, n(ε), and the spectral function, A(ε,k), within the Bogoliubov-de Gennes

formalism are defined,

(3.58) Dab(ε)=
∫

BZ
d3kAab(ε,k)=−1

π

∫
BZ

d3kImTr(Gab(ε,k)),

where a and b can be either e or h. The extension of the Fourier transformation in equation (3.56)

is extended in the same manner.

The relevant densities, ρ(r) and χ(r), within the Bogoliubov-de Gennes formalism are defined

as

ρ(r)=− 1
π

∫ 0

−∞
dε f (ε)ImTrαGee(ε,r,r)

− 1
π

∫ 0

−∞
dε[1− f (ε)]ImTrαGhh(ε,r,r),(3.59)

χ(r)=− 1
4π

∫ 0

−∞
dε[1−2 f (ε)]ImTrαGeh(ε,r,r)

− 1
4π

∫ 0

−∞
dε[1−2 f (ε)]ImTrαGhe(ε,r,r).(3.60)

Unlike the previous expressions, (3.39) and (3.38), that calculate ρ(r) and χ(r) the above equations

show that the densities can be calculated using the single particle Green’s function. The self-

consistent Kohn Sham equations are now achievable within the Green’s function method.

3.5 The Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Method for Superconductors

The previous sections described how it is possible to implement superconductivity into a density

functional theory technique, and how Green’s functions can be used to solve for the density. The

final ingredient is how the Green’s function is constructed. We use the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker

method [210, 211], which is based on multiple scattering theory. Whilst there is vast literature on

how these methods are derived and constructed, the important parts to convert the conventional

KKR method into the superconducting KKR method will be outlined. Beyond this, we refer to G.

Csire’s thesis [64] for the in-depth derivation, M. Gradhand’s thesis [212] for an overview of the

normal state KKR code, and the book by J. Zaboludil et al. [213] for in-depth derivations of normal

state KKR. G. Csire’s work in Ref.[64] details how the BdG equations are implemented into the 2

dimensional layered KKR formalism. This thesis details the implementation into 3 dimensional

KKR formalism, along with its extension to impurities. All expressions are in Rydberg atomic

units.
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3.5.1 The Green’s Function

The Green function of the system (3.57) is the starting point, writing it down with more explicit

emphasis on the potentials and the 2 by 2 structure we have

(3.61)

(
Ĝee(z) Ĝeh(z)

Ĝhe(z) Ĝhh(z)

)−1

=
(
zÎ 0

0 zÎ

)
−

(
Ĥ0 0

0 −Ĥ†
0

)
−

(
V̂ ∆̂

∆̂† −V̂ †

)
.

The potentials are arbitrary and the system can be an infinite crystal, resulting in a very de-

manding calculation. In order to make this calculation more manageable, further approximations

are applied. The main approximation is called the atomic sphere approximation (ASA). The

ASA approximation sets a boundary to each atomic site, n, called the ASA radius rASA
n . This

approximation implies that the potentials Ve f f (r) and ∆e f f (r) can be written in sums

Ve f f (r)=∑
n

Vn(r),(3.62)

∆e f f (r)=∑
n
∆n(r),(3.63)

and ensures that Vn(r)= 0 and ∆n(r)= 0 if |r| ≥ rASA
n . The analogue of equation (3.33) becomes,

(3.64) ∆n(r)=Λnχn(r).

The volume of the system is correct, but the spheres overlap and the interstitial region is

effectively neglected. This approximation therefore works for closely packed systems like metals,

but less well for materials with open structures. In addition, the spherical symmetry brought

about by the ASA approximation combined with the local approximation for the pairing potential

restrict the method to s-wave superconductivity. Any kind of non s-wave superconductivity would

need a non-spherical pairing potential, coupling between different orbital channels or coupling

between different atomic positions.

The definition for the Green’s function can be simplified to

(3.65)

(
zÎ − Ĥ0(r)−Vn(r)+µ ∆n(r)

∆∗
n(r) zÎ + Ĥ0(r)+Vn(r)−µ

)
GBdG(z,Rn +r,Rn′ +r′)= δnn′δ(r−r′).

One of the fundamental aspects of the KKR method is that the scattering from the potential

and scattering associated with the structure can be solved separately. This aspect arises when

inspecting equation (3.65), which is an inhomogeneous differential equation. The inhomogeneous

differential equation defines the single-site scattering problem, which only contains information

about the potential. The inhomogeneity vanishes when the coordinates are not in the same cell,

which defines the multiple scattering solution as it connects different atomic positions, defining

the structure. Although the multiple scattering term needs information from the single-site

scattering to be solved, they not need to be solved simultaneously. The full solution can be written
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as a combination of the single-site and multiple scattering terms

(3.66)

(
Gee,nn′

(z,r,r′) Geh,nn′
(z,r,r′)

Ghe,nn′
(z,r,r′) Ghh,nn′

(z,r,r′)

)
= δnn′

∑
lm

(
Gee,n

lm (z,r,r′) Geh,n
lm (z,r,r′)

Ghe,n
lm (z,r,r′) Ghh,n

lm (z,r,r′)

)
+

∑
lml′m′

(
Ree

lm(z,r) Reh
lm(z,r)

Rhe
lm(z,r) Rhh

lm(z,r)

)(
Gee,nn′

lml′m′(z) Geh,nn′
lml′m′(z)

Ghe,nn′
lml′m′(z) Ghh,nn′

lml′m′(z))

)(
Ree

l′m′(z,r′) Reh
l′m′(z,r′)

Rhe
l′m′(z,r′) Rhh

l′m′(z,r′)

)×
where the abbreviation

(3.67) GBdG(z,Rn +r,Rn′ +r′)=Gnn′
BdG(z,r,r′)=

(
Gee,nn′

(z,r,r′) Geh,nn′
(z,r,r′)

Ghe,nn′
(z,r,r′) Ghh,nn′

(z,r,r′)

)
is used. The first of the two terms is the single-site Green’s function

(3.68) Gn(z,r,r′)=∑
lm

(
Gee,n

lm (z,r,r′) Geh,n
lm (z,r,r′)

Ghe,n
lm (z,r,r′) Ghh,n

lm (z,r,r′)

)
,

the second term is the multiple scattering term which is expanded into the scattering solutions of

the single-site Bogoliubon scatterers

(3.69) Rlm(z,r)=
(
Ree

lm(z,r) Reh
lm(z,r)

Rhe
lm(z,r) Rhh

lm(z,r)

)
,

defining the structure constants

(3.70) Gnn′
lml′m′(z)=

(
Gee,nn′

lml′m′(z) Geh,nn′
lml′m′(z)

Ghe,nn′
lml′m′(z) Ghh,nn′

lml′m′(z)

)
.

The single site solutions (3.69) can further be expanded into spherical harmonics Ylm(r̂)

where Rab
ll′ (z, r) being the radial solutions,

(3.71) Rlm(z,r)= ∑
l′m′

(
Ree

ll′(z, r)Yl′m′(r̂) Rhe
ll′ (z, r)Yl′m′(r̂)

Reh
ll′ (z, r)Yl′m′(r̂) Rhh

ll′ (z, r)Yl′m′(r̂)

)
,

In that notation × implies the conjugate complex of the non-radial part only,

(3.72) R×
lm(z,r)=

(
Ree

lm(z,r) Reh
lm(z,r)

Rhe
lm(z,r) Rhh

lm(z,r)

)×
= ∑

l′m′

(
Ree

ll′(z, r)Y ∗
l′m′(r̂) Rhe

ll′ (z, r)Y ∗
l′m′(r̂)

Reh
ll′ (z, r)Y ∗

l′m′(r̂) Rhh
ll′ (z, r)Y ∗

l′m′(r̂)

)T

.

Restricting calculations to s-wave superconductivity and the scalar relativistic approximation

makes the radial solutions diagonal in l and m Rab
lml′m′(z,r)= δlml′m′Rab

lm(z,r),

(3.73) Rlm(z,r)=Rl(z, r)Ylm(r̂)=
(

Ree
l (z, r)Ylm(r̂) Reh

l (z, r)Ylm(r̂)

Rhe
l (z, r)Ylm(r̂) Rhh

l (z, r)Ylm(r̂)

)
.

Using the shorthand expressions defined above a condensed form of the Green’s function can be

written,

(3.74) Gnn′
BdG(z,r,r′)= δnn′Gn(z,r,r′)+ ∑

lml′m′
Rlm(z,r)Gnn′

lml′m′(z)R×
l′m′(z,r).
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3.5.2 The Structure Constants

The structure constants Gnn′
lml′m′(z) can be expressed in terms of the algebraic Dyson equation

[209]

(3.75)

(
Gee,nn′

lml′m′(z) Geh,nn′
lml′m′(z)

Ghe,nn′
lml′m′(z) Ghh,nn′

lml′m′(z)

)
=

(
Gee,nn′

0,lml′m′(z) 0

0 Ghh,nn′
0,lml′m′(z)

)
+

∑
l′′m′′,n′′

(
Ge,nn′

0,lml′m′(z) 0

0 Gh,nn′
0,lml′m′(z)

)(
tee,n′′
l (z) teh,n′′

l (z)

the,n′′
l (z) thh,n′′

l (z)

)(
Gee,n′′n′

l′′m′′l′m′(z) Geh,n′′n′
l′′m′′l′m′(z)

Ghe,n′′n′
l′′m′′l′m′(z) Ghh,n′′n′

l′′m′′l′m′(z)

)T

.

Inverting this matrix equation and introducing the KKR matrix,

(3.76) Mnn′
lml′m′(z)=∑

n′

∑
l′m′

(
tee,n′
l (z) teh,n′

l (z)

the,n′
l (z) thh,n′

l (z)

)−1

δlml′m′δnn′ −
(
Ge,nn′

0,lml′m′(z) 0

0 Gh,nn′
0,lml′m′(z)

)

yields

(3.77)

(
Gee,nn′

lml′m′(z) Geh,nn′
lml′m′(z)

Ghe,nn′
lml′m′(z) Ghh,nn′

lml′m′(z)

)
= ∑

nn′
−δnn′

(
tee,n
l (z) teh,n

l (z)

the,n
l (z) thh,n

l (z)

)−1

−
(

tee,n
l (z) teh,n

l (z)

the,n
l (z) thh,n

l (z)

)−1 (
Mee,nn′

lml′m′(z) Meh,nn′
lml′m′(z)

Mhe,nn′
lml′m′(z) Mhh,nn′

lml′m′(z)

)−1 (
tee,n′
l′ (z) teh,n′

l′ (z)

the,n′
l′ (z) thh,n′

l′ (z)

)−1

where tab,n′
l (z) is an element of the t-matrix tn

l (z) and Ga,nn′
0,lml′m′(z) are the components of the free

electron structure constants.

3.5.3 The T-Matrix

In order to compute the t-matrix, the solution comes from projecting the Lippmann-Schwinger

equation (3.50) into the scattering solutions of single site Bogoliubon scatterers. This is a standard

procedure in the normal state and detailed, for example, in Ref. [213]. Its extension to the

superconducting state is derived by G. Csire [64]. The result of this derivation is the structure of

the wavefunction outside of the atomic sphere r > rASA
n ,

(3.78) Rl(z, r)= jl(z)− iphl(z)tn
l (z)

where,

(3.79) hl(z, r)=
(
h+

l (per) 0

0 h−
l (phr)

)
, jl(z, r)=

(
jl(per) 0

0 jl(phr)

)

jl(par) and h±
l (par) are Bessel and Hankel functions respectively and

(3.80) p(z)=
(

pe 0

0 ph

)
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where,

(3.81) pe =p
µ+ z , ph =p

µ− z .

Expression (3.78) returns to the free electron solution when tn
l (z)→ 0. In order to solve for tn

l (z),

the solutions for r < rASA
n and r > rASA

n must be matched at the rASA
n boundary. When computing

the elements inside the atomic sphere one has to solve the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations for an

arbitrary potential, and therefore it must be done numerically. The solution to this is performed

in appendix A. For now, the total wavefunction is defined as,

(3.82) Rl(z, r)=


R̃l(z, r)αααn

l (z); r < rASA
n

jl(z, r)− iphl(z, r)tn
l (z); r > rASA

n

where R̃l(z, rn) is the unnormalised numerical solution, and

(3.83) αααn
l (z)=

(
α

ee,n
l (z) α

eh,n
l (z)

α
he,n
l (z) α

hh,n
l (z)

)

are the normalisation constants. The wavefunction and its differential must be continuous across

the boundary, resulting in two simultaneous matrix equations

R̃l(z, rASA
n )αααn

l (z)=jl(z, rASA
n )− iphl(z, rASA

n )tn
l (z)(3.84)

R̃′
l(z, rASA

n )αααn
l (z)=j′l(z, rASA

n )− iph′
l(z, rASA

n )tn
l (z)(3.85)

where the differential of the wavefunction R̃′
l(z, rn) is defined

(3.86) R̃′
l(z, rn)= d

drn

(
R̃ee,n

l (z, rn) R̃eh,n
l (z, rn)

R̃he,n
l (z, rn) R̃hh,n

l (z, rn)

)
.

Likewise for h′
l(z, rn) and j′l(z, rn). The values R̃l(z, rASA

n ), hl(z, rASA
n ) and jl(z, rASA

n ) are known

quantities, therefore these equations can be solved for tl,n(z) and αl,n(z). The t-matrix elements

obey the symmetry relation [64],

the
l (z)= teh

l (−z)(3.87)

tee
l (z)=−thh

l (−z).(3.88)

3.5.4 The Single-Site Term

By performing the single-site expansion of the Green’s function, one can obtain the expression,

(3.89) Gn(z,r,r′)=∑
lm

(
Hee

lm(z,r) Heh
lm(z,r)

Hhe
lm(z,r) Hhh

lm(z,r)

)(
Ree

lm(z,r′) Reh
lm(z,r′)

Rhe
lm(z,r′) Rhh

lm(z,r′)

)×
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where,

(3.90) Hlm(z,r)=Hl(z, r)Ylm(r̂),

are the irregular solutions. They are defined as,

(3.91) Hl(z, r)=


H̃l(z, r); r < rASA

n ,

−iphl(z, r); r > rASA
n .

Hence, at the ASA boundary,

(3.92) H̃l(z, rASA)=−iphl(z, rASA).

The irregular solutions inside the muffin tin, H̃l(z, rASA), are solved numerically just like the

regular solutions R̃l(z, r). Equation (3.92) can be used to define the starting values for H̃l(z, r).

3.5.5 The Free Electron Structure Constants

The structure constants are given by

Ge,nn′
0,lml′m′(z)=−4π

∑
l′′m′′

il−l′−l′′h+
l′′(pRnn′)Yl′′m′′(R̂nn′)Cl′m′

lml′′m′′(3.93)

Gh,nn′
0,lml′m′(z)=−4π

∑
l′′m′′

il−l′−l′′h−
l′′(pRnn′)Yl′′m′′(R̂nn′)Cl′m′

lml′′m′′(3.94)

where the Gaunt coefficients, Cl′′m′′
lml′m′ , are

(3.95) Cl′′m′′
lml′m′ =

∫
dk̂Ylm(k̂)Yl′m′(k̂)Y ∗

l′′m′′(k̂).

The hole part is related to the electron part via the symmetry [64],

(3.96) Ge,nn
0,lml′m′(z)=−Gh,nn

0,lml′m′(−z).

3.5.6 Screened KKR

In section 3.5.2 we specified free electrons as the reference system. It was shown that using this

approach was numerically demanding as Fourier sums to determine the structure constants only

converged conditionally [214]. It was later found that the reference system could be designed such

that only short range interactions are relevant [215]. The reference potential in this instance

consists of an array of repulsive spherical wells. Assuming that the height of the potential well is

above the valence energy of the system, the structure constants will decay rapidly with distance,

allowing for efficient convergence of the Fourier transformation. Useful references include G.

Csire [64] for the extension to superconductivity, M. Gradhand [212] for screened normal state
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KKR and J. Zabloudil [213]. The main change to the KKR formalism after implementing the

screened system is that a new quantity, ∆t̂(z) is introduced

(3.97) ∆t̂(z)= t̂(z)− t̂r(z),

where t̂r(z) is the t-matrix associated with the screened reference system and the resulting Dyson

equation looks much the same as before

(3.98) Ĝ(z)= Ĝr(z)+ Ĝr(z)∆t̂(z)Ĝr(z),

where Ĝr(z) is the screened Green’s function which is generated using a Dyson equation involving

the free electron Green’s function

(3.99) Ĝr(z)= Ĝ0(z)+ Ĝ0(z)t̂r(z)Ĝ0(z).

By expanding this expression into the scattering solutions of the single-site scatterer one can

obtain a screened analogue to equation (3.75)

(3.100)

(
Gee,nn′

lml′m′(z) Geh,nn′
lml′m′(z)

Ghe,nn′
lml′m′(z) Ghh,nn′

lml′m′(z)

)
=

(
Gee,nn′

r,lml′m′(z) 0

0 Ghh,nn′
r,lml′m′(z)

)
+

∑
l′′m′′,n′′

(
Ge,nn′

r,lml′m′(z) 0

0 Gh,nn′
r,lml′m′(z)

)(
∆tee,n′′

l (z) ∆teh,n′′
l (z)

∆the,n′′
l (z) ∆thh,n′′

l (z)

)(
Gee,n′′n′

l′′m′′l′m′(z) Geh,n′′n′
l′′m′′l′m′(z)

Ghe,n′′n′
l′′m′′l′m′(z) Ghh,n′′n′

l′′m′′l′m′(z)

)T

,

where ∆tab,n
l (z) is the analogue of tab,n

l (z) whose elements are defined as

(3.101) ∆tab,n
l (z)= tab,n

l (z)−δab ta,n
l,r (z).

Here the elements a and b cycle through e and h and the screened structure constants Gnn′
r,lml′m′ (z)

are determined by an algebraic Dyson equation

(3.102) Ga,nn′
r,lml′m′(z)=Ga,nn′

0,lml′m′(z)+ ∑
l′′m′′,n′′

Ga,nn′′
0,lml′′m′′(z)ta,n′′

l′′,r (z)Ga,n′′n′
r,l′′m′′l′m′(z).

3.5.7 Charge Density

This section details how to go from the charge density definition in equation (3.59) and expanding

it into the single-site scattering solutions to obtain an expression that can be used for the self-

consistency. Starting from equation (3.59), and using (3.74), (3.73) and (3.172) we can rewrite the

density as

(3.103) ρ(r)=−1
π

∫ 0

−∞
dε

(
f (ε)ImGee

lml′m′(ε, r, r′)+ [1− f (ε)]ImGhh
lml′m′(ε, r, r′)

)
Ylm(r̂)Y ∗

l′m′(r̂′)

where

(3.104) Gcd,nn′
lml′m′(ε, r, r′)=∑

ab

{
Rca

l (ε, r)Gab,nn′
lml′m′(ε)Rdb

l′ (ε, r)+δnn′δlml′m′δabHca
l (ε, r)Rda

l′ (ε, r)
}

.
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Using the shorthand notation ∫ 0

−∞
dε f (ε)Gee,nn

lml′m′(ε, r, r)=Gee,n
lml′m′(r),(3.105) ∫ 0

−∞
dε(1− f (ε))Ghh,nn

lml′m′(ε, r, r)=Ghh,n
lml′m′(r),(3.106)

one obtains

(3.107) ρ(r)=−1
π

∑
lml′m′

(
ImGee

lml′m′(r)+ ImGhh
lml′m′(r)

)
Ylm(r̂)Y ∗

l′m′(r̂′).

In order to calculate the potential Ve f f (r), the lm dependent charge density is required. Expand-

ing Eqn. (3.107) into spherical harmonics gives

(3.108) ρlm(r)=
∫

dr̂ρ(r)Ylm(r̂)

resulting in the expression

(3.109) ρlm(r)=−1
π

∑
l′m′l′′m′′

Im
(
Gee

l′m′l′′m′′(r)+Ghh
l′m′l′′m′′(r)

)
Cl′′m′′

l′m′lm

where Cl′′m′′
l′m′lm are the Gaunt coefficients.

One numerical aspect which has so far been overlooked is performing the energy integrals

present in Eqs. (3.105) and (3.106) and some simplifications are needed. In this thesis we are

only interested in zero temperature hence equations (3.105) and (3.106) can be simplified to∫ 0

−∞
dε f (ε)Gee,nn

lml′m′(ε, r, r)=
∫ 0

εB−εF

dεGee,nn
lml′m′(ε, r, r),(3.110) ∫ 0

−∞
dε(1− f (ε))Ghh,nn

lml′m′(ε, r, r)= 0,(3.111)

with εB the band bottom and εF the Fermi energy. Nevertheless this procedure is numerically

demanding especially on the real axis with poles at energies associated with states. A solution is

found by replacing the integral with a semi-circular complex contour integral. More details can

be find in page 259-261 of Ref. [213].

3.5.8 Anomalous Density

As outlined in section 3.3 any self consistency requires not only the normal density but the

anomalous density (Equ. 3.60) as well. This section details how to expand it into the single-site

scattering solutions. Taking the matrix elements from equation (3.66) and inserting them into

the anomalous density expression one obtains

(3.112) χ(r)=− 1
2π

∑
lml′m′

∫ 0

−∞
dε(1−2 f (ε))Im

(
Ghe,nn

lml′m′(ε, r, r)+Geh,nn
lml′m′(ε, r, r)

)
Ylm(r̂)Y ∗

l′m′(r̂′).
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Performing the energy integrals∫ 0

−∞
dε(1−2 f (ε))Geh,nn

lml′m′(ε, r, r)=Geh,n
lml′m′(r),(3.113) ∫ 0

−∞
dε(1−2 f (ε))Ghe,nn

lml′m′(ε, r, r)=Ghe,n
lml′m′(r),(3.114)

we are left with

(3.115) χ(r)=− 1
2π

∑
lml′m′

Im
(
Ghe,n

lm′m′(r)+Geh,n
lml′m′(r)

)
Ylm(r̂)Y ∗

l′m′(r̂).

The superconducting potential ∆e f f (r) is connected to the anomalous density via the interaction

parameter Λ. We assume that ∆e f f (r) is spherically symmetric, and therefore only require the

spherically symmetric components of χ(r). Using the expansion as previously

(3.116) χlm(r)=
∫

dr̂χ(r)Ylm(r̂)

we find the spherically symmetric contribution of χ(r) for l = 0,

(3.117) χ0(r)=− 1
2π

∑
l′m′

Im
(
Ghe,n

l′m′l′m′(r)+Geh,n
l′m′l′m′(r)

)
Cl′m′

0l′m′ .

3.5.9 Fourier Transformation

This project deals with periodic crystals. The Bloch condition is imposed, giving the system

periodic boundary conditions, a unit cell and three Bravais lattice vectors. Due to this, a new

index µ running over the basis atoms is introduced, and the index n refers to different unit cells

connected by lattice vectors. This condition naturally leads to quantities such as the Green’s

function being Fourier transformed into their k-space equivalents. The transformation in our

case is,

(3.118) Gµµ′

BdG(z,k)=∑
n′

eikR0n′
Gµµ′0n′

BdG (z,r,r)

and the back transformation

(3.119) Gµµ′nn′

BdG (z,r,r)= V
(2π)3

∫
VBZ

d3keikRnn′
Gµµ′

BdG(z,k).

Where V is the volume of the unit cell, VBZ = (2π)3/V is the volume of the first Brillouin zone.

3.5.10 Spin Polarised Superconducting KKR

Implementing co-linear spin polarisation into the scalar relativistic BdG formalism is relatively

straight forward because it is possible to deal with each spin channel separately. I will give a brief
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overview of how the formalism is extended, starting with the superconducting DFT formalism

which introduces, the spin density m(r)

ρ(r)=ρ↑(r)+ρ↓(r),(3.120)

m(r)=ρ↑(r)−ρ↓(r),(3.121)

χ(r)=χ↑↓(r)+χ↓↑(r).(3.122)

Be f f (r) is the effective magnetic field which is calculated from m(r) by using the spin polarised

exchange correlation functional E0
xc[ρ,m]

Ve f f (r)=Vext(r)+
∫

d3r
ρ(r)

|r−r′| +
δE0

xc[ρ,m]
δρ(r)

,(3.123)

Be f f (r)= Bext(r)+ δE0
xc[ρ,m]
δm(r)

,(3.124)

∆↓↑
e f f (r)=Λχ↓↑(r),(3.125)

∆↓↑
e f f (r)=Λχ↑↓(r).(3.126)

The BdG equation (3.34) becomes

(3.127)


Ĥ↑↑(r) 0 0 ∆↑↓

e f f (r)

0 Ĥ↓↓(r) ∆↓↑
e f f (r) 0

0 ∆↑↓
e f f (r)∗ −Ĥ↑↑(r)∗ 0

∆↓↑
e f f (r)∗ 0 0 −Ĥ↓↓(r)∗




u↑

n(r)

u↓
n(r)

v↑n(r)

v↓n(r)

= εn


u↑

n(r)

u↓
n(r)

v↑n(r)

v↓n(r)

 .

where

Ĥσσ(r)=Ĥ0(r)+Vσσ
e f f (r),(3.128)

V ↑↑
e f f (r)=Ve f f (r)+Be f f (r),(3.129)

V ↓↓
e f f (r)=Ve f f (r)−Be f f (r).(3.130)

Equation (3.127) can be block diagonalised

(3.131)

(
Ĥσσ(r) ∆σσ

∗
e f f (r)

∆σ
∗σ

e f f (r)∗ −Ĥσ∗σ∗
(r)∗

)(
uσn(r)

vσ
∗

n (r)

)
= εσn

(
uσn(r)

vσ
∗

n (r)

)
,

where σ∗ represents the opposing spin to σ. Therefore the corresponding quantities within the

KKR formalism can equally be written in block diagonal form e.g.,

(3.132) Gnn′
σ (z,r,r′)=

(
Gee,nn′
σσ (z,r,r′) Geh,nn′

σσ∗ (z,r,r′)
Ghe,nn′
σ∗σ (z,r,r′) Ghh,nn′

σ∗σ∗ (z,r,r′)

)
,

and the equations can be solved using the exact same procedures as described in the previous

sections.
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3.5.11 Impurities

In order to consider the impurity systems we solve the Dyson equation,

(3.133) Ĝ imp
BdG(z)= ĜBdG(z)+ ĜBdG(z)

(
δV̂ δ∆̂

δ∆̂∗ −δV̂∗

)
Ĝ imp

BdG(z),

where

δV̂ = V̂imp − V̂ ,(3.134)

δ∆̂= ∆̂imp − ∆̂,(3.135)

in real space. V̂imp and ∆̂imp are the impurity potentials, ĜBdG(z) is the Green’s function of the

unperturbed superconducting crystal and Ĝ imp
BdG(z) is the impurity Green’s function. Projecting

this expression into the position basis, we have

(3.136)

(
Gee,nn′

imp,lml′m′(z,r,r′) Geh,nn′
imp,lml′m′(z,r,r′)

Ghe,nn′
imp,lml′m′(z,r,r′) Ghh,nn′

imp,lml′m′(z,r,r′)

)
=

(
Gee,nn′

lml′m′(z,r,r′) Geh,nn′
lml′m′(z,r,r′)

Ghe,nn′
lml′m′(z,r,r′) Ghh,nn′

lml′m′(z,r,r′)

)
+

∑
l′′m′′n′′

(
Gee,nn′

lml′m′(z,r,r′) Geh,nn′
lml′m′(z,r,r′)

Ghe,nn′
lml′m′(z,r,r′) Ghh,nn′

lml′m′(z,r,r′)

)(
∆tee,n′′

l (z) ∆teh,n′′
l (z)

∆the,n′′
l (z) ∆thh,n′′

l (z)

)(
Gee,n′′n′

l′′m′′l′m′(z,r,r′) Geh,n′′n′
l′′m′′l′m′(z,r,r′)

Ghe,n′′n′
l′′m′′l′m′(z,r,r′) Ghh,n′′n′

l′′m′′l′m′(z,r,r′)

)T

,

where

(3.137) ∆tab,n
l (z)= tab,n

imp,l(z)− tab,n
l,r (z).

To solve the impurity problem, a real-space cluster of ĜBdG(z,r,r′) can be created from the

bulk solution, with the boundary condition being defined through the Green’s function of the pure

superconducting crystal. An impurity will be embedded within the cluster and equation (3.136) is

solved self-consistently within the DFT framework described above with both the charge and

anomalous densities relaxed within the finite impurity cluster.

To perform a full superconducting impurity calculation, the procedure goes as follows,

1. Bulk self-consistency (as outlined in Fig. 3.2).

2. Once converged, check gap in the DOS matches the experimental resolution. If not, change

Λ and go to step 1. More detail on this step is provided in section 4.1 of chapter 4.

3. Impurity self-consistency.

a) Write the structural Green’s function of the periodic system in a real space cluster

corresponding to the impurity cluster.

b) Calculation of the radial wave functions and t-matrices of the perturbed cluster using

section 3.5.3.
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c) Calculation of the perturbed Green’s function via equation (3.136).

d) Calculation of new potentials using equations (3.23) and (3.24).

e) Check for convergence (ρ(r), χ(r), m(r)), noting that µ is fixed for impurity calculations.

If unconverged mix old and new potentials and go to step 3b.

3.6 Spin Polarised Relativistic KKR Method for
Superconductors

In section 3.5.10 the scalar relativistic BdG equations are generalised to involve spin, showing

that adding magnetism does not fundamentally change the structure of the equations. Here, in

addition to magnetism, we add spin-orbit coupling by solving the Dirac equation. This will couple

both spins in the normal state introducing terms like Ĥ↑↓(r) in the Hamiltonian, ultimately

leading the the Dirac-Bogoliubov-de Gennes (DBdG) equations. Useful references include G.Csire

and collaborators [62] who have implemented it for the layered 2 dimensional KKR formalism,

along with K. Capelle and E.K.U. Gross [216, 217] and J. Zabloudil et al. [213]. The work here

extends the implementation of the DBdG equations into the 3 dimensional KKR formalism. All

expressions are in Rydberg atomic units.

3.6.1 The Dirac-Bogoliubov-de Gennes Equations

The relativistic generalisation of the Hamiltonian leads to

(3.138) HDBdG(r)=
(

HD(r) ∆e f f (r)ηηη

∆∗
e f f (r)ηηηT −H∗

D(r)

)
,

where

(3.139) HD = cα̂αα.p̂+ (
β̂ββ− Î4

)
c2/2+ (

Ve f f (r)−εF
)
Î4 +Σ̂ΣΣBe f f (r),

(3.140) α̂αα=
(
0 σσσ

σσσ 0

)
, β̂ββ=

(
Î2 0

0 −Î2

)
, Σ̂ΣΣ=

(
σσσ 0

0 σσσ

)
, Î4 =

(
Î2 0

0 Î2

)
,

and, in this instance, Be f f (r)= (0,0,1), σσσ denote the vector of Pauli matrices and ηηη is,

(3.141) ηηη=


0 1 0 0

−1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 −1 0

=
(
iσy 0

0 iσy

)
= iΣΣΣy.

Thus the DBdG equation is

(3.142)

(
HD(r) ∆e f f (r)ηηη

∆∗
e f f (r)ηηηT −H∗

D(r)

)(
un(r)

vn(r)

)
= εn

(
un(r)

vn(r)

)
,
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where

(3.143) un(r)=


u1n(r)

u2n(r)

u3n(r)

u4n(r)

 vn(r)=


v1n(r)

v2n(r)

v3n(r)

v4n(r)

 .

At this stage it is evident that the spin polarised BdG Hamiltonian (3.127) is a 4 by 4 matrix and

the DBdG Hamiltonian (3.138) is an 8 by 8 matrix. This is because the inclusion of relativistic

effects naturally leads to the coupling between electron and positron components, in addition

to the coupled electron and hole components from the superconducting state. Despite that the

systems considered are electron like, the electronic wavefunctions obtain positron components,

named the ‘small’ part. These couplings in turn generate observable effects such as spin-orbit

coupling, which manifests itself as a coupling between spin-up and spin-down electronic states.

3.6.2 The Green’s Function

The Green’s function for this system is defined as

(3.144)
(
zÎ8 −HDBdG(r)

)
G(z,Rn +r,Rn′ +r′)= δnn′δ(r−r′).

Using the same steps described in section (3.5.1), the equation becomes

(3.145)

(
Gee,nn′

(z,r,r′) Geh,nn′
(z,r,r′)

Ghe,nn′
(z,r,r′) Ghh,nn′

(z,r,r′)

)
= δnn′

∑
Q

(
Gee,n

Q (z,r,r′) Geh,n
Q (z,r,r′)

Ghe,n
Q (z,r,r′) Ghh,n

Q (z,r,r′)

)
+

∑
QQ′

(
Ree

Q (z,r) Reh
Q (z,r)

Rhe
Q (z,r) Rhh

Q (z,r)

)(
Gee,nn′

QQ′ (z) Geh,nn′
QQ′ (z)

Ghe,nn′
QQ′ (z) Ghh,nn′

QQ′ (z))

)(
Ree

Q′(z,r′) Reh
Q′ (z,r′)

Rhe
Q′ (z,r′) Rhh

Q′ (z,r′)

)×
,

where Q = {κ,µ} and Q̄ = {−κ,µ} is the superindex for the κµ basis set, and χQ′(r̂) are the spin

spherical harmonics. Expanding the wavefunctions into this basis set yields

(3.146) RQ(z,r)=
(

Ree
Q (z,r) Reh

Q (z,r)

Rhe
Q (z,r) Rhh

Q (z,r)

)
=∑

Q′


gee,R

QQ′ (z, r)χQ′(r̂) geh,R
QQ′ (z, r)χQ′(r̂)

i f ee,R
QQ′ (z, r)χQ̄′(r̂) i f eh,R

QQ′ (z, r)χQ̄′(r̂)

ghe,R
QQ′ (z, r)χ∗Q′(r̂) ghh,R

QQ′ (z, r)χ∗Q′(r̂)

i f he,R
QQ′ (z, r)χ∗

Q̄′(r̂) i f hh,R
QQ′ (z, r)χ∗

Q̄′(r̂)

 ,

(3.147) R×
Q(z,r)=

(
Ree

Q′(z,r) Reh
Q′ (z,r)

Rhe
Q′ (z,r) Rhh

Q′ (z,r)

)×
=∑

Q′


gee,R

QQ′ (z, r)χ†
Q′(r̂) geh,R

QQ′ (z, r)χ†
Q′(r̂)

−i f ee,R
QQ′ (z, r)χ†

Q̄′(r̂) −i f eh,R
QQ′ (z, r)χ†

Q̄′(r̂)

ghe,R
QQ′ (z, r)χT

Q′(r̂) ghh,R
QQ′ (z, r)χT

Q′(r̂)

−i f he,R
QQ′ (z, r)χT

Q̄′(r̂) −i f hh,R
QQ′ (z, r)χT

Q̄′(r̂)


T

.
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Here, gab,X
QQ′ (z, r) and f ab,X

QQ′ (z, r) are the radial functions in the fully relativistic formalism. The

spin spherical harmonics, χQ(r̂), are the eigenfunctions of the square of the total angular momen-

tum J2, its z component Jz, and the spin-orbit operator K̂ =σσσ ·L+ Î,

J2χQ(r̂)= j( j+1)χQ(r̂),(3.148)

JzχQ(r̂)=µχQ(r̂),(3.149)

K̂χQ(r̂)=−κχQ(r̂).(3.150)

The spin spherical harmonics can be defined in terms of complex spherical harmonics Ylm(r̂)

(3.151) χQ(r̂)= χκµ(r̂)= ∑
s=±1/2

C(l,κ,1/2|µ− s, s)Yl,µ−s(r̂)φs,

where

(3.152) φ1/2 =
(
1

0

)
, φ−1/2 =

(
0

1

)

and C(l,κ,1/2|µ− s, s) are the Clebsh-Gordon coefficients. The relationship between these new

quantum numbers { j,κ,µ} and the old {l,m, s} is

(3.153) κ=
{

l , j = l−1/2

−l−1 , j = l+1/2
; j = l± 1

2
,

(3.154) µ ∈ {− j,− j+1, ..., j−1, j}

(3.155) µ= m+ s.

To describe the hole part, a convenient expansion is chosen transforming from χQ(r̂)→ χ∗Q(r̂) [62].

The expansion coefficients are,

−iσyχ
∗
κµ(r̂)= (−1)µ+1/2Sκχκ−µ(r̂),(3.156)

iχT
κµ(r̂)σy = (−1)µ+1/2Sκχ

†
κ−µ(r̂).(3.157)

where Sκ = κ/|κ| the sign of κ.

3.6.3 The Structure Constants

The free electron structure constants from the scalar relativistic formalism (3.93) can be extended

to the fully relativistic formalism. This is done in detail for the electron part in Ref. [213], with

the main expression

(3.158) Ge,nn′,D
0,QQ′ (z)= εF + z+ c2

c2

∑
s

C(l,κ,1/2|µ− s, s)Ge,nn′,S
0,l(µ−s)l′(µ′−s′)(z)C(l′,κ′,1/2|µ′− s, s),
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where D represents Dirac and S represents Schrödinger. The hole part, written in the |κµ〉 basis

set is therefore

(3.159) Gh,nn′,D
0,QQ′ (z)= εF − z+ c2

c2

∑
s

C(l,κ,1/2|µ− s, s)Gh,nn′,S
0,l(µ−s)l′(µ′−s′)(z)C(l′,κ′,1/2|µ′− s, s).

The hole part is, however, expanded into χ∗Q(r̂) and χT
Q(r̂) spin spherical harmonics and so a

further transformation is applied to obtain the structure constants for the hole part. Writing

the two-centre expansion of the free hole Dirac Green’s function expanded with χQ(r̂) and χ∗Q(r̂)

respectively,

Gh,D
0 (z,Rn +r,Rn′ +r)= ∑

QQ′
jl(phr)χQ(r̂)Gh,nn′,D

0,QQ′ (z) jl(phr′)χ†
Q′(r̂′)(3.160)

= ∑
QQ′

jl(phr)χ∗Q(r̂)Gh,nn′,D∗
0,QQ′ (z) jl(phr′)χT

Q′(r̂′),(3.161)

where D∗ refers to the χ∗Q(r̂) structure constants. This problem can be solved by using the

relationship between the {κ,µ} and {l,m, s} basis set, namely that conjugation only affects the

spherical harmonic

(3.162) χ∗κµ(r̂)= ∑
s=±1/2

C(l,κ,1/2|µ− s, s)Y ∗
l,µ−s(r̂)φs.

Using this we can transform the scalar relativistic structure constants Gh,nn′,S
0,lml′m′ (z) from Ylm(r̂)→

Y ∗
lm(r̂) with the following the complex conjugation relationship,

(3.163) Y ∗
lm(r̂)= (−1)mYl−m(r̂)

giving the expansion coefficients for this transformation

(3.164) Gh,nn′,S∗
0,lml′m′(z)= (−1)(m+m′)Gh,nn′,S

0,l−ml′−m′(z).

From here, using Eqn. (3.159) but replacing Gh,nn′,S
0,lml′m′(z) for Gh,nn′,S∗

0,lml′m′(z) will directly obtain

Gh,nn′,D∗
0,QQ′ (z). The screened structure constants can then be constructed using the same procedure

as before, discussed in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.6.

3.6.4 Computing the T-Matrix

Similarly to section 3.5.3 we can calculate the elements of the t-matrix by projecting the Lippman-

Schwinger equation into the scattering solutions of the single site Dirac-Bogoliubon scatterers

(3.165) RQ(z,r)= jQ(z,r)− ip
∑
Q′

hQ′(z,r)tn
Q′Q(z)

where

(3.166) hQ(z,r)=
(
he

Q(z,r) 0

0 hh
Q(z,r)

)
, jQ(z,r)=

(
je
Q(z,r) 0

0 jh
Q(z,r)

)
,
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(3.167)

he
Q(z,r)=

(
h+

l (per)χQ(r̂)
iSκpe c
εF+z+c2 h+

l (per)χQ̄(r̂)

)
, je

Q(z,r)=
(

jl(per)χQ(r̂)
iSκpe c
εF+z+c2 j(per)χQ̄(r̂)

)
,

hh
Q(z,r)=

 h−
l (phr)χ∗Q(r̂)

iSκph c
εF−z+c2 h−

l (phr)χ∗
Q̄

(r̂)

 , jh
Q(z,r)=

 jl(phr)χ∗Q(r̂)
iSκph c
εF−z+c2 jl(phr)χ∗

Q̄
(r̂)

 ,

and

(3.168) p=
(

pe 0

0 ph

)
,

where

(3.169) pe =
√
εF + z+ (εF+z)2

c2 , ph =
√
εF − z+ (εF−z)2

c2 .

The total wavefunction can therefore be written in the same way as equation (3.82)

(3.170) RQ(z,r)=


∑

Q′ R̃Q′(z,r)αααn
Q′Q(z); r < rASA

n

jQ(z,r)− ip
∑

Q′ hQ′(z,r)tn
Q′Q(z); r > rASA

n

,

with the main difference that the t-matrix is no longer diagonal in Q for the fully relativistic case

as it was in l. In order to calculate the t-matrix, the differential is no longer required as there are

already enough equations with the large and small parts of the wavefunction. With a co-linear

DBdG equation the only existing couplings are between,

(3.171) Q = {κ,µ}, Q̄ = {−κ,µ}, Q̃ = {κ,−µ}, Q∗ = {−κ,−µ}.

Using this, one can eliminate the angular functions and derive a matching condition with 8

coupled equations, solving for the t-matrix and αααQQ(z). The irregular solutions can equally be

constructed using the same procedure as defined in section 3.5.4. To obtain the regular R̃Q(z,r)

solutions, the DBdG is solved numerically, detail of which is given in appendix B.

3.6.5 The Single-Site Term

By performing the single-site expansion of the Green’s function, one can obtain the expression,

(3.172)

(
Gee,n

Q (z,r,r′) Geh,n
Q (z,r,r′)

Ghe,n
Q (z,r,r′) Ghh,n

Q (z,r,r′)

)
=

(
Hee

Q (z,r) Heh
Q (z,r)

Hhe
Q (z,r) Hhh

Q (z,r)

)(
Ree

Q (z,r′) Reh
Q (z,r′)

Rhe
Q (z,r′) Rhh

Q (z,r′)

)×
where,

(3.173) HQ(z,r)=
(

Hee
Q (z,r) Heh

Q (z,r)

Hhe
Q (z,r) Hhh

Q (z,r)

)
=∑

Q′


gee,H

QQ′ (z, r)χQ′(r̂) geh,H
QQ′ (z, r)χQ′(r̂)

i f ee,H
QQ′ (z, r)χQ̄′(r̂) i f eh,H

QQ′ (z, r)χQ̄′(r̂)

ghe,H
QQ′ (z, r)χ∗Q′(r̂) ghh,H

QQ′ (z, r)χ∗Q′(r̂)

i f he,H
QQ′ (z, r)χ∗

Q̄′(r̂) i f hh,H
QQ′ (z, r)χ∗

Q̄′(r̂)

 ,
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are the irregular solutions. They are defined as,

(3.174) HQ(z,r)=


H̃Q(z,r); |r| < rASA

n ,

−iphQ(z,r); |r| > rASA
n .

Hence, at the ASA boundary,

(3.175) H̃Q(z,rASA)=−iphl(z,rASA).

The irregular solutions inside the muffin tin, H̃Q(z,r), are solved numerically just like the regular

solutions R̃Q(z,r). Equation (3.175) can be used to define the starting values for H̃Q(z, r).

3.6.6 Charge Density

The definition of the charge density ρ(r) in the fully relativistic case is

(3.176) ρ(r)=−1
π

∫ ∞

−∞
dε f (ε)ImTrQGee(ε,r,r′)− 1

π

∫ ∞

−∞
dε(1− f (ε))ImTrQGhh(ε,r,r′),

where

Gee,nn′
(z,r,r′)= ∑

Q′′Q′′′

G11,ee,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χQ′′(r̂)χ†

Q′′′(r̂′) G12,ee,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χQ′′(r̂)χ†

Q̄′′′(r̂
′)

G21,ee,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χQ̄′′(r̂)χ†

Q′′′(r̂′) G22,ee,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χQ̄′′(r̂)χ†

Q̄′′′(r̂
′)

 ,(3.177)

Geh,nn′
(z,r,r′)= ∑

Q′′Q′′′

G11,eh,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χQ′′(r̂)χT

Q′′′(r̂′) G21,eh,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χQ̄′′(r̂)χT

Q′′′(r̂′)
G21,eh,nn′

Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χQ̄′′(r̂)χT
Q′′′(r̂′) G22,eh,nn′

Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χQ̄′′(r̂)χT
Q̄′′′(r̂′)

 ,(3.178)

Ghe,nn′
(z,r,r′)= ∑

Q′′Q′′′

G11,he,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χ∗Q′′(r̂)χ†

Q′′′(r̂′) G12,he,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χ∗Q′′(r̂)χ†

Q̄′′′(r̂
′)

G21,he,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χ∗

Q̄′′(r̂)χ†
Q′′′(r̂′) G22,he,nn′

Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χ∗
Q̄′′(r̂)χ†

Q̄′′′(r̂
′)

 ,(3.179)

Ghh,nn′
(z,r,r′)= ∑

Q′′Q′′′

G11,hh,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χ∗Q′′(r̂)χT

Q′′′(r̂′) G12,hh,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χ∗Q′′(r̂)χT

Q̄′′′(r̂′)

G21,hh,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χ∗

Q̄′′(r̂)χT
Q′′′(r̂′) G22,hh,nn′

Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)χ∗
Q̄′′(r̂)χT

Q̄′′′(r̂′)

 .(3.180)

and

G11,cd,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)= ∑

QQ′ab

{
gca,n,R

QQ′′ (z, r)Gab,nn′
QQ′ (z)gdb,n′,R

Q′Q′′′ (z, r′)−δnn′δQQ′δab gca,n,H
QQ′′ (z, r)gdb,n′,R

Q′Q′′′ (z, r′)
}

,

(3.181)

G12,cd,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)=−i

∑
QQ′ab

{
gca,n,R

QQ′′ (z, r)Gab,nn′
QQ′ (z) f db,n′,R

Q′Q′′′ (z, r′)−δnn′δQQ′δab gca,n,H
QQ′′ (z, r) f db,n′,R

Q′Q′′′ (z, r′)
}

,

G21,cd,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)= i

∑
QQ′ab

{
f ca,n,R
QQ′′ (z, r)Gab,nn′

QQ′ (z)gdb,n′,R
Q′Q′′′ (z, r′)−δnn′δQQ′δab f ca,n,H

QQ′′ (z, r)gdb,n′,R
Q′Q′′′ (z, r′)

}
,

G22,cd,nn′
Q′′Q′′′ (z, r, r′)= ∑

QQ′ab

{
f ca,n,R
QQ′′ (z, r)Gab,n,nn′

QQ′ (z) f db,n′,R
Q′Q′′′ (z, r′)−δnn′δQQ′δab f ca,n,H

QQ′′ (z, r) f db,n′,R
Q′Q′′′ (z, r′)

}
.
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Using these definitions and Eqn. 3.176 the charge density can be rewritten as

(3.182) ρ(r)=−1
π

Im
∑
QQ′

{
G11,ee

QQ′ (r)χ†
Q′(r̂)χQ(r̂)+G22,ee

QQ′ (r)χ†
Q̄′(r̂)χQ̄(r̂)

}
− 1
π

Im
∑
QQ′

{
G11,hh

QQ′ (r)χT
Q′(r̂)χ∗Q(r̂)+G22,hh

QQ′ (r)χT
Q̄′(r̂)χ∗Q̄(r̂)

}
where,

G i j,ee
QQ′ (r)=

∫
dε f (ε)G i j,ee

QQ′ (ε,r,r′),(3.183)

G i j,hh
QQ′ (r)=

∫
dε(1− f (ε))G i j,hh

QQ′ (ε,r,r′).(3.184)

Just like in the scalar relativistic case we need to obtain the L component of the density to

construct the potential

(3.185) ρL(r)=
∫

dr̂ρ(r)YL(r̂),

giving

(3.186) ρL(r)=−1
π

Im
∑
QQ′

{
G11,ee

QQ′ (r)
∫

dr̂χ†
Q′(r̂)YL(r̂)χQ(r̂)+G22,ee

QQ′ (r)
∫

dr̂χ†
Q̄′(r̂)YL(r̂)χQ̄(r̂)

}
− 1
π

Im
∑
QQ′

{
G11,hh

QQ′ (r)
∫

dr̂χT
Q′(r̂)YL(r̂)χ∗Q(r̂)+G22,hh

QQ′ (r)
∫

dr̂χT
Q̄′(r̂)YL(r̂)χ∗Q̄(r̂)

}
.

Using the definitions in equations (3.156) and (3.157), along with

(3.187) χ
†
Q′(r̂)χQ(r̂)= χ†

Q̄′(r̂)χQ̄(r̂),

we find

(3.188) ρL(r)=−1
π

Im
∑
QQ′

{(
G11,ee

QQ′ (r)+G22,ee
QQ′ (r)

)
〈χQ′ |YL|χQ〉

+
(
G11,hh

QQ′ (r)Sκ′Sκ+G22,hh
QQ′ (r)Sκ̄′Sκ̄

)
(−1)µ

′+µ+1〈χκ′−µ′ |YL|χκ−µ〉
}

,

where

(3.189) 〈χκ′µ′ |YL|χκµ〉 =
∫

dr̂χ†
κ′µ′(r̂)YL(r̂)χκµ(r̂).

3.6.7 Anomalous Density

The definition for the anomalous density [62] is

Reχ(r)=− 1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dε(1−2 f (ε))ImTrQηGeh(ε,r,r′)− 1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dε(1−2 f (ε))ImTrQηGhe(ε,r,r′),

(3.190)

Imχ(r)= 1
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dε(1−2 f (ε))ReTrQηGeh(ε,r,r′)− 1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dε(1−2 f (ε))ReTrQηGhe(ε,r,r′).

(3.191)
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Looking at only the real part of χ(r), we use the definition of η from equation (3.141) to obtain,

(3.192) Reχ(r)=− 1
2π

Im
∑
QQ′

{
G11,eh

QQ′ (r)χT
Q′(r̂)iσyχQ(r̂)+G22,eh

QQ′ (r)χT
Q̄′(r̂)iσyχQ̄(r̂)

}
− 1

2π
Im

∑
QQ′

{
G11,he

QQ′ (r)χ†
Q′(r̂)iσyχ

∗
Q(r̂)+G22,he

QQ′ (r)χ†
Q̄′(r̂)iσyχ

∗
Q̄(r̂)

}
,

where

(3.193) G i j,ab
QQ′ (r)=

∫ ∞

−∞
dε(1−2 f (ε))G i j,ab

QQ′ (ε, r),

and

(3.194) Tr
{
σyχQ(r̂)χT

Q′(r̂)
}
= χT

Q′(r̂)σyχQ(r̂).

As discussed for the scalar relativistic anomalous density in section 3.5.8 we require only the

spherical part to the density

(3.195) ReχL(r)=
∫

dr̂Reχ(r)YL(r̂).

which results in

(3.196)

ReχL(r)=− 1
2π

∑
QQ′

{
I11,eh

QQ′ (r)
∫

dr̂iχT
Q′(r̂)σyYL(r̂)χQ(r̂)+ I22,eh

QQ′ (r)
∫

dr̂iχT
Q̄′(r̂)σyYL(r̂)χQ̄(r̂)+

I11,he
QQ′ (r)

∫
dr̂iχ†

Q′(r̂)σyYL(r̂)χ∗Q(r̂)+ I22,he
QQ′ (r)

∫
dr̂iχ†

Q̄′(r̂)σyYL(r̂)χ∗Q̄(r̂)
}

,

where,

(3.197) I11,eh
QQ′ (r)= ImG11,eh

QQ′ (r).

Using the definitions in equations (3.156) and (3.157), along with (3.187) one can obtain an

expression for the anomalous density

(3.198) ReχL(r)=− 1
2π

∑
QQ′

{(
Sκ′ I

11,eh
QQ′ (r)+Sκ̄′ I

22,eh
QQ′ (r)

)
(−1)µ

′+1/2〈χκ′−µ′ |YL|χκµ〉−
(
SκI11,he

QQ′ (r)+Sκ̄I22,he
QQ′ (r)

)
(−1)µ+1/2〈χκ′µ′ |YL|χκ−µ〉

}
,

The imaginary part can equally be constructed using the same method, however, it is only

necessary when considering the implementation of a non-colinear solver.
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4
BULK RESULTS

This chapter is dedicated to investigating the results of calculating the pure, periodic

crystal. Firstly, in section 4.1, various numerical tests are performed to investigate the

robustness of the theoretical framework detailed in chapter 3. This involves careful

definition of the superconducting gap and how it can be related to experiments, along with

determining the key numerical parameters that need to be tuned to create a fully converged,

numerically stable description of the superconducting state within the DFT framework.

Once the requirements of numerical stability are met, we then model known s-wave super-

conductors Nb, Pb and MgB2. In these materials multiple distinct peaks at the gap in the DOS

are observed, showing significant gap anisotropy. This is briefly touched upon in section 4.1 as it

will be used to define the superconducting state, however the main analysis of the anisotropy

will be performed in section 4.2. This section will use techniques to map out the Fermi surface to

understand the full k-dependence of the superconducting gap. From here, qualitative connections

between the k-dependent Fermi velocities and the superconductivity will be performed, exploiting

concepts from BCS theory. Investigations into the gap anisotropy similar to this has been done

for Pb [6] and MgB2 [5]. Experiments have also confirmed the anisotropy [2, 3]. These theoretical

methods have focused on models with sophisticated electron-phonon coupling, whereas here we

ask different question, namely ‘what is the minimum model required to generate anisotropy’.

From this we are able to argue that any elemental superconductor has the potential for gap

anisotropy, and that the results from our calculations for Nb, Pb and MgB2 are in good agreement

with experiments.
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4.1 Convergence Tests

Within this code, as with any DFT code, there are many numerical parameters that need to

be understood and tuned. With these parameters, there is always a trade off between accuracy

and computational expense. Within the KKR formalism the key parameters are the k-mesh,

energy mesh, cluster size and lmax, the cutoff for the angular momentum basis set. Within the

superconducting KKR code we also need to define how to model the superconductivity. This will

all be addressed in this section. To start, we define more explicitly the quantities mentioned

above. The k-mesh will have already been briefly touched upon within chapter 3, it is the number

of k-points chosen within the Brillouin zone to calculate quantities such as ρ(r) the DOS (3.54).

The energy mesh deals with the energy integration of quantities such as the charge density

(3.54). The cluster size refers to the number of atomic sites n in the screened reference system

(equation (3.102)), which acts as a cut-off for long-range interactions, giving the screened KKR

method strong similarities to other tight-binding methods [218]. For all systems we chose a

minimum of 259 sites. Specifically for each material Nb has 259 sites, Pb had 459 sites and

MgB2 341 sites. For all calculations we took lmax = 3 as we are working within the ASA scheme.

For full-potential a higher lmax is required as the potential is expanded into the interstitial

region and becomes non-spherical and chapter 21 of Ref. [213] elaborates in more detail here.

The remaining quantities, energy mesh, k-mesh and the choice of Λ will be the subject of the rest

of this section.

First, we test the numerical parameters and the resulting gaps within our framework. We

define the average gap [207]

(4.1) ∆̄
µ
r = 1

VWS

∫
WS
∆
µ

e f f (r)d3r ,

where VWS represents the volume of the Wigner-Seitz cell. This is a practical expression, however,

in a real band structure this average gap is not the same as the gap in the DOS. This will be

addressed in more detail in this section.

The energy mesh refers to the number of energy points required to calculate the energy

integrals (equations (3.110-3.111) and (3.115)) for the charge (3.109) and anomalous (3.117)

densities. The integral range goes from the band bottom to the Fermi level, with an exponential

weighting so that there are more points at the Fermi level so that superconducting energy gap can

be resolved. More details can be found in pages 259-261 of Ref.[213]. In Fig. 4.1(a) the results of

the convergence tests are summarised for non-relativistic (NR) Nb. For low interaction parameter

Λ, all calculations with 30 energy points show a reduced or vanishing average gap indicating the

failing to converge. This is natural since a small interaction parameter with subsequently small

gap requires a high energy resolution in order to resolve the gap structure. For a large Λ, on the

other hand, the energy convergence is reached earlier and the requirements on the number of k

points become the relevant constraint. It was decided that 50 energy points and 2×105 k-points

is the best trade off between accuracy and computational cost.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: (a) Convergence test for non-relativistic Nb, where the number of energy points and
k-points for the calculation is changed to test the robustness of the superconducting state formed.
The number of k-points refers to the energy point with the imaginary part closest to the real
energy axis. Plot symbols denote 2×104 (circle), 2×105 (cross) and 5×105 (square) k-points,
colours denote 30 (red), 50 (green) and 60 (blue) energy points. (b) Comparison of the average gap
size of Nb, V and Cu for non relativistic and scalar relativistic calculations as a function of Λ.

A comparison between non relativistic (NR) and scalar relativistic (SR) results is shown in

Fig. 4.1(b) for Nb, V and Cu. There is no clear trend in terms of the gap size going from NR to SR.

For V and Nb the gap is reduced, for Cu it is increased. The influence becomes more dominant

with larger atomic number as expected when including scalar relativistic corrections. For the

remainder of this work, unless specified, we perform calculations using the SR BdG equations.

The next test is to assess how to choose Λ, the only free parameter within this framework for

our theoretical model. The first attempt will be to try and calculate it from first principles and

check if it produces an energy gap comparable to experimental values. This is essentially testing

our choice of superconducting exchange-correlation functional. To do this, a well established

quantity in the literature is required. In this instance, the electron phonon coupling parameter

λe f f =ΛD(εF ) was chosen. This quantity is established in BCS theory as the previously defined

equation (4.4). Within the KKR formalism it is possible to define this quantity in the Gaspari-

Győrffy theory [219] using just the normal state

(4.2) D(εF )ΛGG = 2mεF

~2π2
1

D(εF )

∑
l

2(l+1)sin2(δl+1 −δl)Dl(εF )Dl+1(εF )

D(1)
l (εF )D(1)

l+1(εF )
,

where D(εF ) is the DOS in the normal state at the Fermi level and D(1)
l (εF ) is the l-dependent

DOS of a free scatterer. Thus λGG =ΛGGD(εF ) is the electron-phonon coupling parameter for

Gaspari-Győrffy theory. A similar quantity, λBdG =ΛBdGD(εF ) is the input to the self-consistency.

In principle, if the method is successfully consistent within the KKR formalism it should be

possible to calculate λGG and use it in the superconducting KKR, and this should enable the

prediction of a superconductor. In Fig. 4.2, the results of this are shown.

The vertical dashed lines indicate the calculated λGG , and the dot dashed lines indicate

experimentally determined λ values. For now, we shall focus on λGG . Investigating each material
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Figure 4.2: Values of ∆̄µr as a function of λBdG from the BdG KKR code. Each point making up the
lines represents a self-consistent calculation converged to an rms value 10−7 Ry for both Ve f f (r)
and ∆e f f (r). For every given interaction parameter chosen for each material, the corresponding
average gap is plotted on the y-axis. The dashed lines represent the value of the interaction
calculated from Gaspari-Győrffy theory using equation (4.2). The vertical dot-dash lines represent
λ values obtained from fits of specific heat data from experiments from Ref. [1], and the horizontal
lines at left of the graph represent experimental gap sizes for each of the materials obtained
from page 376 of Ref. [15]. The experimental gap of Nb from Ref.[4] is 1.79 meV and is therefore
beyond the scale of this figure.

in turn we can make an assessment on how effective our model is at predicting superconductors.

Firstly, it is able to predict that Cu is not superconducting as the λGG is calculated to be too low

to induce a gap in Cu. An interesting additional factor is that the solid Cu line has the largest

gradient, implying that small changes to Λ have the largest effect of all materials tested. The

other materials for which reasonable λGG values are predicted are Nb, Ta and Mo as they fall

in the correct order of magnitude. They are not perfect as Ta and Mo are still predicted to not

have a superconducting gap, and for Nb the gap is significantly smaller than it should be from

experimental data. Unfortunately, for V and Al the theory fails significantly as for both the value
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Quantity Description

∆(k) The gap function produced from k-dependent gap models, such as Eliashberg
theory [78]. More sophisticated methods develop the theory for first principles
calculations [6].

∆e f f (r) The gap function produced in this method. The main details are in chapter 3.
∆̄k The average gap produced from other theoretical models.

∆̄k = 1
VBZ

∫
dk∆(k)

∆̄r The average gap produced from the integral of the gap function ∆e f f (r).
∆̄r = 1

VWS

∫
WS∆e f f (r)d3r

∆exp Measurement of the physical energy gap in the excitation spectrum in
experiments.

∆DOS Reading off the physical energy gap in the DOS

Table 4.1: A table which collates the various definitions in this chapter used to describe the differ-
ent quantities used in theoretical descriptions and experiments to describe the superconducting
gap size. This table links to table 4.3.

for λGG is incorrect by an order of magnitude. The overall theory is therefore not good enough

to predict the zero temperature gap size of a superconductor consistently. This comes down to

a combination of things. Firstly, Gaspari-Győrffy theory is even defined in Ref.[219] as ‘simple’

of which corrections to the rigid sphere approximation since then have been suggested [220].

In addition, comparing the experimentally obtained Λ values (dot-dashed lines) in Fig. 4.2 to

the ΛGG (dashed lines) it is clear that there is a reasonable agreement between most materials,

except for V where the comparison completely fails. A more sophisticated method of obtaining Λ

is therefore available, as exemplified by Ref. [220]. Secondly, however, the simplification of the

pairing kernel Λ[ρ,χ](r1,r′1,r2,r′2) to the interaction parameter Λ in equation (3.30) is drastic,

and a more sophisticated theory which provides a better description is required for true first

principles calculations of superconductivity, which has been done by Refs. [202, 203] for bulk

systems. In this work we are, however, aiming to describe impurity scattering, and incorporating

impurities or nanoscale structured materials into these ab initio methods would be possible in

principle, but would become technically very challenging and computationally demanding. Even

in bulk systems the full theory requires six-dimensional integrals both over the electron and

phonon Brillouin zones, k and Q. In systems without translational symmetry the corresponding

real-space coupled electron-phonon equations would become significantly more difficult to solve.

Due to this we must find another method to determine Λ.

The method chosen is to treat Λ as a tunable parameter, such that the resulting gap matches

the experimental zero temperature gap size. The complication, especially for anisotropic gaps or

multigap systems, is what definitions are used experimentally and theoretically to establish the

gap size. In the following, the method with which the free parameter Λ is constrained in practice
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Figure 4.3: a) The red line is the value of ∆DOS of the outer coherence peak of Nb for the given
interaction Λ on the x-axis. The black dashed line represents the value of ∆exp from the (111)
surface of Nb in Hahn et al. [4]. b) DOS for each interaction parameter Λ. The dashed line
represents the value of ∆DOS in (a) which has been read off from the graph.

is discussed. Table 4.1 defines all of the separate quantities used in each method to describe the

superconducting gap. We choose ∆DOS as the parameter. More details on how this is obtained is

illustrated in Fig. 4.3. In order to match to the experiment the value for each calculation was

taken and matched to the zero temperature gap size. Fig. 4.3(a) is an example set of calculations

used in the process of finding the value of Λ that matches experimental data, where Fig. 4.3(b)

displays how each point in (a) was obtained. The final result for Nb is presented in table 4.2.

The same calculations were also performed for Pb and MgB2, and the results of each are

shown in table 4.2. For both the level of anisotropy is comparable to the anisotropy present in the

experimental data. The level of error present in our calculation is a combination of the errors

present with the choice of exchange correlation functional along with the accuracy of the gap as a

function of k-mesh and energy mesh, described in Fig. 4.1(a). We choose the LSDA functional, as

described in section 3.3. There are well established errors within this functional, and for more

details we refer to Refs. [221, 222]. In general the propagation of this error into the calculation of

observables becomes about 10% [223]. More detail on the anisotropy will be discussed in section

4.2.

It is worth comparing the other quantities presented in table 4.1 because understanding

how these quantities relate to each other will give important insight into the method and how

each of the quantities are treated. Firstly, the average gap from equation (4.1) will be analysed.

This quantity is just the integrated anomalous DOS χ(r) multiplied by a constant, and does not

necessarily relate to the gap seen in the DOS. It can be easily proven comparing ∆DOS and ∆̄r

for Nb in table 4.3. Clearly these numbers are different from each other. In fact, by comparing

the values for ∆̄r for Pb and Nb it is possible to see that Nb has a similar ∆̄r than Pb. As Nb has
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Element D(εF ) (Ry−1) Λ (Ry) ∆DOS (meV) ∆exp (meV)

Nb 16.53 0.0861 1.79, 1.69, 1.43 (1.79, 1.64, 1.20)[4]
Pb 5.89 0.351 1.46, 1.39, 1.32 1.40, 1.27[2]

MgB2 3.25 0.291 7.00, 4.77, 3.27 7.0, 3.0[3]

Table 4.2: D(εF ) is the DOS at the Fermi level in the normal state obtained from our calculations.
Λ is the interaction parameter used in this investigation to match our calculations to the
experimental zero temperature gap. ∆exp are average gaps from experiments [1–4], ∆DOS are the
values read off from the DOS.

a significantly larger Tc than Pb it is obvious that the real gap size must be larger as signified

by ∆̄k. We believe that the fundamental reason for this discrepancy lies in the fact that the

relationship between the effective pairing potential ∆e f f (r) and the k-dependent gap ∆(k) is

not trivial. Similarly the average gap found in the literature, ∆̄k, shown in table 4.3 column 4

is conventionally obtained from a k-space integration of ∆(k). This quantity is distinct to the

average ∆̄r calculated from the real space integral over ∆e f f (r) (see Table 4.3, column 2). For Nb

and Pb, ∆̄r is smaller than ∆̄k but for MgB2 it is larger.

Finally, we would like to summarize the numerical parameters used throughout the thesis.

After convergence of the potentials is reached, the imaginary part of the energy, δ= 2µRy, 0.2µRy,

10µRy is used for Nb, Pb and MgB2 respectively. These are the parameters for the DOS and

Bloch spectral function calculations when focusing on the gap structure as well as for ∆(k). The

number of k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone for DOS calculations are 1×107 for Nb and

Pb and 2.7×106 for MgB2.

Element ∆̄r (meV) ∆DOS (meV) ∆̄k (meV)

Nb 1.07 1.79, 1.69, 1.43 1.53[1]
Pb 1.04 1.46, 1.39, 1.32 1.35[1],(1.0, 0.8)[6]

MgB2 8.03 7.00, 4.77, 3.27 (6.8, 2.45)[5]

Table 4.3: The average gap, ∆̄r, is calculated using (4.1). ∆DOS are the values read off from the
DOS, ∆̄k are average gaps from theoretical ∆(k) integrations [1, 5, 6].

4.2 Gap Anisotropy

We now have successfully calculated the superconducting state for Nb, Pb and MgB2 that is

numerically stable. It was already briefly mentioned that gap anisotropy was observed in these

materials, and table 4.2 defines the coherence peaks observed in each of the materials. Looking

purely at the theoretical method used, this anisotropy can come as a surprise considering the

fact that the interaction parameter Λ is an isotropic constant parameter, and the superconduct-
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ing order parameter is, by definition, spherically symmetric. This implies that the underlying

electronic structure is the main driver for the anisotropy.

Experimentally, Pb [2, 224–226], MgB2 [3, 91, 94] and Nb [4, 85, 86, 227, 228] all have docu-

mented gap anisotropy. It is understood that in these systems the anisotropy arises from multiple

Fermi surface sheets. As many of the elemental phonon-mediated s-wave superconductors exhibit

multiple Fermi surface sheets, it is natural to assume that many would exhibit gap anisotropy.

Despite this, not many have been identified, in fact in the case of Nb it has even been disputed

[87, 88].

This, in part, was because gap anisotropies were not originally the main focus of the theories

describing superconductivity. In the original BCS theory [24] only a single spherical band was

considered and so it was impossible to obtain any gap anisotropy. In addition, it was limited

to the weak coupling regime, which later was rectified by the Eliashberg theory [78, 229] and

more recently by full DFT approaches to electron phonon coupling driven superconductivity

[202, 203]. Although gap anisotropy analysis is present in such codes, much of the DFT based ab

initio work focused on other aspects. These aspects being; expanding the description of s-wave

superconductivity with emphasis on the correct description of the driving mechanism [230–234],

or on the extension to unconventional pairing pushing the boundaries in our treatment of iron

based [235], spin [236] and magnetic effects [237, 238].

Beyond the ab initio work on superconductivity, there is also extensive work on using

parametrised models to describe superconductivity [44, 239–247]. These models are a pow-

erful tool for describing unconventional superconductors and some of the basic principles of

standard s-wave superconductors. These methods allow for gap anisotropy in the supercon-

ducting order parameter, however they have the drawback that they require the normal state

to be parametrised from either experimental data or a DFT calculation. This often results in

over-simplification of the normal state band structure in order to construct an efficient model to

describe the superconducting state. While this usually leads to deep understanding of aspects of

the superconductivity, it might obscure the importance of the complexity and orbital hybridisation

of the underlying electronic structure. The result is that although anisotropy is described using

complex order parameters, the anisotropy associated with the underlying electronic structure

will often be missed.

In this section we show that our method leads to a full electronic structure within the super-

conducting state giving access to the full gap anisotropy in multi sheet s-wave superconductors.

We show quantitatively the complexity of the superconducting gap including its full anisotropy

even in simple elemental crystals. We present the resulting gap anisotropy in Nb, Pb and MgB2 on

the various Fermi surface sheets, and some simple arguments on how the normal-state properties

drive the observed anisotropies. In all cases we will relate our work to experimental observations.
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4.2.1 Nb

The lattice constant of a = 3.30Å was used for the bcc structure of Nb. We tuned Λ such that the

gap in the DOS around the Fermi level was matched to the experimental gap size via tunnelling

experiments [4], as detailed in Fig. 4.3(a). The authors of Ref. [4] found different sizes for the

superconducting gap depending on the exposed surface of the single crystalline Nb. The different

crystal planes investigated were (001), (110) and (111). The values for the superconducting gap

are given by ∆001 = 1.20 meV, ∆110 = 1.64 meV and ∆111 = 1.79 meV. We chose to tune Λ such that

the outer peak of our superconducting gap matched ∆111. In the inset of Fig. 4.4 we can identify

two clear peaks and one weak shoulder corresponding to three distinct gaps at ∆1 = 1.43meV,

∆2 = 1.69meV and ∆3 = 1.79meV, in reasonable quantitative agreement to the experiment [4]. In

comparison to other literature [85, 86, 227, 228] the gap anisotropy is also well matched.

Figure 4.4: A scalar relativistic calculation of the electronic DOS of Nb in the superconducting
state, with the inset showing the gap at the Fermi level εF .

Using a completely isotropic model for the superconductivity with one free parameter, we

have found gap anisotropy comparable to experimental data. Its origin must be the underlying

electronic structure, and this is what must be investigated next. Hence ∆(k) is analysed to

highlight areas on the Fermi surface with high anisotropy. Once these are found, we analyse the

underlying electronic structure by investigating the the k-dependence of the Fermi velocity v f (k)

to ascertain whether a relationship between the two quantities can be reached.

The lower panel of Fig. 4.5(a) shows the Bloch spectral function for a large energy window but

in the top panel we focus on the region around the Fermi level along the Γ to N direction with a

smaller energy window (−50meV to 50meV). On that scale the opening of the superconducting gap

is just about resolved. In order to investigate the gap and the associated anisotropy as highlighted

in Fig. 4.4 the relevant energy resolution is −4.5meV to 0meV and for the band structure we focus

on the high symmetry line Γ to N in Fig. 4.5(b). A double peaked superconducting gap is clearly

resolved, with band gaps 1 and 2 contributing to the outermost gaps ∆3 and ∆2 respectively, and

the 3rd band gap relating to the inner peak. In order to understand this anisotropy we consider

the orbital character associated with each band. While the inner peak is ‘p-d’ hybridised, the

outer peak is almost entirely of a d-electron character. Typically, ‘p’ character bands will show a
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: (a) A Bloch spectral function of Nb in the superconducting state, showing the band
structure in directions of high symmetry. The units of the spectral function are arbitrary. In the
top panel with a higher energy resolution the superconducting gap is just about visible. (b) Left
Panel: The total and orbital resolved DOS of Nb near the Fermi level. Panel 1-3: Band gaps in the
Γ to N direction. Panel 1 is associated with ∆3, panel 2 with ∆2 and panel 3 with ∆1 of Fig. 4.4.
The units of the spectral function are arbitrary.

larger Fermi velocity at the Fermi level compared to the ‘d’ character bands. This is confirmed

by calculating the Fermi velocities shown as a colour map on the distinct Fermi surface sheets

in Fig. 4.6(a), where points of the Fermi surface associated with panels 1-3 from Fig. 4.5(b) are

labelled. Evidently panels 1 and 2 have similar velocities at the point of crossing, whereas panel

3 has a velocity which is noticeably larger. Since the DOS is inversely proportional to the Fermi

velocity,

(4.3) D(εF )∝ 1
vF

,

and within the BCS theory [23, 24] the gap scales with the DOS

(4.4) ∆≈ 2kBΘD exp
(
− 1

V D(εF )

)
,

we expect the gap anisotropy to be following the distribution of Fermi velocities on the Fermi

surface sheets. In Fig. 4.6(b) we extend this analysis to the full Fermi surface and in compare it

to Fig. 4.6(a) a strong correlation between vF (k) and ∆(k) is observed.

4.2.2 Pb

The reason Pb was one of the principal materials of interest in this work, was that it is famously

one of the conventional phonon-mediated superconductors that have exhibited signatures of

gap anisotropy [80, 224–226]. The trouble with Pb is that the material is often amorphous or

disordered. In order to overcome this issue we tuned our system specifically to the experiment
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: (a) The Fermi surface sheets with the colour scale showing the Fermi velocity of Nb.
The labels refer to the gaps identified in Fig. 4.5(b). (b) The Fermi surface sheets of Nb in the
normal state with the gap size of Nb in the superconducting state superimposed as a colour scale
on top. The labels refer to the panels in Fig. 4.5(b) and identify the points on the Fermi surface
where the gaps in Fig. 4.5(b) appear.

performed by M. Ruby and collaborators [2]. In this experiment they took single crystalline fcc

Pb (001), (110) and (111) surfaces and performed scanning tunnelling microscopy experiments on

them using a superconducting tip of W [248]. Using a superconducting tip is preferred because the

energy resolution is much higher, resulting in accurate measurements of the level of anisotropy

present in superconducting Pb. This increase in resolution is due to the energy width of a

superconducting coherence peak being much finer than the energy width of a conventional tip,

and is a key factor in the successful determination of the fine levels of anisotropy.

Their further experiments investigated the effects that magnetic impurities had on Pb

surfaces [7, 189, 248–250], with the ultimate goal of trying to describe the effects that a chain

of magnetic impurities had on the surface of a superconductor [50]. As these methods look at

localised effects of individual impurity sites surrounded by a periodic lattice, they are perfectly

suited to our method. As such, they will be the subject of sections 5.3 and 5.4. For now we will

investigate the pure Pb crystal that is the subject of their initial publication [2]. Firstly we will

calculate the fcc bulk crystal of Pb in section 4.2.2.1 and assess its gap anisotropy. Secondly we

will assess the gap anisotopy present on the surface in section 4.2.2.2.

4.2.2.1 Pb Bulk

In the experiment performed Ruby et al. [2] the authors identified two distinct peaks of the

superconducting gap at an energy separation of 150µeV. Within our calculations the fcc crystal

structure with a lattice constant of 4.95Å is used. Here we restrict the computation to three

dimensional periodic crystals but section 4.2.2.2 will focus on describing the surface explicitly

as measured in the experiment. For the bulk material we assume that the gap anisotropy in Pb

should at least be of similar order as found in the STM experiments.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: (a) A scalar relativistic calculation of the electronic DOS of Pb in the superconducting
state with an inset figure showing the peaks of the superconducting gap. (b) Left Panel: The
total and orbital resolved DOS of Pb near the Fermi level. Panels 1-3: Band gaps in the Γ to
K , X to U and Γ to X directions. Panel 1 is associated with the central coherence peak, panel
2 is associated with the small shoulder in the DOS and panel 3 is associated with the largest
shoulder. The units of the spectral function are arbitrary.

For an interaction parameter of Λ= 0.351Ry the over all gap size is found to be comparable

to Ruby et al. [2]. The inset of Fig. 4.7(a) displays the gap structure at this interaction parameter

where the separation between the distinct gaps is 140µeV. This energy separation is comparable

to the 150µeV identified by Ruby et al. [50]. In order to resolve such small separation a fine mesh

of 1×107 k-points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone was required.

Following the same process as for Nb the distinct gap sizes can be traced to different points

in k-space as shown in Fig. 4.7(b). However, to get the full picture of the anisotropy Fig. 4.8(b)

shows the size of the gap on both Fermi surface sheets, with the relevant directions and band

crossings from Fig. 4.7(b) highlighted. It is clear that the Fermi sheet in the left panel is mainly

associated with the larger of the two gaps, and the sheet in the right panel contributes to the

smaller shoulder. However, both sheets do contribute to a lesser extent to the other gaps as well.

This is in contrast to the argument put forward by Ruby et al. [2] who argued that the closed

Fermi sheet (left panel of Fig. 4.8(b)) contributes to the smaller gap and the open sheet (right

panel of Fig. 4.8(b)) relates to the outer peak. There are many factors which could be responsible

for this discrepancy. Perhaps the most obvious is the fact that we performed a bulk calculation,

whereas their experiment probes the surface. An accurate calculation of the surface is therefore

crucial to shed light on this aspect.

Interestingly, the Fermi velocities as shown in Fig. 4.8(a) together with the simple argument

developed for Nb would suggest the open band to show the larger gap in agreement with

the experimental observation. While for the closed Fermi surface sheet the simple argument

connecting the Fermi velocity to the size of the gap largely holds the relationship is less convincing
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: (a) The Fermi surfaces with the colour scale showing the Fermi velocity of Pb. The
labels refer to the gaps identified in Fig. 4.7(b). (b) The Fermi surface sheets of Pb in the normal
state with the gap size of Pb in the superconducting state superimposed as a colour scale on top.
The labels refer to the panels in Fig. 4.7(b) and identify the points on the Fermi surface where
the gaps in Fig. 4.7(b) appear.

for the open sheet. It is interesting to note the large value of the interaction parameter of Pb

compared to Nb despite the fact that the superconducting gap of Pb is smaller than the gap of

Nb (see Table 4.3.). This underlines the importance of dealing with the realistic band structure

and also suggests that the superconducting state of Pb falls far from the weak coupling limit.

Since BCS theory is valid in the weak coupling limit, therefore the relation between the Fermi

velocity and the superconducting gap is expected to be less robust. This aspect deserves further

investigation and in particular the influence of surfaces and spin-orbit coupling.

Other theoretical work on Pb by A. Floris et al. [6] established the anisotropic electron

phonon coupling from fully first principles calculations for a bcc crystal structure. Since this

is a different crystal structure, it complicates the comparison. The degree of anisotropy from

Ref. [6], measuring the relative difference between the gaps on the two Fermi surface sheets,

was |∆2 −∆1|/∆iso ≈ 20%. Here ∆1 and ∆2 refer to ∆̄k for bands 1 and 2, and ∆iso refers to the ∆̄k

resulting from a calculation where an isotropic interaction is chosen.

For the fcc crystal considered here, the anisotropy measure is calculated by integrating ∆(k)

from the individual Fermi surface sheets in Fig. 4.8b to obtain ∆̄k,1 and ∆̄k,2, whereas ∆̄k is the

integral of both Fermi surface sheets combined. The resulting anisotropy |∆̄k,2 − ∆̄k,1|/∆̄k ≈ 4%.

The quantities used to compute the numerator in both methods are the same, however the

quantity on the denominator is not the same. In order to fully test our method to theirs, the exact

numerical parameters they use to define the crystal should be chosen and the whole problem

should be recalculated. In order to perform an even better comparison it would be beneficial to

include temperature dependent calculations to obtain an approximate Tc. This would enable a

more robust technique to compare methods as this is an easy quantity to compare.
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4.2.2.2 Pb Surface

Work for this section has been done in conjunction with Ming-Hung Wu who constructed the Pb

surface structure and performed the superconducting self-consistent calculations to obtain the

normal state. Here, using Ming-Hung Wu’s calculation, I tuned the numerical parameters for the

DOS calculation and assessed the resulting anisotropy of the surface.

Within the bulk we identified three superconducting peaks for Pb. Comparing the difference

in energy between the outer and inner peak gives ∆3 −∆1 = 140 µeV which is comparable to the

experiments performed by Ruby et al [2] who determined a peak separation of 150 µeV. The next

obvious step is to test what happens when we perform calculations for the surface. This section

will highlight the anisotropy present within (100) surfaces of Pb. Investigating the DOS of the

bulk we would expect that the components of the Fermi surface which are associated with the

(100) surface will be heightened. This is the orthogonal plane to the X high symmetry direction, as

labelled in Fig. 4.9. Hence, by comparing this figure to the gaps highlighted in Fig. 4.8(b), we can

determine that the gaps which are present in the (100) plane are ∆1 and ∆3. Hence the prediction

is that the coherence peaks associated with these gaps will be enhanced. For the remainder of

this section we define the ith bulk gap as ∆b
i , the ith gap associated with the central atom as ∆m

i ,

and the ith gap associated with the surface as ∆s
i .

Figure 4.9: A figure with the Fermi surface of bulk fcc Pb with the gap calculated using the
parameters from section 4.2.2.1 and superimposed as a colour scale on top. The red square refers
to the slice of the Fermi surface which will be exemplified on the real-space (100) surface.

The calculations were constructed using supercells of nine atomic layers, with vacuum either

side. Nine layers were chosen because the central atom should in principle be equivalent to the

bulk. Fig. 4.10(a) shows the comparison between the DOS of the bulk vs the DOS of the central

atom of the thin film. It is clear that the gap size is significantly different. This discrepancy simply

arises from the comparison between nine atomic layers and pure bulk. This can be improved

by employing the decimation technique [251, 252] as this will enable a proper surface between

semi-infinite Pb and semi-infinite vacuum, describing the bulk and its interaction with the

surface more appropriately.
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Despite this, inspecting the individual coherence peaks associated with the central atom vs

the bulk atom it appears that the coherence peak associated with ∆m
3 is much larger than the

coherence peak associated with ∆b
3 . This is the expected result for the surface, regardless of the

discrepancy of the gap size. From here, we compare the DOS of the central atom and the DOS of

the atom on the surface in Fig. 4.10(b). Looking at the coherence peaks from the three gaps, all

are more enhanced compared to the central atom. However the coherence peak from ∆s
1 has the

largest enhancement. This is the expected result as this gap is prominent on the (001) plane as

discussed earlier. The fact that the coherence peak associated with ∆s
3 is not enhanced as strongly

as ∆s
1’s could be because ∆s

3 occupies less of the Fermi surface than ∆s
1.
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Figure 4.10: (a) The DOS of the superconducting bulk Pb calculations from section 4.2.2.1
compared to the middle atom of the nine layer superconducting Pb calculation. (b) The DOS of
the central atom and the surface atom of superconducting Pb in the nine layer superconducting
thin-film calculation. (c) The individual ‘p’ and ‘d’ components to the DOS of the central atom and
the surface atom of superconducting Pb in the nine layer superconducting thin-film calculation.

From this analysis it is clear that further work needs to be done on the understanding of the

model for the surface. As mentioned earlier the extension of the superconducting KKR formalism
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to incorporate the decimation technique is naturally the next step. For now, however, we have

shown that although the size of the gap is different compared to the bulk, the expected changes

to the anisotropy is present. We will pick up the surface calculations again in section 5.4 where

magnetic impurity calculations are performed with superconducting Pb surfaces.

4.2.3 MgB2

The third example is MgB2, whos superconductivity was discovered in 2001, which was of

great interest as it had the highest Tc for a non-copper-oxide bulk superconductor [90]. It had

other benefits, such as Mg and B being very abundant and inexpensive materials giving it

great potential for use in industry. Interest in MgB2 peaked when it was discovered that the

superconducting gap was strongly anisotropic [3, 91, 94], and what was equally fascinating was

that it was a conventional superconductor, as evidenced by observation of the isotope effect for

the B atoms [92]. As this material is well established as an anisotropic, phonon-mediated, s-wave

superconductor, we can use it as a benchmark to test how much of that anisotropy originates

from the underlying complexities of the normal state electronic structure. We will now describe

how we modelled MgB2 within the scalar relativistic BdG KKR method.

One issue with modelling MgB2 is the choice of ΛM g and ΛB. It has been shown through the

analysis of the phonon spectrum that the superconductivity is mainly driven via a large E2g

mode derived from the B atom [253, 254]. For this reason, we model the superconducting state

with no interaction on the Mg atoms (ΛM g = 0) and the interaction parameter for the B atoms ΛB

was varied to match the zero temperature gap size from experiments [3, 91, 94]. Within these

experiments the smaller gap ranges from 1.8meV [94] to approximately 3meV [3, 91], whereas

the larger gap is around 7meV. It was therefore decided that ΛB would be tuned so that the

outer coherence peak in the DOS matches the outer, 7meV, coherence peak from the experiments

resulting in ΛB = 0.288Ry. In Fig. 4.11(a) we present the DOS within the superconducting state

with the lattice constants a = 3.09Å and c = 3.52Å in a hexagonal lattice.

There is very good agreement between the experimental gap sizes and the smallest gap at

∆1 = 3.27meV and the largest at ∆3 = 7.00meV, which can be clearly identified in Fig. 4.11(a). In

addition, there is a third peak associated with a third superconducting gap. This is obviously a

surprise which conflicts with experimental data. However, it is possible to pick out the individual

band gaps corresponding to this effect, as specified in Fig. 4.11(b) which shows three band gaps

in high symmetry directions associated with each of the three peaks. This is interesting in a

different perspective, because from our previous two materials our method predicts at least as

many gaps as there are Fermi surface sheets. In this instance, MgB2 has four Fermi surface

sheets, as signified in Fig. 4.12(a), where the long, cylindrical sheets refer to the two σ bands and

the other two wider sheets are the π bands. The top right contains two individual sheets from

separate bands. In order to understand what is happening, Fig. 4.12(b) extends the analysis of

Fig. 4.11(b) to the full Fermi surface. Each sheet can be associated with one of the three distinct
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.11: (a) The electronic DOS of MgB2 in the superconducting state. Inset shows the DOS
around the superconducting gap. (b) Left Panel: The total and atom orbital resolved DOS of
MgB2 near the Fermi level. Panels 1-3: Band gaps in the Γ to K and A to L directions. Panel 1
contributes to the largest gap in the DOS, panel 2 contributes to the middle gap and panel 3 is
associated with the smallest gap. The units of the spectral function are arbitrary.

gaps which are ∆1 = 3.27meV (blue), ∆2 = 4.77meV (green) and ∆3 = 7.00meV (red). This implies

that the two σ bands are the contributing factors to ∆3, whereas the π bands are associated with

the other two gaps. The fact that two of the bands contribute to one of the gaps leads to three

separate observable gaps as opposed to four. One possible explanation for this is that as the

electronic states associated with both σ bands are mainly from the B atoms, and the interaction

parameter Λ for both atoms is the same, both bands will behave similarly.

Comparing this result to the Fermi velocities (Fig. 4.12)(a) the simple relation, as established

for Nb, holds to a certain extent. However for the top right panel the Fermi velocities vary quite

remarkably across the Fermi surface sheets whereas the gap is relatively constant across each of

the individual sheets (see Fig. 4.12(b)).

As discussed earlier, experimental evidence predicted that there were two superconducting

gaps. A parameter-free calculation from A. Floris et al. [5] accurately predicts both gaps from

experiment at T= 0K and derives the correct transition temperature Tc of MgB2. This theoretical

study, among others [94, 230, 253, 255], predicts two distinct gaps in the superconducting state.

However, three gaps were identified by J. Bekaert et al. [256] in an ab initio calculation of thin

films of MgB2. This third peak vanishes going beyond a thickness of 3 MLs highlighting the

importance of out of plane hybridisation. This suggests that any result will subtly depend on the

out of plane lattice constant which we fixed to the experimental value rather using structural

relaxation. Relaxed structures would show a smaller lattice constant possibly increasing out of

plane hybridisation and suppressing the third gap. On the other hand, in experiments impurity

scattering will broaden any gap structures making it difficult to resolve a possible third peak. This
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: (a) The Fermi surfaces with the colour scale showing the Fermi velocity of MgB2. The
labels refer to the gaps identified in Fig. 4.11(b). (b) The Fermi surfaces of MgB2 in the normal
state with the gap size in the superconducting state superimposed as a colour scale on top. The
labels refer to the panels in Fig. 4.11(b) and identify the points on the Fermi surface where the
gaps in Fig. 4.11)(b) appear. The gap values ∆b

i are associated with the gaps from the bulk, ∆m
a

from the central atom of the thin film and ∆s
a is from the surface of the thin film.

implies that it is not necessarily an anomaly of the simplified exchange-correlation functional

present in this method.

4.3 Fully Relativistic Pb

With the atomic number of Pb being 82, the effects of spin-orbit coupling in Pb will become

relevant. It will have significant contributions to the Fermi surface and underlying Fermi velocity.

Fig. 4.13(a) is a comparison between the normal state band structure using the scalar relativistic

(green) and fully relativistic (red) solvers. On the eV scale the effects of the spin-orbit interaction

are noticeable due to the large number of avoided crossings. At the scale of the gap (meV) they

will be much larger.

In this section we present some preliminary findings when using the implementation of the

Dirac-BdG-KKR method, detailed in section 3.6. In order to compare how the gap anisotropy from

superconducting Pb changes with the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling we present results using

one shot calculations of our FR code using the converged ∆SR
ef f (r) and V SR

ef f (r) from section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.13: (a) The normal state band structure of Pb using the SR (green) and FR (red) solvers.
The potentials used to generate this figure have been converged using the SR and FR codes
respectively. (b) In red, the converged FR (red) calculation from (a) has been re-plotted, in green
an FR band structure has been calculated using the SR potential used in figure (a).

Not using the full self-consistency can be justified by comparing the figures 4.13(a) with 4.13(b).

In Fig. 4.13(a) we see the comparison between the SR and FR results of Pb. In Fig. 4.13(b) we

compare an FR band structure calculation using the SR (green) and FR (red) converged potentials

respectively, implying that the one shot calculation covers the most important aspects of the

bandstructure. From now we shall use the names oneshot FR and converged FR to compare the

green and red bands respectively. Although there is definitely a rigid shift at the Fermi energy

between the FR converged and the FR oneshot, the band crossings at the Fermi level are the same

relative to each other. Conversely, looking at the converged SR and FR results from Fig. 4.13(a)

the difference between the band crossings at the Fermi level is much more significant. Hence, any

fundamental changes to the gap structure are going to be predominantly due to the spin-orbit

coupling rather than the shift in Fermi energy. In order to test how spin-orbit coupling affects the

gap anisotropy in Pb it is therefore a reasonable approximation to take the converged ∆SR
ef f (r)

and V SR
ef f (r) and using these to compare a SR and FR DOS. It must be stressed, however, that the

future aim will be to perform the full self-consistency for the fully relativistic implementation.

To calculate the change in gap anisotropy, we present calculations of the DOS of the SR

calculation from Fig. 4.7(a) against an FR one shot with the same numerical parameters in

Fig. 4.14(a). From the original scalar relativistic calculation it was observed that there were

three distinct superconducting gaps present ∆SR
1 = 1.32 meV, ∆SR

2 = 1.39 meV and ∆SR
3 = 1.46

meV with an energy separation between ∆SR
1 and ∆SR

3 of 140µeV . From the FR calculation it

appears that there could, arguably, be a fourth superconducting peak within the gap. In reality

an investigation into ∆(k) on the Fermi surface is required in order to solidify this claim as to

whether the gap on the Fermi surface is legitimate and not just numerical noise. Despite this,

the full level of anisotropy present within the FR calculation remains wholly unchanged from
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the SR calculation as the energy seperation between ∆FR
1 and ∆FR

4 is 140µeV . Investigating

the individual orbital contribution to the gap in Fig. 4.14(b) we see a similar dependence as in

Fig. 4.7(b) for the SR DOS.
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Figure 4.14: (a) A fully relativistic calculation of the DOS using the converged ∆SR
ef f (r) and V SR

ef f (r)
potentials compared to a scalar relativistic DOS using the same potentials. The resulting gaps
present in the DOS are indicated with ∆FR

i , where i refers to the ith coherence peak from the
Fermi level. (b) The orbital decomposition of the DOS for the FR calculation.

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

We have implemented a self-consistent solution of the BdG equations into the 3D bulk screened

KKR formalism. In order to model realistic bulk systems, the BdG equation was solved self-

consistently by choosing a simple exchange correlation functional (3.29) to model both the normal

and superconducting order parameters ρ(r) and χ(r) respectively. The key parameter is the

interaction Λ. This quantity, combined with D(εF ) generates λBdG , a quantity comparable to the

electron-phonon coupling parameter λ from equation (3.18). We tried to calculate λ from first

principles using Gaspari-Győrffy theory. Using the first principles λ in the BdG KKR formalism

we were able to reproduce some predictable quantities like superconductivity in Nb and no

superconductivity in Cu. However, it inconsistently described the superconducting properties

of many other simple materials showing that this method is not good enough to work as an ab

initio theory for the superconducting state. As a parameterised model, however, it is a practical

accompaniment to experiment. Therefore for the remainder of the report we tuned Λ such that

the zero temperature gap size matched the largest measured experimental gap. In this instance,

Nb, Pb and MgB2 were the materials chosen in this investigation. For Nb, the gap was tuned

so that the outer coherence peak, ∆3 from Fig. 4.5 matched the gap for the (111) surface, ∆111

of Nb from the experiment in Ref. [4]. For Pb, the highest coherence peak ∆2 from Fig. 4.7(a)

was matched to the outermost coherence peak from Ruby et al. [2]. Finally the outer coherence
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peak from MgB2 has been measured as ∼ 7meV, from many sources [3, 91, 94], whereas the inner

coherence peak is much less well defined, hence the outer coherence peak was chosen for the

fitting in this case to match ∆3 from Fig. 4.11(a).

Calculating the gap self-consistently for Nb we found two superconducting gaps from distinct

Fermi surface sheets. We argued that the Fermi velocity of these bands at the Fermi level plays a

key role in driving the gap anisotropy. The fully anisotropic gap on the Fermi surface supported the

simple picture connecting the gap size to the inverse of the Fermi velocity. The difference between

the ∆3 and ∆1 is 0.36meV, and is comparable to experimental results [85, 86, 227, 228]. The most

recent tunnelling experiment gives roughly the same gap sizes [4] which are ∆001 = 1.20meV,

∆110 = 1.64meV and ∆111 = 1.79meV for the different planes. Similarly our calculations gave 3

distinct gaps of ∆1 = 1.43meV, ∆2 = 1.69meV and ∆3 = 1.79meV as displayed in Fig. 4.4. These

gaps are very comparable to the tunnelling experiment [4].

For fcc Pb we identified three main gaps with a total separation of 140µeV. This is comparable

to tunnelling experiments performed by Ruby et al. [2] on single crystalline Pb surfaces where

they found a difference of 150µeV. However, our calculations do not support their Fermi-surface

analysis.

This leads to the investigation of Pb surfaces as it isolates specific parts of the Fermi surface.

Simple investigation of just the (100) surface shows that the change in height going from the bulk

to the surface of the coherence peak of ∆s
2 is reduced compared to the change in the coherence

peaks of ∆s
1 and ∆s

3. This is expected as these are the main contributing gaps associated with the

(100) surface. One issue with the calculations, however, was comparing the size of the gaps in

the bulk to the gaps in the thin film calculation as the gap size is noticeably different, whereas

it should be the same. This calls for a more sophisticated approach to describing the surface of

Pb, as this investigation used a 9 atomic layer thin film which is only an approximation of the

true bulk superconductivity. In order to improve the method used here, the decimation technique

[251, 252] can be employed, essentially enabling the calculation of a semi-infinite crystal of Pb.

For MgB2 we established gap sizes of similar order as found in the literature [3, 91, 94].

Within this framework we identified three superconducting gaps which is expected in a system

with three bands crossing the Fermi level and rather varied Fermi velocities. Three gaps have

been predicted theoretically before in thin films only [256]. The middle gap from Ref. [256] is

about 80% of the size of the outermost gap, and the inner gap about 40%. Whereas the middle

gap, δ2, in our work is about 68% of the size of the outermost gap, δ3, and the innermost gap

δ1 about 47%. Therefore, the level of anisotropy present in Ref. [256] and our work is similar.

The middle peak from Ref. [256] vanishes going beyond a thickness of 3 MLs showing that out of

plane hybridisation plays a key role, and hence within our formalism the middle peak will subtly

depend on the c-axis in our calculation. We used MgB2 as a benchmark to assess how much of

the anisotropy from the superconductor originates from the underlying electronic structure. We

therefore have shown that this method certainly does exhibit significant anisotropy from the
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underlying electronic structure, however in order to fully assess the anisotropy of MgB2, a proper

analysis of the influence of the c/a ratio must also be performed.

In summary, we showed that using a fully ab initio model to describe the normal state and

a simple approximation for the superconducting exchange correlation functional produces gap

anisotropy in Nb, Pb and MgB2. This gap anisotropy comprises of both interband scattering

from the multiband nature of the superconductors calculated, along with anisotropy present

in each Fermi surface sheet as well and is of the same order as experimental data for each of

these systems. One of the key features of the formation of the gap anisotropy is the inverse

proportionality between the Fermi velocity and the magnitude of the gap. With just one free

parameter, Λ, we have shown that it is possible to model anisotropy in superconductors to a high

level of accuracy. This also shows that we are capable of modelling clean s-wave superconductors.

To that end we can then use these results as the starting point for impurity calculations.
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5
IMPURITY RESULTS

In this chapter we investigate the effects that impurities have on the superconducting state.

Firstly, as a continuation of section 4.2 we investigate the effects that impurities have on

the gap anisotropy of a superconductor in section 5.1. We do this by embedding different

impurities into superconducting Nb and observing how the orbital character of the impurity

interacts with the multiband superconductor. Secondly, we invert the problem by considering what

happens to a superconductor which has a finite size and is surrounded by a non-superconducting

metallic system in 5.2. This enables us to ask how large a superconductor needs to be before it is

possible to observe a gap in the excitation spectrum, and how it relates to the coherence length.

Finally we investigate what happens to a superconductor in the presence of magnetic impurities

by embedding 3d elements into the bulk and the surface of superconducting Pb in sections 5.3

and 5.4 respectively. The magnetic moment breaks the symmetry of the Cooper pairs, creating

in-gap bound states as predicted by Yu [16], Shiba [17] and Rusinov [18]. We then decompose the

resulting bound state LDOS into individual contributions of the lm decomposed orbital character.

These calculations are performed in the scalar relativistic approximation.

5.1 The Effect on Gap Anisotropy

This section is a continuation of section 4.2, where we investigated the anisotropy of the su-

perconductors Nb, Pb and MgB2 and found that within our method these materials reproduce

anisotropies comparable to experimental data [2–4]. From the analysis of section 4.2 it was

clear that multiple Fermi surface sheets could give rise to multiple gaps, but not only that, also

highly anisotropic Fermi surface sheets could give rise to multiple gaps in the DOS, for example

the Fermi surface sheet on the left in Fig. 4.6(b) where in some places in k-space the d-band
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experiences strong hybridisation from a p-type band. What is interesting is that these are the

main s-wave superconductors with known anisotropy, despite the fact that many elemental su-

perconductors have complex Fermi surfaces. There are two main reasons for this. The first is that

at the time other elemental superconductors were being discovered and analysed experimental

resolution was low so only the simple features of the gap could be resolved, the finer structure

was missed. Secondly, due to impurity and grain boundary scattering, the coherence peaks would

have been broadened making anisotropy harder to detect. These effects, coupled with the fact

that anisotropy was not necessarily being sought for at the time due to the simplicity of the

microscopic theories present, made it unlikely for such anisotropy be to detected. This section

aims to elaborate on the second of these two points. On one hand we aim to analyse the effect of

the impurity on the superconducting state in the surrounding material. On the other hand we will

explore the interplay between the gap anisotropy and electron scattering off the substitutional

impurity.

As a first test case we consider N impurities in Nb, a conventional impurity in this elemental

superconductor. The self-consistent impurity cluster contains 89 atoms where the boundary

condition is the perfect superconducting periodic crystal. The central atom of this cluster is

replaced by a substitutional N impurity, the interaction parameter at the impurity site is Λimp = 0

and we relax the normal charge ρ(r) as well as anomalous χ(r) density within the impurity cluster.

The local density of states (LDOS) at the central N impurity is shown in Fig. 5.1(a) and compared

to the Nb DOS of the periodic superconductor. As such it has the same principle size as Nb with

notable absence of the outer coherence peak. This follows from the lack of d-states in N and the

fact that only the inner coherence peak of Nb has a significant p-character. The larger gap, outer

coherence peak, in Nb is almost entirely of d-character hence is strongly suppressed.

Reversing this argument the N impurity should induce scattering for the d-electrons of the

surrounding Nb. This effect is highlighted in Fig. 5.1(b) where the LDOS of the nearest neighbour

Nb atom adjacent to the N impurity is displayed. A clear broadening between the inner and outer

coherence peak is visible due to the hybridisation between the p-electrons from N and d-electrons

from Nb, indicating the challenge to resolve the gap anisotropy in this elemental superconductor

when structural or chemical perturbations are present. In real materials such perturbations

will be inevitable. Clearly, resolving gap anisotropy on the relevant energy scales will be highly

demanding experimentally.

In order to support our argument that the lack of d orbital character at the N impurity

site is responsible for the effective broadening of the peaks we compare the previous result to

a situation where the substitutional impurity is Au, contributing significant d-character. This

is evident in Figure 5.2(a) where the gap anisotropy is present on the impurity site (as shown

from the green line). In addition, the main contributing factor to the outer coherence peak in

Au is majority ‘d’ character, whereas the inner coherence peak is 50% ‘p’ and 50% ‘d’. This is

in contrast to the Nitrogen case where on the Nitrogen site there is not enough ‘d’ character to
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Figure 5.1: (a) LDOS of an N impurity in comparison to the DOS of unperturbed periodic Nb. The
LDOS of N within the impurity cluster is resolved into the separate orbital (s,p,d) contributions.
(b) The DOS of unperturbed periodic Nb in comparison to the LDOS of the nearest neighbour Nb
atom in the impurity cluster next to N.

contribute significantly to the gap. Figure 5.2(b) clearly shows the lack of broadening between

the inner and outer coherence peak as the DOS of the unperturbed periodic Nb is compared to

the LDOS of the nearest neighbour Nb in the impurity cluster containing Au at its centre. This is

an interesting find, not only because we have shown that impurities can mask the anisotropy of a

superconductor, but also we have shown that there are cases where some impurities cannot mask

the anisotropy. It is highly unlikely for Au specifically to be an impurity in Nb, however due to this

analysis we now understand that impurities cause scattering if they inhibit a particular orbital

channel from hybridising effectively with the impurity. Furthermore, this technique has great

potential in the investigations of quasiparticle scattering of unconventional superconducting

order parameters. Theoretical modelling of these systems so far has relied on δ-like scatterers

[37, 38, 46, 257] which allows for the general structure of the experimental data to be explained,

however the fine structure will be essential if we are to obtain accurate determination of the

superconducting order parameter and how it interacts with different impurities.

5.2 Superconducting Impurity Clusters in the Normal State

So far we have analysed the induced superconductivity at the impurity site as well as the impact of

the electron scattering induced by the impurity atom on the surrounding superconductor. The fact

that the superconductor induces a superconducting gap at the impurity site without an effective

interaction parameter is not new in principle, and has been investigated before [30, 31]. In the

following we will investigate the inverse problem, where a superconducting impurity cluster is

embedded in a non-superconducting material. The relevance of this granular superconductivity

is its connection to the pseudogap phase of underdoped high-Tc cuprate superconductors [9]. In
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Figure 5.2: (a) LDOS of an N impurity in comparison to the DOS of unperturbed periodic Nb. The
LDOS of N within the impurity cluster is resolved into the separate orbital (s,p,d) contributions.
(b) DOS of unperturbed periodic Nb in comparison to the LDOS of a nearest neighbour Nb atom
in the impurity cluster next to the Au impurity.

general, superconductivity emerges from two distinct quantum phenomena: pairing between

electrons and long range phase coherence. In conventional BCS theory, the condensation of

Cooper pairs into a phase-coherent, quantum state takes place simultaneously at the transition

temperature. However, in the underdoped high-Tc cuprate superconductors the electron pairing is

thought to occur at higher temperatures than the long-range phase coherence [258]. In addition,

this as been observed in some disordered, amorphous, superconductors [259]. In this model of

granular superconductivity the existence of preformed Cooper pairs, pairing without long range

phase coherence, shows similarities with the pseudogap regime of underdoped high-Tc cuprate

superconductors.

For a relatively small cluster of material with non-zero interaction parameter embedded in a

normal metal the superconductivity will be suppressed and the quasiparticle gap will be forced to

close. However, if such a cluster reaches the size of the corresponding superconducting coherence

length, ξ0, the expectation is that superconductivity can be sustained within the cluster. Within

BCS theory [23] the coherence length is given by

(5.1) ξ0 = ~νF

π∆
,

where νF is the Fermi velocity, linking the coherence length to the inverse size of the supercon-

ducting gap ∆. The coherence length of bulk Nb is approximately 38nm [260]. A cluster of that

size would roughly contain 106 atoms and is beyond any capability of this method. Within our

standard calculation’s cluster only a few hundred atoms could be considered limiting the cluster

size to < 2 nm. However, it is still possible to test the relation ξ0 ∼∆−1 for artificially enlarged

superconducting gaps.

The cluster was constructed from Niobium atoms with a non-zero interaction parameter Λi,
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embedded in an infinite normal state Nb crystal. In a first step we omit self-consistency and

explore the resulting superconducting gap in LDOS calculations when a constant pairing potential

∆e f f (r) =∆e f f is applied. Figure 5.3(a) shows the LDOS of the central atom as we change the

constant ∆e f f . For a pairing potential of ∆e f f = 0.11Ry a gap in the quasiparticle spectrum

of approximately ∆ = 1.5eV is induced, decreasing in size quickly with the size of the pairing

potential. At ∆e f f = 5×10−2Ry a suppression of the LDOS is still visible without a full opening of

a gap and at ∆e f f = 2×10−2Ry only a small deviation from the non-superconducting Nb remains.

This implies that the surrounding metallic Nb enforces a suppression of the superconducting

state as soon as the pairing potential is smaller than 5×10−2Ry.

Next, we fix the pairing potential at ∆e f f = 0.11Ry and explore how the gap in the LDOS

develops as we approach the metallic Nb boundary. In Fig. 5.3(b) the corresponding results

are summarised, comparing the central atom to the 5th nearest (0.57nm) and the 7th nearest

(0.72nm) shell. Even at a distance of 0.57nm the coherence peak is still visible but the original

gap is fully filled, it has a slightly suppressed LDOS and the local gap is gradually disappearing.

There is no sudden transition from a gapped to a normal state implying the coexistence of

anomalous (pairing) as well normal (electron) density.

This finding is very similar to the situation where we change the size of the region within the

cluster for which we consider a non-zero and constant pairing potential. The resulting LDOS for

the central atom is shown in Fig. 5.3(c). Again the coherence peak is more or less visible down to

a region of nearest neighbours only but the LDOS at the Fermi energy increases as the cluster

decreases.

To summarise these findings we define the anomalous charge χ̄i

(5.2) χ̄i = 1
VWS

∫ rASA

0
d3rχi(r),

which is a constant for each shell at a given distance from the central atom within the cluster. In

addition we define the average gap ∆̄i,

(5.3) ∆̄i = 1
VWS

∫ rASA

0
d3r∆i(r),

which in the self-consistent calculations is related to χ̄i by the proportionality Λi. However in

the non-self consistent one shot calculations the relation is more complex as discussed below.

In Fig. 5.3(d) we summarise the results of the anomalous charge χ̄i as we change the region of

non-zero ∆̄i, the y-axis in Fig. 5.3(d). This corresponds to Fig. 5.3(c) as here we are investigating

the LDOS of the central atom as we change region size. At the same time the full cluster is

analysed, which is described by the x axis of Fig. 5.3(d). In all cases the anomalous charge is

quickly reduced if we consider atoms outside the region with an applied non-zero ∆̄i. Nevertheless,

it is clearly visible how the anomalous charge is enhanced at the central atom as the region of

non-zero ∆̄i is increased, while at the same time a small anomalous charge is induced beyond the

region of non-zero pairing potential.
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Figure 5.3: (a) The LDOS of the central atom in the cluster of 89 atoms with a constant ∆e f f for
every atom in the cluster embedded in metallic Nb with ∆̄0 defined in equation (5.3). Vertical
solid lines indicate the first instance of a gap for each calculation at 0.45 eV (green), 0.79 eV
(blue) and 1.72 eV (magenta). (b) The LDOS of atoms in the nth shell in a cluster of 89 atoms
with a constant effective pairing potential ∆e f f = 0.11Ry, for every atom in the cluster. Vertical
solid lines indicate the first instance of a gap for each calculation at 1.72 eV (green), 1.65 eV
(blue) and 0.56 eV (magenta). (c) The LDOS of the central atom in the cluster of 89 atoms with a
constant pairing potential ∆e f f = 0.11Ry for every atom up to and including the atoms in the nth

shell. Vertical solid lines indicate the first instance of a gap for each calculation at 1.67 eV (blue)
and 1.72 eV (magenta). (d) The average anomalous charge χ̄i per atom plotted as a function of
distance in the cluster for the one-shot gap calculations corresponding to Fig. 5.3(c). The y axis
represents the region with non-zero constant pairing potential ∆e f f = 0.11 Ry up to and including
the nth shell. The relations between the shell indexes and distances are the following: first: 0.29
nm; second: 0.33 nm; third: 0.47 nm; fourth: 0.55 nm; fifth: 0.57 nm; sixth: 0.66 nm; and seventh:
0.72 nm.

In order to make a direct connection to the coherence length and its relation to the supercon-

ducting gap it is important to perform all calculations self-consistently. According to the BCS

result the cluster needs to be larger than the coherence length to support superconductivity. The

complication arises from the fact that we clearly observe pairing (anomalous charge in Fig. 5.3(d))
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5.2. SUPERCONDUCTING IMPURITY CLUSTERS IN THE NORMAL STATE

while there appears no gap in the quasiparticle spectrum (LDOS, see Fig. 5.3(c)). In Fig. 5.4(a) we

summarise the fully self-consistent calculations changing the constant interaction Λi for the full

cluster of 89 atoms. Shown is the LDOS of the central atom. Similarly to our discussion before,

the gap in the LDOS vanishes as we reduce the interaction parameter to Λ= 0.3R y while the

corresponding average gap stays non-zero as highlighted in the legend.
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Figure 5.4: (a) The LDOS of the central atom in the cluster of 89 atoms with a constant Λi applied
to every atom in the cluster. The legend specifies the size of ∆̄ of the central atom. For the green
line = 0.3Ry, blue Λ= 0.4Ry, pink Λ= 0.5Ry. Vertical solid lines indicate the first instance of a
gap for each calculation at 0.60 eV (green), 1.64 eV (blue) and 2.48 eV (magenta). (b) The average
anomalous charge χ̄i per atom as a function of distance in the cluster. This is the corresponding
figure to Fig. 5.3(d) but for a fully self-consistent calculation. The y axis represents the region
with non-zero coupling parameter ∆i = 0.4 Ry up to and including the nth shell. The relations
between the shell indexes and distances are the following: first: 0.29 nm; second: 0.33 nm; third:
0.47 nm; fourth: 0.55 nm; fifth: 0.57 nm; sixth: 0.66 nm; and seventh: 0.72 nm.

The equivalent summary for the self-consistent calculations to Fig. 5.3(d) in case of the

one-shot is shown in Fig. 5.4(b). A much sharper transition between a vanishing gap is visible in

case of a cluster with an applied interaction up to the second shell only.

In order to better understand the relationship between self-consistency and one-shot LDOS

calculations, we have to analyse the relationships between the anomalous charge, χ̄, the average

gap, ∆̄ and the LDOS at εF , D(εF ). In Fig 5.5(a) D i(εF ) as a function of ∆̄0 for the central atom in

a cluster of 89 atoms is shown. For the self consistent calculation, a non-zero and constant Λi is

applied to all of the atoms up to the 7th nearest neighbour shell. For the one-shot calculations an

average gap of constant pairing potential with the corresponding average gap is applied to all

atoms. In this representation both approaches give very similar results. In all cases we observe a

smooth transition between the opening of a gap in the quasiparticle spectrum gradually closing in

as we change the superconducting strength, either via the interaction parameter or the average

gap of constant pairing potential.

However, according to BCS theory, there should be a sharp transition where a gap is induced
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Figure 5.5: (a) The LDOS at the Fermi level as a function of the average gap ∆̄0 for the central
atom. (b) The LDOS for the central atom at the Fermi level as a function of the interaction
parameter. In case of the on-shot calculations, the ratio between the applied average pairing
potential and the anomalous charge is used to define an effective interaction parameter. (c) The
average gap ∆̄ as a function of the inverse radius of the region of superconducting atoms.

once the coherence length is reached. This sharp transition becomes visible as we show D0(εF )

as a function of Λi applied to a cluster of 89 atoms in Fig. 5.5(b). This representation highlights

the differences between the one shot and the fully self-consistent calculations. Only for the

self-consistent calculations are we able to observe the sharp transition at which the system

becomes superconducting at a non-zero interaction parameter. For the one-shot calculations as we

reduce the applied average gap we will in all cases observe a non-zero induced anomalous density

and as such an effective interaction parameter. In contrast, for the self-consistent calculation, as

we reduce the interaction parameter we eventually reach the point where all superconductivity is

suppressed, the anomalous density goes to zero, the gap in the quasiparticle spectrum vanishes

and we observe a phase transition. This highlights the differences between both methods.

To finally investigate the coherence length within our method we show in Fig. 5.5(c) the

average gap as a function of the size of the region with a non-zero interaction parameter. In order
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to generate this figure we consider both cases the one shot and the the self consistent calculations.

In the case of the one shot calculations at a given cluster size we increase the average gap,

∆̄i, until the DOS as the Fermi energy is suppressed below 0.1(eV )−1. For the self-consistent

calculations we do the same but varying the interaction parameter (Λi) until we reach the same

threshold. The chosen threshold is a trade off between numerical accuracy and reaching a fully

gapped situation. According to the BCS relation, equation (5.1), we should find ∆̄∝ 1/ξ0 with the

slope given by ~νF /π. We find a roughly linear dependence with the linear fit giving the slope

and as such the Fermi velocity to be 3.52×106ms−1 and 2.58×106ms−1 for the one shot and

self-consistent calculations, respectively. This is in reasonable agreement to the average Fermi

velocity, 0.62×106ms−1, obtained from the integral of vF (k) in Fig. 4.6.

The deviations from the straight line is replicated in both datasets consistently. This implies

that the positioning of the surrounding atoms coupled with the complex electronic structure are

the key contributing factors to the error. In principle, creating a linear fit again but for a realistic

sized cluster with a realistic superconducting gap would mitigate these issues. This is because

the vast number of atoms will make their positioning arbitrary, and on the scale of the gap the

normal state density for a conventional superconductor will change very little. Unfortunately,

as mentioned earlier, it is currently impossible without further approximation. Despite this, the

value of the Fermi velocity obtained from the fit with artificial gap sizes is within the order

expected from Nb. From this, we therefore can say that our findings are realistic.

To summarise this section, we refer back to section 5.1. Here, we embedded a non-superconducting

impurity into a superconductor. Despite there being no interaction on the impurity site, the su-

perconductor induced a gap in its LDOS. Essentially the same is happening in section 5.2 where

we have a superconducting impurity embedded within a normal state metal, resulting in normal

electron density being induced in the superconducting impurity. It is correct to assume here

that the coherence length of the superconductor defines the size of the region that must be

superconducting for a gap to appear in the LDOS.

Interestingly, on first inspection the BCS expression (5.1) implies that there is a hard tran-

sition between having or not having a gap. This, however, turns out not to be the case when

investigating this in practice as instead there is a smooth transition in the resulting LDOS

between fully gapped and fully metallic implying the coexistence of anomalous (pairing) and

electronic (normal) density. It is only when a self-consistency is performed, where we introduce a

pairing interaction Λi, do we see that there is a transition for a particular superconducting region

to have anomalous density. When Λi is large enough D(εF ) will go to zero and we can argue at

this point we have a fully superconducting state, whose gap size will be governed by (5.1).

However, for the creation of Fig. 5.5(c) a fixed value of D(εF ) = 0.1meV is used. Using this

means there is clearly still a significant portion of electronic density at D(εF ), implying that

the condition ∆̄∝ 1/ξ0 can be used for any value of D(εF ) below the value at the normal state.

This brings the discussion to the key finding from this section, which is that there are converged
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solutions to this impurity setup where there is a non-zero, s-wave pairing potential yet D(εF )> 0.

This bears a striking resemblance to the pseudogap regime in underdoped cuprates. In chapter

2 this was addressed in figure 2.2. Here, as a function of temperature, the gap appears not to

close at Tc instead it remains open afterwards. In the case of our granular superconducting

state, we cannot vary temperature in the present implementation of the code. Despite this, we

can vary Λ which we can consider as varying the Tc. By looking at how the zero temperature

gap behaves between λ= 0.1 and 0.7 Ry we see that the cluster is only completely able to expel

normal state density at values of λ= 0.7. One could consider this as the point where the cluster

is fully superconducting with a phase coherent state within the cluster. Before this we have a

mixed state between normal and superconducting density.

In the case of the strongly correlated cuprate superconductor, the pseudogap phase could be

considered as a state where there is anomalous density but no phase coherence. The question

that still remains unanswered in cuprate superconductors is: where is this phase incoherence

coming from? Theoretical modelling of the pseudogap phase has been going one for years [69].

They usually involve numerical modelling of Hubbard style Hamiltonians such as Ref. [139].

Recently P. Phillips [141] provided the first ‘exactly solved’ model including both Mottness

and superconductivity. The strongly correlated superconducting ground state in this model is

constructed from spinons and holons and perhaps the two particles may not form the coherent

ground state simultaneously.

A potential future application using the KKR impurity method is to try to model this pse-

duogap regime using a cluster impurity method. The coherence length of YBa2Cu3O6.9 films is

1.14±0.04nm [261], which is roughly the correct order for the clusters discussed in this report,

so in principle this is computationally manageable to model small clusters of YBa2Cu3O6.9. In

order to solve this the d-wave order parameter would have to be derived within the KKR method.

5.3 Magnetic Impurities in the Bulk

Our investigations into impurities have so far looked at impurities that do not break time reversal

symmetry. Now, however, we use the spin polarised implementation of the SR BdG equations

in section 3.5.10 to investigate magnetic impurities in superconducting Pb. In s-wave phonon

mediated superconductors, the most distinct effect from impurities comes from the introduction

of magnetic impurities. This is evident from the first experiments including impurities. With

amorphous Beryllium [26] it was shown that very little difference occurred, however with the

introduction of magnetic impurities [27] we see that a reduction in Tc is evident.

Theoretically, the first attempts to model the effects of impurities on superconductors was

performed by Abrikosov and Gor’kov [29] who showed that with the introduction of ∼ 1% of

paramagnetic impurities in a superconductor the energy gap in the spectrum would no longer

correspond to the order parameter ∆. Beyond 1% it was theoretically predicted that superconduc-
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tivity could exist without a gap [262] in so called ‘gapless superconductivity’. The mechanism

that drives this phenomena is that as the s-wave superconducting state is a spin-singlet state it

is expected for a magnetic impurity to break up the Cooper pairs. In order to realise this effect

theoretically, real space models were subsequently constructed by Yu [16], Shiba [17] and Rusinov

[18] (YSR) using a local, one band model around a classical impurity spin. These papers predict

the existence of a pair of localised, in-gap YSR states either side of the Fermi energy associated

with the exchange splitting J of the spin. Recently S. Nadj-Perge et al. [186] suggested placing

more than one impurity in a chain on the surface of a superconducting material. In this work

they claimed that the peaks will hybridise and, assuming the superconducting substrate exhibits

strong spin-orbit coupling, it would be possible to observe Majorana zero modes at the edges of

the chain.

Experiments investigating YSR states have observed multiple pairs of in-gap states [7, 57,

249, 263, 264]. After the initial success of finding the YSR states, the magnetocrystalline impurity

chains were constructed with Pb [50, 187] and Re [51] as the substrate, and both successfully

observed Majorana zero modes. Despite this, a follow up experiment [188] discovered that they

were able to produce zero modes, however after close inspection they found that these modes

came from the YSR states and were not topological. It was therefore clear that the YSR states

themselves must be investigated more carefully.

Looking at the recent experiments, it was argued that the origin of multiple YSR peaks can

come from magnetic anisotropy [249], orbital character [7, 57] or modulations in the charge

density [264, 265]. Ruby et al. [7] investigated a Mn impurity adsorbed onto the (001) surface of

Pb. They argue that the multiple YSR resonances originate from the crystal field splitting of the

Mn d-orbitals, and using energy considerations with real space dI/dV maps they were able to

assign the relevant orbitals to the YSR resonances.

When investigating advanced systems like NbSe2 [264, 265] or β−Bi2Pd [266] it becomes

immediately obvious that disentangling hybridised YSR peaks, or YSR peaks entangled with co-

herence peaks will be very challenging. Symmetry arguments and energy consideration will not be

enough, and another approach is desired. In this section we aim to showcase the superconducting

KKR method as an alternative approach to solve this problem.

In the first part 5.3, we embed the 3d elements as an impurity in bulk fcc Pb and show that

not only are there two distinct YSR resonance pairs coming from the t2g and eg orbitals, there is a

significant but smaller diamagnetic response from the ‘s’ component of the impurity contributing

to a third pair of YSR resonances. These findings imply that the l-dependence of the moment is

crucial, that multiple YSR states in the presence of 3d magnetic impurities cannot be attributed

to the d-moment alone, and that even conventional s-wave superconductors exhibit YSR states

that are not protected within the confines of the gap.

The second part 5.4 aims to build on this with the first preliminary results of investigating

the surface of superconducting Pb, with the eventual goal of trying to theoretically describe the
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Figure 5.6: Panel (a) shows the atomic sites around the impurity atom in units of the atomic
spacing, a0 = 4.95Å. Black dots represent atomic sites within the cluster, the red dot represents
the impurity site. Panel (b) shows the z = 0 crystal plane and the orientation of the dx2−y2 (green)
and dxy (blue) orbitals.

work performed by Ruby et al. [7]. Calculations of (001) Pb are presented here, and it is clear

from the results that the d-orbitals are split into the expected associated symmetries, however it

is not always trivial to expect only d-orbitals to be present within the gap. In fact, there is even

an example of a magnetic impurity that has the moment primarily coming from the d-orbitals

which has no YSR peaks associated with d-orbitals. This will be explained using the electronic

structure of the impurity system in the normal state.

5.3.1 Bulk

5.3.2 Normal State Analysis

To perform the superconducting magnetic impurity calculation, a cluster of atoms containing 87

atoms was constructed, as displayed in Fig. 5.6(a). Just like in section 5.1, the boundary condition

is the perfect superconducting periodic crystal. In Fig. 5.6(b) the symmetry of the associated

crystal structure around the impurity site is shown. The associated d-orbitals are oriented in this

configuration, hence dxy, dxz and dyz form a set of degenerate states known as the t2g orbital as

their wavefunctions overlap with the same number of atomic sites. Then dz2 and dx2−y2 form the

second of the two degenerate states in this crystal system known as the eg state.

The self consistency for the normal state was performed and Fig. 5.7(a) shows the resulting

local magnetic moment from the converged solutions with each of the 3d elements embedded.
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Out of the impurities, V, Cr, Mn and Fe were found to be magnetic. In an fcc structure the crystal

field splits the degeneracy of the d-orbitals into the eg and t2g states. The resulting eg and t2g

densities of the central impurity are extracted and shown alongside the total in Fig. 5.7(b).
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Figure 5.7: (a) The resulting local magnetic moment induced on an elemental 3d impurity when it
has been embedded in a cluster of 87 Pb atoms. (b) The local, spin resolved, DOS of all magnetic
impurities in the 87 atom Pb cluster in the normal state. Dashed lines represent the densities
associated with the eg and t2g orbitals. (c) The value of JS for each of the impurities. Red
represents the total, green represents the eg state and blue represents the t2g state.

It is clear that the eg and t2g densities are distinct from Fig. 5.7(b), however it is unclear how

much the exchange splitting J differs. Therefore, it is convenient to define the spin density S

and the exchange energy JS. The exchange energy can be associated with the energy splitting

between spin up and spin down states. For an impurity in a vacuum JS is easy to define because

the width in energy for a state is very narrow. For the definition here we use the spin up peak

position, p↑, and the spin down peak position p↓ to define JS

(5.4) JS = p↑− p↓

2
.

Using this quantity it is much easier to discern the magnetic splitting of the individual crystal
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Impurity atom Cr V Mn Fe
t2g state (meV) ±1.13 ±0.36 ±1.12 ±0.40
eg state (meV) ±1.26 ±0.95 ±1.24 ±0.48

Table 5.1: A table with the calculated energies of the in-gap bound states of the superconductor.

field split states. Fig. 5.7(c) shows this comparison between JS for each orbital and the total.

There is a noticeable change, within a 100 meV, between the eg and t2g JS values, which is

significantly larger than the superconducting gap ∆. This implies that the individual orbital

contributions will each have separate effects on the superconducting state.

5.3.3 Superconducting state analysis

We then performed the self consistency with the embedded magnetic impurities in supercon-

ducting Pb. The LDOS around the superconducting gap for each system was calculated and the

results for every magnetic impurity are displayed in Fig. 5.8. In every case, two pairs of bound

states are produced, one pair from the eg state and another from the t2g states. Table 5.1 shows

the associated energies of the bound states produced by embedding the impurity into the cluster.

By comparing the JS values from Fig. 5.7(c) and the YSR peak separations in Table. 5.1 there

is clearly a relationship between these two quantities. The first observation is that the eg state

is always closest to the edge of the gap. This is because it consistently has the smallest JS. The

second observation is that as the separation of the JS values gets closer, the YSR peaks get closer

together, however the relationship is non-linear.

Previous efforts to understand the relationship between JS and ε, the position of the YSR

peak in the gap, [16–19], resulted in the derivation of an expression describing isotropic (l = 0)

scattering,

(5.5) ε=±∆0
1−α2 +β2√

(1−α2 +β2)2 +4α2

where

α=πN0JS,(5.6)

β=πN0V ,(5.7)

N0 is the DOS at the Fermi level of the substrate in the normal state, and V is the non-magnetic

scattering potential. By considering β= 0, the equation becomes

(5.8) εb
a =±∆0

1− (
αb

a
)2

1+ (
αb

a
)2

where a labels the orbitals eg and t2g, and b is the impurity index V, Cr, Mn, Fe and αb
a is

(5.9) αb
a =πN0(JS)b

a.
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Figure 5.8: A figure of the LDOS (red) of 4 different magnetic impurities (V, Fe, Mn, Cr) plotted
with the t2g (green dashed) and eg (blue dashed) densities from the impurity site, and the bulk
Pb DOS (black dashed) within the energy resolution of the superconducting gap.

By taking the JS values from Fig. 5.7(c) one can obtain predictions for the energies of the YSR

states. An alternative method to calculate the energies of the YSR states is also used in this

report. The alternative method tries to avoid dealing with normalisation issues by calculating the

YSR states with respect to a reference impurity. In this instance, Mn was chosen as the reference

impurity. The method is as follows, firstly define a impurity independent constant ca as,

(5.10) αb
a = (JS)b

aca,

then use Fig. 5.8 to obtain εMn
a and calculate αMn

a by rearranging equation (5.8). From here, ca is

found using equation (5.10). The subsequent αb
a’s for each impurity can be found, and therefore

their corresponding εb
a values. Both methods, along with the values from Fig. 5.8 are shown

in Fig. 5.9. Although both methods are particularly good at describing Cr and Mn, they fall

short when attempting to calculate Fe and V. In addition the ‘theoretical’ calculations obtain

the incorrect energy ordering of the individual crystal-field split states relative to the KKR

calculation. This implies that due to the complexity of the underlying electronic structure it is

not possible to use such a simple model for the scattering to predict the bound states.
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Figure 5.9: A figure comparing the positions of the peaks from Fig. 5.8 to the model Hamiltonian
version from equation (5.5), which is provided by references [16–19].

The other approximation used in many experimental investigations is that only the l = 2

conduction electrons are considered [7]. The general consideration comes from Schrieffer [267]

and is a reasonable approximation when considering the fact that the other components of the

orbital will not have a strong effect on the impurity. Such constraints are not employed here, and

the result is a third pair of resonances present within the superconducting gap originating from

the l = 0 component of the density. This pair is most easily visible in the Cr and Mn panels of

Fig. 5.8 and is strongly hybridised with the coherence peak. Despite this, it is still a reasonable

approximation to consider just the l = 2 conduction electrons to get simplified picture of the

underlying mechanism that drives YSR resonances. However, if the investigation of in-gap states

requires analysis of the resonances close to the coherence peak or the system gets more complex,

such as chains of magnetic impurities or unconventional superconductors simple models will fail

profoundly.

We also investigated the angular dependence of the individual m contributions to the eg

and the t2g orbitals to assess the real-space modulation of the wavefunction within the KKR

method. The eg consists of dz2 and dx2−y2 orbitals, and the t2g orbital consists of the dyz, dxz

and dxy orbitals. Even though the total wavefunction has no angular dependence, the individual

components should. Fig. 5.10 shows the results of investigating the angular dependence of the

wavefunction with the Vanadium impurity. For dz2 and dx2−y2 orbitals, the energy chosen is

ε = 0.95meV and for dyz, dxz and dxy the energy is ε = 0.35meV. Although within the KKR

method it is not currently possible to resolve sub-atomic distances, unlike STM experiments, the

resolution is enough to visualise the angular dependence of the individual d-orbitals. For the dyz,

dxz and dxy orbitals the extremal parts of the lobes, identifiable as the red components, point

clearly in the direction of the symmetry of the orbital. For example the red parts of dyz and dxz

point along the y and x planes respectively. The same is true for dxy which is oriented on the xy

plane, however for dx2−y2 it is less clear as it is in the same plane as dxy but is rotated by 45
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Figure 5.10: Figure of the densities of each atom centred on the spin down peak in the z={-1.50,-
1.0,-0.5,0.0,0.5,1.0,1.5}a0 planes around the impurity for Vanadium. For dyz, dxz and dxy the
energy chosen is ε= 0.36meV and for dz2 and dx2−y2 ε= 0.95meV. The colour scale is cut so that
the low values are amplified and the higher peak values are saturated. These figures go to a
maximum radius of 0.78nm.

degrees. Looking at Fig.5.6(b) it is evident that fewer atoms in the cluster are oriented in the

direction the dx2−y2 orbital meaning that it is less likely for the correct symmetry to be picked

up, thus making it difficult to determine on its own. Within the KKR method an r dependent

LDOS would solve this issue. This could be done by implementing the full potential KKR [213]

formalism or projecting the Green’s function into a maximally localised Wannier orbital basis set

[268].

The height of the YSR resonance peaks in Fig. 5.8 are governed by the DOS in the normal

state in Fig. 5.7(b). For example, Fe has the largest minority peak, therefore the largest spin

down YSR resonance, however the majority DOS is completely below the Fermi level, meaning

that the spin up YSR peaks are much smaller. This is just another example of how the under-

lying first principles electronic structure plays a key role in determining the behaviour in the

superconducting state.

Experimentally, this setup will be challenging to investigate as probing the local electronic

structure of an impurity in the bulk is complicated, and usually experiments in the bulk will

either probe the thermodynamic properties such as specific heat, or they will try to probe using

diffraction with x-rays or neutrons [269]. To probe local electronic structure easily, one can turn to

STM. This, however, only accesses the surface states. Hence the next section will be investigating

how magnetic impurities affect the surface superconducting states of Pb.
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5.4 Magnetic Impurities on the Surface

This work has been performed in conjunction with Ming-Hung Wu, Emma Thill and Jacob Crosbie.

Ming-Hung Wu performed the self-consistencies and calculations of the reference Green’s function,

which has been highlighted in section 4.2.2.2. Jacob and Emma performed the impurity self-

consistencies and LDOS calculations under our supervision. This section will highlight the work

they have performed and compare the resulting bound states produced from the surface to the

results from Ruby et al. [7].

Firstly, two different impurity systems were setup in this work. The first system was an

adatom on the (001) surface of superconducting Pb, which is shown in Fig. 5.11(a). The distance

from the surface is 0.5a0 ≈ 2.48Å, whereas in the real experiment the distance is 0.15Å. Due to

the discrepancy between the heights of the impurity, we choose a second impurity system where

the impurity is embedded in the surface as a subtitutional impurity described by Fig. 5.11(b).

These two calculations clearly have their limitations with respect to the real system, however

should give us a good idea of what to expect when a calculation with a proper adatom impurity

site at 0.15Å is performed. These two systems have different symmetry configurations as in the

adatom case the dx2−y2 orbital will need to be compared to the dxy orbital in the embedded case,

as exemplified in Figs. 5.11(c) and (d).

Of the ten 3d elemental impurities, eight were magnetic in the adatom case, whereas in the

surface six atoms were magnetic. Fig. 5.12 shows the resulting moments from the normal state.

This in an interesting result compared to the moments produced in bulk Pb, in Fig. 5.7(a), where

only four impurities were magnetic. The resulting overall increase in moment arises from the

extra constraints the impurity has when on a surface as opposed to the bulk. On the surface, the

electrons cannot flow in the positive z direction due to the presence of a vacuum, giving them a

tendency to magnetise more readily than in the bulk. For the remainder of this section the key

features of these results will be covered by investigating the resulting bound states produced in

Mn, Co and Cr.

Investigating the effects of the Co impurity we see that for the case of the adatom in Fig. 5.13(a)

there is a clear splitting of the d-orbitals into dxy, dyz +dxz (degenerate), dz2 and dx2−y2 . This

splitting of the orbitals is the same as theorised by Ruby et al. [7] for Mn using group theory

considerations. As an embedded impurity the resulting symmetry appears to be in two groups as

opposed to four, being the dyz, dxz and dz2 orbitals as one group and the dxy and dx2−y2 orbitals

as the other. There is a slight splitting of the dxy and dx2−y2 orbitals which are not identically

degenerate, which could be coming from the thin film geometry.

Mn was then investigated in Fig. 5.14. The orbital ordering of the embedded and adatom

impurities is compared to Ruby et al [7] in table 5.2 along with the associated energies. The

energies for the embedded and adatom case do not match to experiment. This is hardly surprising

because the orbital orderings for both the embedded and adatom also do not match. For both

systems there are different reasons for this. In the adatom case the height of the impurity is 2.48Å,
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Figure 5.11: (a) Schematic diagram showing the atomic sites around the impurity adatom in
units of the atomic spacing, a0 = 4.95Å. Black dots represent a Pb atomic position, grey dots
represent the positions of empty sites above the impurity, the red dot represents the impurity
site (b) Similar diagram to (a), but for the embedded impurity calculation. (c) A diagram of the
z = −0.5a0 crystal plane and the orientation of the dx2−y2 (green) and dxy (blue) orbitals for
the adatom impurity system. Orbitals are not to scale. (d) The same diagram as panel (c), but
describing the atomic sites on the z=0 plane for the case of the embedded impurity.

whereas in Ruby et al. the height is 0.15Å. In the embedded impurity case the impurity is close

to the experimental value however the symmetry is different. To fully realise the experimental

findings from Ref. [7], an impurity embedded at 0.15Å is essential. Computationally, the most

numerically stable method will be to embed the impurity at 0Å like in Fig. 5.11(b), however the

difference will be that the impurity will be in between the Pb atoms as opposed to substituting a

Pb atom, like in Fig. 5.11(a). The symmetry will then be in agreement with experiment, and the
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Figure 5.12: The resulting local magnetic moment induced on an elemental 3d impurity when
either embedded on the surface of Pb or as an adatom, as described in panels (a) and (b) of
Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.13: (a) The total LDOS of the adatom Co (red) on superconducting Pb compared to the
pure surface Pb (black dashed). The other coloured lines are the densities of the associated orbital
character. Orbitals dyz and dxz are combined because they are degenerate. (b) The total LDOS of
the embedded Co impurity (red) on superconducting Pb compared to the pure surface Pb (black
dashed). The other coloured lines are the densities of the associated orbital character. Orbitals
dyz, dz2 and dxz are combined as they are degenerate.

distance will be much more comparable.

Another feature present in Figs. 5.14(a) and (b) are the YSR peaks with density coming from

s orbitals. This is unsurprising as the same was observed in bulk fcc Pb in Fig. 5.8. The spin

up YSR peak for the s-orbital is below the Fermi energy and the spin down YSR peak for the

s-orbital is above. This is in contrast with the YSR peaks associated with the d orbitals as their

spin up peaks are above the Fermi energy, and their spin down YSR peaks lie below. Looking

back at Fig. 5.8 the same feature is present, however here it is more pronounced as the s-orbital

YSR peaks are closer to the centre of the gap.
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Figure 5.14: (a) The total LDOS of the adatom Mn (red) on superconducting Pb compared to
the pure surface Pb (black dashed). The other coloured lines are the densities of the associated
orbital character. (b) The total LDOS of the embedded Mn impurity (red) on superconducting Pb
compared to the pure surface Pb (black dashed). The other coloured lines are the densities of the
associated orbital character.

Adatom Energy (meV) Embedded Energy (meV) Experiment da −dxy (mV)
dyz, dxz 1.03 dxy 0.84 dxy 0

dx2−y2 , dz2 1.08 dx2−y2 1.05 dyz, dxz 0
dxy 1.15 dyz, dxz, dz2 1.07 dz2 0.51

dx2−y2 0.90

Table 5.2: The energetic ordering of the d-orbitals of a Mn impurity in the adatom position,
surface position and from Ruby et al. [7]. The associated energies of the peaks are also written
down. For the experiment, the peak energies are written down as a difference between the bias
voltage of that peak (da, where a = {xz, yz, xy, x2 − y2, z2}) and the bias voltage of the dxy peak.
The reason for this is because the STM tip used is superconducting W, so the bias voltage for each
peak is shifted by the gap from the tip.

The final result worthy of note is the results from adatom Chromium in Fig. 5.15. Here only

one pair of resonances inside the superconducting gap is visible and, despite the fact that the

moment is of majority d-character, the resonance is pure ‘s’. This arises from the fact that there is

simply no density associated with a d-moment at the Fermi level in the normal state and so those

resonances cannot form. Although these pure ‘s’ states are equally present in Mn and Co they are

harder to observe due to the strength of the d-orbital resonances. These findings highlight the

importance of using an all-electron formalism with real impurities.

5.5 Discussions and conclusions

From section 4.2 we showed that the gap anisotropy was successfully reproduced. Here we show

that in the presence of impurities, gap anisotropy gets broadened by impurity scatterers which
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Figure 5.15: The total LDOS of the adatom Cr (red) on superconducting Pb compared to the pure
surface Pb (black dashed). The other coloured lines are the densities of the associated orbital
character.

contain no ‘d’ states as that is the main contributor to density of states around the gap. It was

not possible to find an impurity which only contained ‘s’ orbitals at this energy level, potentially

obscuring the peaks entirely. However when introducing impurity scattering from Au, an element

with ‘p’ and ‘d’ character close to the Fermi level, no broadening of the peaks was observed at all.

This confirmed our argument and underlined the importance of the detailed knowledge of the

orbital character of the impurity electrons.

After this we inverted the problem, considering the effect of a non-superconducting bulk on

a cluster of superconducting impurity atoms. We found that the bulk strongly influences the

impurity atoms, similar to section 5.1. The gap and the corresponding interaction parameter had

to be artificially increased by approximately 1000 times in order to induce a gap within an 89 atom

cluster. This is directly related to the superconducting coherence length of the superconducting

material. We showed that we were able to reproduce the BCS expression of the coherence length

as a function of the superconducting gap. However, we would like to highlight that we clearly

observe distinct states of our system. Below a certain threshold the interaction is too weak

and superconductivity is suppressed throughout the entire system. Passing a critical value we

observe the formation of Cooper pairs without full phase coherence leading to a suppression of

the LDOS at the Fermi energy without the formation of a full energy gap. Only upon increasing

the interaction parameter further phase coherence across the system is achieved and a full gap

opens. This bears a striking resemblance to the pseudogap in underoped cuprates, as displayed

in Fig. 2.2 where coherence peaks persist when above superconducting transition temperature,

however the gap is filled in, implying no phase coherence.

After testing superconducting clusters within a normal metal, we turned to investigating

the effects of magnetic impurities. Using the numerical parameters from section 4.2.2, we then

created a 87 Pb atom cluster with the boundary being pure fcc metallic crystal. From here, all of

the 3d-shell elements were investigated by embedding each of them in turn into the cluster. Out
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of the ten impurities, four (V, Cr, Mn, Fe) became magnetic in the normal state. Their magnetic

moments are mainly due to the d-shell, however small components from s were also present. Due

to crystal field splitting, the degeneracy of the d-orbitals is broken into the eg and t2g states. The

exchange splitting energy JS therefore is distinct for both states, as shown in Fig. 5.7(c). This

implies, from equation (5.5), that the energies for both states should be distinct, implying that in

the superconducting state, two pairs of bound states should be found in the gap.

The impurities were then embedded into the superconducting Pb cluster. The potentials were

calculated self-consistently, allowing both χ(r) and ρ(r) to relax. The resulting LDOS for the

impurity sites are plotted in Fig. 5.8, clearly showing the predicted two pairs of YSR resonances

present in the impurity site. Additionally, the peaks are purely of eg and t2g character respectively.

On closer inspection, however, it is also clear that a third pair of YSR resonances are found. The

third resonance is clearest in Mn and Cr of Fig. 5.8, however it is present in Fe and V as well.

This peak comes from the small magnetic moment present in the s-component of the DOS. The

peak is strongly hybridised with the coherence peak, meaning that it would be hard to detect

experimentally, however it shows that considering YSR resonances from the d-component of the

density alone will ultimately not be enough. This is especially relevant considering that not only

have YSR resonances like this already been investigated [265], but systems get very quickly more

complex with the addition of multiple magnetic impurities.

By investigating the underlying orbital character of the eg and t2g states it is also possible

to observe clearly the individual components. The orbitals dyz, dxz, dxy, dz2 and dx2−y2 orbitals

are plotted in Fig. 5.10 and their characteristic angular dependence is shown. This acts as a

secondary confirmation of the orbital composition of both YSR peaks.

Using equation (5.8) the energies of the YSR states are predicted and compared against the

results from Fig. 5.8. Two separate attempts were made using equation (5.8). The first took the

normal state parameters from Fig. 5.7(b), the second fixed the Mn impurity as a reference and

calculated the states associated with the other impurities using equation (5.10). Both methods

were able to predict Cr to a reasonable level of accuracy, however they fall short when predicting

V and Fe. It shows that the underlying complexities of describing the normal state from first

principles, and the elemental impurities embedded have a strong effect on the position of the

bound states. Clearly the model gives a flavour of the ensuing bound states, however they would

not be able to directly predict their energies.

Finally we investigated how the magnetic impurities affect the surface of superconducting Pb.

In the adatom case it was found that eight impurities were magnetic, and in the embedded case

six became magnetic as shown in figure 5.13. Due to the number of results it is more important

here to focus on the key findings relative to impurities in bulk Pb. For adatom Co, the energy

ordering of the YSR orbitals is the same as for experimental evidence of Mn in Ruby et al. [7],

however for our calculations with Mn the ordering does not coincide. This ultimately shows that

each impurity has significantly different behaviour, and that Co matches with experimental data
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for Mn may just be a coincidence. What is interesting is that on the surface the YSR resonances

for both s and p orbitals are more central within the gap compared to the bulk, however their

strength is still small compared to the resonances of the d-moments. There are some cases, for

example adatom Cr, where only YSR resonances from the ‘s’ component of the density are present.

This is because in the normal state density the majority ‘d’ density was completely below the

Fermi level and the minority ‘d’ density was completely above. The next step in performing these

calculations is the need to have a more accurate impurity position that reflects the experiment.

At present, the adatom case the height of the impurity is 2.48Å whereas in Ruby et al the height

was 0.15Å, and in the embedded case, although the height was 0Å so arguably closer to the

experiment, the symmetry is wrong and the distances from the nearest neighbour is smaller.

In summary we have shown that using a fully ab initio method to describe the normal

state and a simple phenomenological parametrisation to describe the superconducting exchange

correlation functional we can describe the effect of impurities on the superconducting state.

Even in the presence of impurities it is still possible to observe the gap anisotropy in Nb while

depending on the orbital character of the impurity atom a significant broadening of the coherence

peaks can be observed. In addition, we have applied a direct method to test the coherence length

of superconducting materials which is concurrent with BCS theory. Investigating the effect of

superconducting impurity clusters, the dependence of the LDOS at the Fermi level behaves in the

same way as the pseudogap phase in underdoped cuprate superconductors, implying the existence

of Cooper pairs but no phase coherence. In addition to this, we have observed a coexistence of

anomalous (pairing) as well normal (electron) density in superconducting clusters who’s size are

of the order of the coherence length. Finally we investigated the effects of magnetic impurities

in superconducting bulk and surface Pb. In the bulk we found two YSR resonances associated

with the magnetic moment from the eg and t2g orbitals were produced as predicted, along with

a third YSR resonance coming from the small magnetic moment in the l = 0 component of the

density. This highlights the need for a more sophisticated theory to describe these systems. This

claim is further reinforced when the associated energies for the eg and t2 g orbitals could not be

consistently predicted using pre-existing theories. On the surface the symmetry of the d-orbitals

were split not quite in the way predicted by Ruby et al. [7], however in the adatom case the

height the impurity atom from the surface is ∼ 17 times that of the experiment, and in the

embedded case the symmetry is wrong, so therefore we cannot make an accurate comparison.

When investigating embedded Cr impurities it was found that no YSR resonances came from

d-orbitals, they were purely coming from s-orbitals. This shows that equation (5.8) gives a flavour

of the associated resonances from a magnetic impurity, however to more accurately predict their

formation a more sophisticated method must be employed. The BdG KKR method is presented

as the solution to this, however more work needs to be done, such as accurately predicting the

height of the impurity site on the surface, and investigating the effects of spin-orbit coupling on

impurities in Pb.
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In chapter 2 the field of superconductivity in its present state is addressed. It investigates

the various families of superconductors that have been discovered, and assesses which

aspects are of current interest. For conventional superconducting materials, modelling the

gap anisotropy is a key factor, specifically for materials such as MgB2 and Pb. This is because

anisotropy can enhance the Tc [6], but also creating wires with anisotropic superconductors

becomes more complex [97]. In addition, the high pressure conventional systems are playing a

large role in the literature today, including recent milestones such as a possible metalisation

of hydrogen [125] and room temperature superconductivity in a carbonaceous sulphur hydride

[131]. Strongly correlated superconducting families such as the cuprates [33, 132, 270], iron

pnictides [143] and heavy Fermion systems [163] all have a key role to play in high temperature

superconductivity, however theoretical methods to describe these systems are ongoing [141]. One

of the most elusive quantities is the pseudogap which, described in Fig. 2.2, is a phase that occurs

above the Tc where a gap appears in the excitation spectrum which has non-zero density at

the Fermi level. This suggests that within this phase there are pre-formed incoherent cooper

pairs, a phenomena also observed in amorphous systems [259]. Finally, engineering topological

superconducting states has been of intense interest within the community due to the possible

realisation of Majorana fermions [66], which could have a great application within the field

of quantum computation [52]. Experimentally these exotic states have been discovered at the

interface between topological insulators and s-wave superconductors [179, 180], Rashba-split

semiconductors [185] and chains of magnetic impurities on superconductors [50, 51].

In chapter 3 the theoretical method for describing how impurities effect the superconducting

state is addressed. To start, the BCS equations are introduced, along with their limitations

and how they are rectified by later works. From here the Bogoliubov de-Gennes equations are
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introduced, along with investigating the properties of uk and vk. The Bogoliubov formalism is

then incorporated into density functional theory, and from here the Green’s function method is

introduced. The Green’s function is then written in the multiple scattering formalism, and the

various technical details of how to extend the KKR formalism to incorporate superconductivity is

addressed. It is then shown how to spin polarise the KKR equations, leading to spin polarised

superconducting KKR. Next, the method of incorporating impurities via substitution is extended

to the superconducting formalism. Finally the Dirac-Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations along with

its implementation is discussed in order to introduce spin-orbit coupling.

In chapter 4 the numerical robustness of this method is addressed. In order to have a state

which is converged in a computationally efficient manner, a k-mesh of at least 2×105 k-points

in the irreducible Brillouin zone is required, and an energy mesh of 50 energy points is also

desired. The comparison between a scalar relativistic superconducting calculation compared

to a non relativistic superconducting calculation as a function of atomic number is addressed.

The choice of Λ is then elaborated on. Initially we used Gaspari-Győrffy theory [219] to try and

calculate Λ from first principles, however some of the materials were an order of magnitude

incorrect compared to experimental values showing that this method cannot be used for material

prediction. To avoid this issue, Λ was then treated as a tunable parameter which was matched to

the zero temperature gap size from experiments. Finally we discuss the relationship between

∆e f f (r) and ∆(k). In a simplified one band picture the relationship is direct, however within this

formalism due to the complex underlying electronic structure the relationship becomes more

complex.

In the second part of chapter 4 the gap anisotropy of the conventional superconductors Nb, Pb

and MgB2 is discussed. For Nb three different coherence peaks are observed, all with comparable

energy separation to experiment. Attempting to relate this to the Fermi velocity in Fig. 4.6(a), in

order to match the BCS description in equation (4.4), it is obvious that the more decoupled Fermi

surface sheet behaves like a BCS superconductor, however the sheet with the more complex

Fermi surface gap structure and orbital character diverges from that description. The materials

Pb and MgB2 follow essentially the same story where the only major different property is that

MgB2, although with the same level of anisotropy, has three coherence peaks as opposed to two

as experiments suggest. This could be explained by the presence of three coherence peaks in thin

films of MgB2 [256], which disappear when adding extra monolayers.

Chapter 5 is divided into four sections. Section 5.1 of chapter 5 investigates the effect of

non-magnetic impurities on superconductors. Nb is used as the bulk superconductor, and when

the impurity nitrogen is added, it is observed that the local density of states of the nitrogen atom

observes the induction of a gap of the same magnitude as Nb, however the outer coherence peak

is suppressed relative to the bulk. Observing the nearest neighbour Nb atoms to the impurity it

is clear that scattering is causing broadening of the coherence peaks, making them more difficult

to measure. Alternatively, replacing nitrogen with a gold atom produces no scattering as there
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are sufficient p and d states in this impurity.

Section 5.2 is focused primarily on investigating how a superconducting impurity interacts

with non superconducting bulk. The aim of this section is to investigate what happens to the

superconducting gap when we are at the limit of the coherence length. This section is purely

theoretical as the cluster size of the system is 89 atoms which corresponds to a diameter of 1.4nm,

much too small for a conventional superconductor such as Nb which has a coherence length of 38

nm, so the gap size had to be amplified by 1000 times. It was shown that the induction of the gap

in the density of states was gradual, like in Fig. 5.3(a), and there was no sudden zero density

at εF . This was a surprising result as it was expected that the gap would be either completely

induced, or not there at all. It was then found that the interaction parameter Λ in Fig. 5.5(b)

experienced a converged superconducting solution only once over the threshold. This relationship,

as a function of cluster radius, fulfils the BCS coherence length equation (5.1). This solution is

very similar to the pseudogap phase in underdoped cuprates [11].

Section 5.3 of chapter 5 investigates how magnetic impurities affect the superconducting

state. Pb was the chosen superconductor, and all d-shell impurities were tested in the material,

whereupon it was found that V, Cr, Mn and Fe were magnetic. Fig. 5.8 shows the in-gap states

produced on the local impurity site by the magnetic impurities. It has shown that two YSR

resonances associated with the magnetic moment from the eg and t2g orbitals were produced

as predicted, along with a third YSR resonance coming from the small magnetic moment in the

l = 0 component of the density, highlighting the need for a more sophisticated theory to describe

these systems. This claim is further reinforced when the associated energies for the eg and t2g

orbitals could not be consistently predicted using pre-existing theories in Fig. 5.7(c). In each case,

two pairs of YSR resonances were produced, with one pair associated with the eg orbital and the

other associated with the t2g as predicted from pre existing theories. A third pair of resonances is

also discovered quite close to the coherence peaks coming purely from s orbitals, highlighting

that a more sophisticated theory must be established to predict these states consistently. This is

further reinforced when trying to predict associated energies for the eg and t2g orbitals could not

be consistently predicted using pre-existing theories.

Finally, the effect of magnetic impurities on the surface of superconducting (001) Pb was

investigated in 5.4. Two systems were constructed, an adatom case and an embedded case,

displayed in Fig. 5.11, with the aim to describe the experiments by Ruby et al. [7]. Although both

the adatom and embedded impurity setups did not match to their work, there was clear reasoning

as to why this occurred. Firstly for the adatom case the impurity height was 17 times the height

of the impurity in Ref. [7], and for the embedded case the symmetry was different. These changes,

however, only further reinforce the findings from section 5.3 that a more sophisticated model is

required, it also highlights the fact that every experiment must be coupled with material specific

calculations. Furthermore, the future aim will be to focus on creating an impurity environment

that more closely models the work performed in the experiment.
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Future challenges
Experiments by Ruby et al. probe the influence of magnetic impurities placed on the surface of

superconducting Pb [7, 189]. The presented formalism solves for such impurity systems, enabling

the study of localised Yu-Shiba-Rusinov states [7, 49, 50]. The ultimate direction of this will be to

generate chains of magnetic impurities as this has been shown to generate Majorana zero modes

at the edges of the chain [50, 53, 187]. In order to fully describe how a chain of magnetic impurities

affect a superconductor, implementation of the fully relativistic, non-colinear BdG solver must be

performed. The formalism for this is present in the paper by G. Csire et al. [62], and so all that is

left is for the extension to impurities. Spin dependent transport in superconductors is already of

strong interest [271, 272] and has been formulated using the Bogoliubov de Gennes equation in a

tight-binding formalism [273]. Spin dependent transport for conventional conductors using the

Boltzmann method [274] including extrinsic effects due to impurities [275] has already been done

for conventional conducting materials with the KKR method, so the extension to superconductivity

is within reach. The alternative method for modelling spin dependent transport is with the Kubo

formula [276–278], which can be done combined with the coherent potential approximation (CPA)

[279–281] which is a powerful tool to describe the macroscopic effects of high concentrations of

impurities. These extensions would enable a theoretical description to describe the spin hall

effect in superconductors which has already been observed in Ref.[272]. This effect is exciting

because in that work the signal was enhanced dramatically compared to the normal state. To

more accurately model these materials it would be beneficial to extend the superconducting KKR

method to full potential [214] as access to the interstitial region is still a large challenge. Such

methods would be beneficial to describe the Van de Waals materials such as twisted bilayer

graphene [14]. Pushing this aspect will, in addition, require the modelling of unconventional

superconductivity. The p-wave order parameter has already been implemented into the KKR

formalism to describe the superconductor LaNiC2 [63]. Strongly correlated superconductivity

has recently been solved exactly using a simplified model [141], and could be extended the KKR

formalism. Another route to realise strong correlations is by using implementations of DMFT

[282, 283] or the GW [118, 284] approximations. A combined approach for solving DMFT and the

GW approximation has been implemented into the LMTO code Questaal [140]. In addition using

the KKR method to model the underlying electronic structure of Sr2RuO4 [246] would be very

powerful. The main problem with modelling this material is that the KKR formalism must be

extended to describe non-local pairing. This is a major challenge as the t-matrix method relies on

localised potentials.
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SCALAR RELATIVISTIC SOLVER

This appendix details the information on how to calculate the regular Rlm(ε,r) and irregular

Hlm(ε,r) solutions to the wavefunctions. The scalar relativistic BdG equations can be

derived by starting at the relativistic Dirac BdG equations and neglecting the spin-orbit

coupling term. More detail is described in G. Csire’s thesis [64], in addition the full explicit

derivation for the non-superconducting case can be found in Zabloudil [213]. One fundamental

difference between the derivation used in this method and G. Csire’s is that the relativistic

corrections to the pairing potential are omitted in his work, whereas here I chose to keep them as

one could argue that this is the more formally exact description of the scalar relativistic BdG

equations. This is because with the extra term included the t-matrix obtains an extra symmetry,

namely,

teh
l (ε+ i0)= teh

l (−ε+ i0)(A.1)

the
l (ε+ i0)= the

l (−ε+ i0)(A.2)

which is a symmetry present in the fully relativistic implementation with spin-orbit coupling

scaled to zero. As the ‘scalar relativistic’ equations are historically supposed to contain all of the

relativistic corrections to the Schrödinger equation except for spin orbit coupling, this seems to be

the more natural choice. The resulting solution to, for example, the density with or without these

terms is negligible, however for the purposes of testing both solvers this change is invaluable.

In order to solve the radial equations effectively a logarithmic mesh is chosen such that r = ex

so that more points are chosen for the low r values. In addition the wavefunctions are solved

using,

(A.3) Pab
l (ε, x)= exRab

l (ε, x)
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such that the functions are more numerically stable. It is possible to split the Bogoliubov-de

Gennes equations from two 2nd order differential equations into four 1st order differential

equations, giving,

d
dx

Qea
l (ε, x)=−Qea

l (ε, x)+U e
l (ε, x)P ea

l (ε, x)+ ex∆(x)Pha
l (ε, x),(A.4)

d
dx

Qha
l (ε, x)=−Qha

l (ε, x)+Uh
l (ε, x)Pha

l (ε, x)+ ex∆∗(x)P ea
l (ε, x),(A.5)

d
dx

P ea
l (ε, x)=P ea

l (ε, x)+ exBe
l (ε, x)Qea

l (ε, x)− ex∆(x)
c2 Qha

l (ε, x),(A.6)

d
dx

Pha
l (ε, x)=Pha

l (ε, x)+ exBh
l (ε, x)Qha

l (ε, x)− ex∆∗(x)
c2 Qea

l (ε, x),(A.7)

where,

U e(ε, x)= l(l+1)
exBe(ε, x)

+ ex(V (x)−ε),(A.8)

Uh(ε, x)= l(l+1)
exBh(ε, x)

+ ex(V (x)+ε),(A.9)

Be
l (ε, x)= 1+ ε−V (r)

c2 ,(A.10)

Bh
l (ε, x)= 1− ε+V (r)

c2 .(A.11)

The conventional way to solve this is with a Runge-Kutte solver for 4 points, and then a predictor-

corrector algorithm for the remaining points. The starting values for the wavefunctions can be

found by, x →∞ giving,

P ee
l (ε, x1)= 10−20,(A.12)

Qee
l (ε, x1)= c2

2Z

(
−1+

√
l(l+1)+1−b2

b/c

)
P ee

l (ε, x1),(A.13)

Phe
l (ε, x1)= 0,(A.14)

Qhe
l (ε, x1)= 0,(A.15)

where b = 2Z/c, and,

P eh
l (ε, x1)= 0,(A.16)

Qeh
l (ε, x1)= 0,(A.17)

Phh
l (ε, x1)= 10−20,(A.18)

Qhh
l (ε, x1)= c2

2Z

(
−1+

√
l(l+1)+1−b2

b/c

)
Phh

l (ε, x1),(A.19)

In order to solve the irregular solutions the same equations are used, however it starts at muffin

tin radius and is solved backwards. For further reading I refer to Csire [64] for the starting

solution derivation and to Zabloudil [213] for the numerical algorithms for solving the equations.
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This appendix details the information on how to calculate the regular Rlm(ε,r) and irregular

Hlm(ε,r) solutions to the wavefunctions. In order to do this, the Dirac-Bogoliubov-de

Gennes equation must be expanded into scattering solutions. Assuming s-wave pairing,

the equations become,

d
dr

Qea
κµκµ(z, r)=κ

r
Qea
κµκµ(z, r)− (EF + z)P ea

κµκµ(z, r)+ (−1)−µ−1/2SκD(r)Pha
κ−µκµ(z, r)

+ ∑
κµκ′µ′

u++
κµκ′µ′P ea

κ′µ′κµ(z, r)

d
dr

Qha
κ−µκµ(z, r)=κ

r
Qha
κ−µκµ(z, r)− (EF − z)Pha

κ−µκµ(z, r)+ (−1)µ−1/2SκD(r)P ea
κµκµ(z, r)

+ ∑
κ−µκ′µ′

(u++
κµκ′µ′)∗Pha

κ′µ′κµ(z, r)

d
dr

P ea
κµκµ(z, r)=− κ

r
P ea
κµκµ(z, r)+ (

EF + z
c2 +1)Qea

κµκµ(z, r)− 1
c2 (−1)−µ−1/2SκD(r)Qha

κ−µκµ(z, r)

− ∑
κµκ′µ′

1
c2 u−−

κµκ′µ′Qea
κ′µ′κµ(z, r)

d
dr

Pha
κ−µκµ(z, r)=− κ

r
Pha
κ−µκµ(z, r)+ (

EF − z
c2 +1)Qha

κ−µκµ(z, r)− 1
c2 (−1)µ−1/2SκD(r)Qea

κµκµ(z, r)

− ∑
κ−µκ′µ′

1
c2 (u−−

κµκ′µ′)∗Qea
κ′µ′κµ(z, r)

where,

(B.1) u++
µκµ′κ′(ε, r)=V (r)+〈χκµ|σzB(r)|χκ′µ′〉, u−−

µκµ′κ′(ε, r)=V (r)−〈χκµ|σzB(r)|χκ′µ′〉,

and the wavefunctions

(B.2) Qab
κµκ′µ′(z, r)= ~cr f ab

κµκ′µ′(z, r), Pab
κµκ′µ′(z, r)= rgab

κµκ′µ′(z, r).
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Expanding the matrix elements

(B.3) 〈χκµ|σzB(r)|χκ′µ′〉 = δll′δµµ′Bκκ′µ(r), 〈χκ̄µ|σzB(r)|χκ̄′µ′〉 = δl̄ l̄′δµµ′ B̄κκ′µ(r),

one obtains,

d
dx

Qea
κµκµ(z, x)=κQea

κµκµ(z, x)− ex(EF + z−V (x))P ea
κµκµ(z, x)+ ex(−1)−µ−1/2SκD(x)Pha

κ−µκµ(z, x)

+ex ∑
κκ′

Bκκ′µ(x)P ea
κ′µκµ(z, x),

d
dx

Qha
κ−µκµ(z, x)=κQha

κ−µκµ(z, x)− ex(EF − z−V (x))Pha
κ−µκµ(z, x)+ ex(−1)µ−1/2SκD(x)P ea

κµκµ(z, x)

+ex ∑
κκ′

B∗
κκ′µ(x)Pha

κ′µκµ(z, x),

d
dx

P ea
κµκµ(z, x)=−κP ea

κµκµ(z, x)+ ex(
EF + z−V (x)

c2 +1)Qea
κµκµ(z, x)− ex 1

c2 (−1)−µ−1/2SκD(x)Qha
κ−µκµ(z, x)

−ex ∑
κκ′

1
c2 B̄κκ′µ(x)Qea

κ′µκµ(z, x),

d
dx

Pha
κ−µκµ(z, x)=−κPha

κ−µκµ(z, x)+ ex(
EF − z−V (x)

c2 +1)Qha
κ−µκµ(z, x)− ex 1

c2 (−1)µ−1/2SκD(x)Qea
κµκµ(z, x)

−ex ∑
κκ′

1
c2 B̄∗

κκ′µ(x)Qha
κ′µκµ(z, x),

where the non-zero quantities are,

Bκ,κ,µ(r)=− µB(r)
κ+1/2

,

B̄κ,κ,µ(r)= µB(r)
κ−1/2

,

Bκ,−κ−1,µ(r)=B−κ−1,κ,µ(r)=−
√

1−
( µ

κ+1/2

)2
B(r),

B−κ−1,−κ−1,µ(r)= µB(r)
κ+1/2

,

B̄−κ−1,−κ−1,µ(r)=− µB(r)
κ+3/2

,

and thus there is a total of eight coupled differential equations. The starting values can be

obtained by the same method as before and they follow a similar format. The difference is that

the equations can be separated into two cases,

B.0.0.1 Case 1: κ=−l−1, µ=±(l+1/2)

In this case the expression, √
1−

( µ

κ+1/2

)2 =
√

1−
(

l+1/2
l+1/2

)2
=0,(B.4)

Bκ,−κ−1,µ(r)= B−κ−1,κ,µ(r)=0(B.5)
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Which means the coupled differential equations reduce from eight to four, and the starting values

for this special case are,

P ee
−l−1,µ,−l−1,µ(x1)=10−20,

Qee
−l−1,µ,−l−1,µ(x1)=

(
−l−1+

√
(l+1)2 −b2

b/c

)
P ee
−l−1,µ,−l−1,µ(x1)

Phe
−l−1,−µ,−l−1,µ(x1)=0,

Qhe
−l−1,−µ,,−l−1,µ(x1)=0

and

P eh
−l−1,µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)=0,

Qeh
−l−1,µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)=0,

Phh
−l−1,−µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)=10−20,

Qhh
−l−1,−µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)=

(
−l−1+

√
(l+1)2 −b2

b/c

)
Phh
−l−1,−µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)

B.0.0.2 Case 2: κ= l, κ=−l−1, |µ| < l+1/2

For the second case the starting values are muich the same as before, however there are 8 terms

considered for the differential equation. This means that there are 4 sets of starting values. These

are listed below:

Starting values 1,

P ee
l,µ,l,µ(x1)=10−20,

Qee
l,µ,l,µ(x1)=

(
l+

p
l2 −b2

b/c

)
P ee

l,µ,l,µ(x1),

P ee
−l−1,−µ,l,µ(x1)=Qee

−l−1,−µ,l,µ(x1)= 0,

Phe
l,−µ,l,µ(x1)=Qhe

l,−µ,l,µ(x1)= 0,

Phe
−l−1,−µ,l,µ(x1)=Qhe

−l−1,−µ,l,µ(x1)= 0.
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Starting values 2,

P ee
l,µ,−l−1,µ(x1)=Qee

l,µ,−l−1,µ(x1)= 0,

P ee
−l−1,µ,−l−1,µ(x1)=10−20,

Qee
−l−1,µ,−l−1,µ(x1)=

(
−l−1+

√
(l+1)2 −b2

b/c

)
P ee
−l−1,µ,−l−1,µ(x1),

Phe
l,−µ,−l−1,µ(x1)=Qhe

l,−µ,−l−1,µ(x1)= 0,

Phe
−l−1,−µ,−l−1,µ(x1)=Qhe

−l−1,−µ,−l−1,µ(x1)= 0.

Starting values 3,

P eh
l,µ,l,−µ(x1)=Qeh

l,µ,l,−µ(x1)= 0,

P eh
−l−1,−µ,l,−µ(x1)=Qeh

−l−1,−µ,l,−µ(x1)= 0,

Phh
l,−µ,l,−µ(x1)=10−20,

Qhh
l,−µ,l,−µ(x1)=

(
l+

p
l2 −b2

b/c

)
Phh

l,−µ,l,−µ(x1),

Phh
−l−1,−µ,l,−µ(x1)=Qhh

−l−1,−µ,l,−µ(x1)= 0.

Starting values 4,

P eh
l,µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)=Qeh

l,µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)= 0,

P eh
−l−1,−µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)=Qeh

−l−1,µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)= 0,

Phh
l,−µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)=Qhh

l,−µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)= 0,

Phh
−l−1,−µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)=10−20,

Qhh
−l−1,−µ,−l−1,−µ(x1)=

(
−l−1+

√
(l+1)2 −b2

b/c

)
Phh
−l−1,−µ,−l−1,−µ(x1).
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